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Preface

We in India are quite in (he dark as lo the extent

arjd greatness of that Greater India, which had been

established outside India by the brave and adventu-

rous sons of India in the days of yore. 1 have attemp-

ted to tell that story in my former books
:

(I) Indian

Teachers of liuddhist Universities, wLich gives an

account of the teachers from India to the land ol

snow, (II) Indian Teacher sin China, giving an account

of the band of pandits going over to China and

spreading the culture and civilisation cf India with

the gospel ol Lord Buddha for about a thousand

years, (III) Indian colony of chamPa shows how an

independent kingdom was established in Further India

by Indian colonists.

I continue that story ol Greater India in my pre-

sent book, which attempts to show how an Indian

colony had been established in Siam, and how even at

the present day, the culture and civilisation of India

survives in the kingdom ol Siam.

My thanks are due to Moti Lal Banarsi Das lor

publishing this monograph.

ist March 1927
Visva-Bharati

Santinikctan
Phanindra Nath Bose



Foreword

Students of ancient Indian history will welcome

another book from the pea of Prof. Phanindra Nath

Bose—“The Hindu Colony of Siam”. His previous

works' have already made accessible to us important

events of Ancient Indian history, such as the Hindu

colonisation of ChampA and the introduction ol Bud-

dhism to China which we Indians should know. The

present book deals with a new chapter ol the history of

Indian colonisation of the Far East. It is mostly

the work of the French school of orientalists

and Prof. Bose’s sound knowledge of the French lan-

guage has permitted him to utilise the works ol the

French scholars which we generally ignore. The
systematic attempt which Prof. Bose is making since

last few years to interpret the history ol the cultural

conquest of the Far East bv India is a real service to

our country and deserves praise. The history of the

Indian colonisation of Indo-China and the Malay peuiu-

sula forms a glorious chapter of the history of India.

This colonisation was a gradual cultural conquest by

peaceful methods and was not a colonisation in the

modern sense of the term, which implies the political

and economic exploitation of certain country by the

1 (] Indian Teaeher* of BnddhiM Universities.

[b] Indian Teaeb-r* in <*hina.

l«] Indian e.louj of rhampa.
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immigrants from another who remain in close touch

with their mother- laud which looks after their pros-

perity and safety in times of danger. The ancient

Indian immigrants, however, allowed themselves to be

assimilated by the people of the country where they

migrated contributing at the same time to the develop-

ment of their civilisation. India docs not seem to

hare ever cared for these sons of hers who carried her

culture to different countries and the Indian colonies

of Champa. Kambuja. frivijaya etc. arc mentioned, il at

all, in an accidental way .n her literature.

The Indians who colonised the l*'ar-East followed

generally the sca-rome. This mute does not appear

to have been a new one. The non-Aryan people

which spread from Eastern India to ludo-Chiiia and

the Indian Aichipelago in prehistoric times and which

is called bv the modern anthropologists Austro- Asiatics,

have left vestiges of their sea faring lives. It was

most probably the route already in use by these daring

navigators which was followed later on by tue Indian

colonisers, who did not really open a new one, but

only facilitated communication by the technical pro-

gress of navigation under the best conditions of comfort

and efficiency.
1

At about the beginning of the Christian Era

groups of Indian settlers seem to have already reached

the Indo-chinese peninsula and settled down in diffe-

1. 8. Ltvis I’ro-Arrvo and l*rw-I*ra»idir>i dan* 1' lade. J A»
1923.
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rent parts ol the country. Some of them probably

landed on the western coast of the Malay peninsula

near the Isthmus of Kra and proceeded northwards by

the land route and some, in course of time, probably

ventured to proceed by the Straits and following the

Coast ol the gulf of Siam reached the valley of the Me-

kong. One of thc'C settlements in the valley of the

Mekong and another on the Annamesc coast formed

the nucleus of the Indian colonies which soon grew

up into powerful kingdoms.

*
* The Sanskrit inscription of Vocan, discovered

in the vicinity of Khaoh hoa on the Annatnese coast

aid placed bv sure evidence of palaeography

either iu the end of the and Cen. A. I). or the beginn-

ing of the 3rd, and a series of early inscriptions which

follow it permit us to make an idea of the early

Indian colonics in that region, which laid the

foundation ol the kingdom of ChampA. Hut

unfortunately there is no epigraphies! record of the

early Indian settlements in the vallics of the Mekoug

and the Menam. We have to depend mainly on

the Chinese sources for the bistorv cl the Indian colo-

nies founded in that region. The first kingdom which

the Chinse annals mention in the region, is Fu-nan

(Bhnom > Pnom), hmduised, if we are to believe the

traditions recorded by the Chinese sources, in the 1st

cen. A. I). by a Brahmin named Kaupd pya (Houcn-

ticn). Fu-nan soon grew up to be mighty empire and

extended its limits far beyond the bassiu ol the Me-
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kong. It occupied all the coast ol the gulf of Siam and

the centre of the Indo-Chinese peninsula between the

Annamese Chain & the mountains which separate the

Saloven from the Menam. It was bounded on the

cast by ChampA, on the North-east by Kiao tchcou

(Tonkin, a Chinese province at that time ) and on the

north by Chinese outpost of Jr-oan. The most impor-

tant port of Fu-non which served as a distributing

centre for all her relations with India was Takkola

(Var Kakkola) 1 situated on the western coast of Malay

peninsula a little to the south of the Isthmus of Kr.«.

The kingdom of Fa-nan was prosperous for several

cent tiiics and it was only towards the end of the 6th

cen. A. D. that one of its Tassal states. Kambuja rose to

power, usurped the supremacy of Fo-nin and over-

shadowed her. Hence forth wc hear of the splendours

of the Empire of Kambuja and Fu-nan disappears

completely from the history.

The early history of the S ;atn is inseparable from

the history of Fu-nan— Kambuja. The valley of the

Menam formed an integral part of the kingdom of Fu-

nan and the empire of Kambuja for long centuries.

In the middle of the loth cen. the valley of the Menam

I. Tion-kin-li of the Chine** traveller* who visited Fa-nan in

the 3rd c«n A. I>. and Takola of Ptolemy who mention* i

I

as a very important harbonr and market place. P. Polliot—

Lc- Fu-nan (BP.FEO II. 19U2); 8. Levi. Plolemee, laKiddcts

et le Brhalkatha. Elude- Atialiqw-s, vol It.
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was divided into a large number of small principalities

more or less dependant on the suzerainty of Kainbuja-

drsa. The most powerful amongst these states were

Sun and Lo hou, one situated in the upper valley of

the Menain and the other in the lower. From the

middle of the nth century till the middle of the lath

cen. (1190?, 1207. 1233 A. IX). the slaves of the

country of ''Syaip'' are mentioned in the Cham inscrip-

tions. The galleries of ADgkor-vat explain two

bas-reliefs by several short inscriptions
;

one runs

ihii-i “ Vtixh Kamiaten anSrijayasitUa parman in the

forests leading the troops ol Lvo." Two others illus-

trate the soldiers of uS)ipU An/." These inscriptions are

of the 1 2th century A. I).. The two countries here re-

ferred to are without doubt Lo hou and Sun of the

Chinese annals.' The country ol Lvo is also mention-

ed in an inscription of the end of the ictli century dis-

covered at Lopburi. Lvo of the Angkorvat inscription,

Lo hou of the Chinese annals, and Lavo of the ancient

Siamese is the same as the Lopburi (Sanskrit Nava-

pura) flourishing in the lower valley of the Mcnam.

Sun (or Sun /o

)

of the Chinese is the same as

the "Syam kut” of the inscriptions of Angkor Vat

and corresponded with the kingdom Sukhothai

1. I’nul Pelliot-Peox Itinerairea, BEPKO. IV. p . 2311 H. 1 am
sorry (bat this highly important article has escaped the

notice of Mr. Bow. Prof, f'clliol has collected there first

hand material* from the Chinese eourcr* for the Geography

and history of alm<«tall the eountrir* of Indo-China. Malaya

pcmasnln. A: the Indian archipelago.
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(Snkhodayu). which occupied the upper valley of the

Menam. Towards the end of the 13th century the

kingdom of Sicn (Syam) freed herself from the yoke of

Kambiijadcs'a, and its capital a \ Sukhothui. The king

who sticccded in assertiug the indepeudance of Sukho-

daya is Rama Khumheng. the great, the thiid sou of

king Indraditya. Rama Khamheng, died between

1 296- 1299 A. I hand had for his successor, his son Lo-

thai who was succcdcd r-y his son Hrdyaraja or

SOryavaiioi who reigned till 1361 A. I). It was under

his reign that tiic hegemony passed from Sukhodsya

(Sicn) to Lopburi (Lo-hou) 1. c- from the north to

the south where the new capital Ayuthia (Ayudhyft)

watt founded in about 1350 A I). a little to the south

of Lopburi. Hut Sukhodaya did not fall into oblivion

at once and continued to remain ollicially independent

of Ayuthia till the latter completely incorporated the

former. Ayuthia continued to be (he capital of Siam

till 1767 A. U. when it was sacked and destroyed by

the Butmans. It was at this time that the new capital

of Bangkok was founded in a more strategical situation

ar.d the present ruling dynasty came into power after a

short-lived anarchy.

Siam appears in history with the foundation nf

Sukhothai (Sieu) towards the end of the 13th century.

Alter the transfer of the power to the new capital

Ayuthia the name Sicn-Syam came to be applied to the

whole country. The word does not seem to have any
connection 1 with the slct. word Sxama meaning

1* Mr Ho*n (p t!| dirivfo iha* word frva *kt. Syanm ou the au-

thority of t*. SchleSvl ftbd thinks that the fair-coloured Hiu



blaclr. The word is the same as Svam of the

Kholer inscriptions and Sien of the Chinese

sources. The Malay has Svam. The original (Sien-

svam) is idcnric.il with Shan and Ahorn (Aham >
AhUm > Ash ini > Asdm, a branch ol the Slwn race

that conquered Assam and gave the country '.hat name

in the 13th century). The people ol Svam or the

Siamese was a branch of the Laotien Thai which

migrated to the south, mixed up constantly with

Khmer people already hindinscd and built up in course

of June the Siamese nation. We do not know

anything about the first Thai migration to the valley

ol rhe Mena in. Hut they had already settled down

before the Thai rulers appear in history. The legen-

dary part of tbeir annals carry back their history to a

remote past but the facts which the historian can

accept with condfience do not allow us to say anything

previous to the foundation of the dynasty of Sukho-

th;ti.

The liberation of the Siamese Thai from the voke

of Cambodian suxeraoiy is not probably an isolated

phenomenon in the history of the Far -Eist. It was

at about the same time that the Annainese people

<lu» railed lbs native population ••Black"—Syama". Hat

the llmdu. who come to these region* do not aneai to have

!i«*n fairer than the Thai people. Moreover it la not the

foreijn -re who r»*e that appelation to the people hot they

called themselves “Spam". The -ulbority of SohleRel la not

u very trustworthy on*. See Yule—Hobv-n-Jobsoti, article*

on Siam. Judea etc; P. Pclliot -k>e. eit.



comes down, occupies a great part of the kingdom

of Champa which did not long survive the crushing de-

feats at their hands j the Cambodian power is crumbled

by different Thai invasions i another Thai people, the

Ahoms enters Assam and conquers it , the Shan states

of Upper Burma come into cxistanec. The conquest

of Yun-nan and the powerful Thai kingdom of Nan-

chao by Khubilai Khan in 1254 A- I). was probably

the immediate ciuse of the disintegration «.f the diffe-

rent Thai people who lelt their place* of origin for

new regions where they could maintain their indepam

dance. The assertion of mdependancc by the Siamese

was probahlv an indirect result «»f the advance of other

branches of tbe Thai people.

However obscure the early history of the country

now called Siam might be wc have ample data for

reconstructing its history from the end of the

13th century onwards. 1 This work of recons-

truction has been done to a great extent by the

French Scholars and Mr. Bose, well acquainted with

their researches have tried to trace systematically the

history of Siam from the foundation of the Kingdom

of Sukhodava up to the present time.

In the first two chapters Mr. Bose deals with the

sources of Siamese history, classes the documents ar-

1. Fur I h** modern history iw "A History or Siam". By W. A.

K. Wood H- B. M. Consul- p-nrral. Chiengmai. published in

1926 by Fuber Unwin. Tho flr*t portion deslinit with the

• neient history it not very well written Bat loe nexl par:

of modern history i» good.
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chaeological or literary already studied by different

scholars, and mentions the most comprehensive works

go his subject. The third chapter deals with the

early colonisation of Siam. “The real history of

Siam”, the author admits, “is the record of the three

kingdoms in succession with capitals atSukhothai, Ayu-

thia and Bangkok respectively’’. “It may appear as an

anomaly to, many”, he says, “that while the Indian cul-

ture went over to Champa and Camboja so early it is

so late in penetrating into Siam.” He however gives his

reasons. “It may be explained as due to Siam being

part and parcel of the mighty empire of Camboja

Further on in ch. VIII (p 89), “We can not strictly

draw a line of demarcation between the two ancient

kingdoms ofCamboja and Siam. The ancient Camboja

at present comprises both (1) Camboja, under the

French Protectorate and (a) Siam proper". I wish

Mr. Bose had emphasised a little more on this aspect

of the question as it explains the eaily hinduisation

of the people inhabiting the valley of the Mcnam.

This was certainly the early Indian substratum on

which the Thai built all their cultural superstructures.

Later on the Siamese kings when they adopted Bud-

dhism imported missionaries from Burma and Ceylon

but that presupposes a previous acquaintance with some

sort of Indian culture which they received from the

people with whom they mixed up. Ch IV, V, VI

deal respectively with the dynasties of Sukhothai (?

—

1349), Ayuthia (1350-1767), & Bangkok (1767—1926).
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The cultural history of Siam dealt in the last three

chapters (ch. VII, monuments of Siam, VIII Religion

of Siam, IX Kingship in Siam) is very well presented

and are very interesting.

The standpoint of Mr. Bose, however, is not an

impartial one. He mostly emphasises on the Indian

influence on the Siamese civilisation and treats thus

one aspect of the history of Sum. But the evolution

of modern Siam is not solely a result of the Indian cul-

ture which the Thai people inherited in the past.

There was something in the character of the Thai race

which has enabled them to defy all obstacles to their

freedom and which when excited caused the downfall

of kingdoms and Empires. From the 17th century oil-

wards Siam like contemporary Indian states came into

contact with different European nations and at times

her freedom was in danger. It is not by an accident

that Siam only has come out of the tangles of Euro-
pean diplomacy. There is something else which they

inherited not from India but their Thai forefathers who
came down from the north and once laid the founda-
tion of their kingdom.

Whatever the standpoint of Mr. Bose may be his

book is a welcome contribution to our knowledge.

His aim to trace the history of the achievements of

our four fathers in distant countries has been a success-

ful one. His manner of presentation is clear and sim-

ple and this is why I hope his book will not be merely
interesting to the specialist but to every body.

Calcutta I Prabodh Chandra
16. 2. 1927. j

Bagchl
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CHAPTER I.

Sources of Siamese History.

Siam is one of the independent kingdoms of

South-Eastern Asia, where the religion of Lord

Buddha is in a flourishing condition even at the pre-

sent day. It seems to be an irony of fate that, though

Buddhism had its origin in India, yet it could not find

a congenial home in India and had to take refuge to

distant lands like Ceylon, Burma, Siam, Japan, China

and Tibet. In Siam, Buddhism still ‘basks in royal

favour,' and reminds us of a Buddhist medieval king-

dom with the glamour of the days of Asoka and

Kaniska. Siam still boasts of over fifty thousand

monks and ten thousand novices.
1

It is, therefore, interesting to trace how Buddhism

penetrated into Siam and how with Buddhism all thn

elements of Indian culture and civilisation found their

way in Siam. The history of Siam begins with the

foundation of an Indian dynasty. In telling the history

of Siam, we have to dwell on the coming in of the

Indian civilisation and culture. The Indian influence

can be seen from the very name of Siam. The primi-

tive population of Siam, according to the Chinese

sources, was black ar.d had curled hair. They were

allied to the wild tribes now inhabiting the interior of

1. K. J. Saunders—Eicchs in Btuhlhitt History (Chicago,

1 5*24 ) p. 114.
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the Malay Peninsula. 1 They got their first civilisation

from the Malayas. About the third century, there

came the Chinese culture which influenced the Siamese

language so much that more than a third of it are

Chinese words.* When the Indians came after them,

they occupied the north of the country and gradually

the south. Their successive capitals at Svargaioka,

Ayuddhya and Bangkok ( 1782) show the Indian in-

fluence. The fair-coloured Hindus called the native

population ' Black’, sfct. iyhma ( Pali, Samo ). They

called the kingdom iy&mai affharn (
-skt. iydmarQsh •

tra) meaning the Land of Blacks.* It is clear from

this that the fair coloured Hindus gave this name to

the country of Siam. The native name of the country

is T/hii
,
meaning ir:e or compassionate.* The in-

habitants also call the country of Siam as Mining Thai

or the country of the Thai race. This Thai race may

be traced in the Southern provinces of China. Before

the coming in of this Thai race, the country was in-

habited by Laos. The evolution of the Siamese race

was due to the gradual fusion of Lao tai and Khmer

races. From the census reports of 1 905, it is known

that there arc 6,230.000 men in Siam. Of this popu-

lation 3.000,000 arc Siamese. 2.000.000 Laos. 4,00.000

Chinese, 1150:0 Malayas, 80.000 Cambojans and the

1. Hr. G. Sch logoi—Sia intro studies, |i. L
2. Ibid |>. 5.

3. Ibid p|*. 6-7.

4. Ibid p. 7.
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rest includes Burmese and Indians. The Siamese

have olive complexion. They are darker than the

Chinese, but fairer than the Malaycse. They have thin

moustaches, but no beard. Their lips arc deep red.

Throughout the history of Siam, we find Siam,

receiving two separate streams of civilisation, namely,

Chinese and Indian. Wc find the influence of Chinese

civilisation in the Siamese language. The influence

of Indian civilisation is still greater. Siam has accept-

ed her national and state religion from India through

Ceylon. Buddhism has helped her to build up a vast

literature, thousands of monasteries and images. Even

her manners and customs betray the Indian influence.

In a word, her culture has come from India.

OUR SOURCES.

What are the sources of our history of Siam ?

These sources may be broadly divided into :

—

1. Epigraphy 4. Chronicles of cities

2. Archaeology 5. Laws, and

3. Annals 6. Foreign documents.

I. Epigraphy.—Up to the present time, 200

inscriptions have been discovered in Siam. These

inscriptions may be divided as follows according to

their geographical distribution:

—

1. Inscriptions of the kingdom of PvArAvati, 6th

-Sth century A. D., language— Pali and Mon.

2. Inscriptions of the kingdom of Srlvijaya, 8th-

1 2th century A. I).,—Sanskrit and Khmer.
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3. Inscriptions of the eastern and north eastern

provinces, 6th -13th century A. D.,—Sanskrit and

Khmer.

4. Inscriptions of the kingdom of Haripufljaya,

1 ath— 13th century A. D.,—Pali and Mon.

5. Inscriptions of the kingdom of Sukhodaya,

13th— 16th century,—Pali and Siamese.

6. Insciiptiors of the kingdom ol Yonaka (in the

north-west). I4th-i6th century.— Pali and Mon.

7. Inscriptions of the dynasties of Ayodhy.l and

Bangkok. Post-fourteenth century.— Pali ai.d

Siamese.'

It should, however, be remembered that the in-

scriptions ol all these groups donot treat of the history

of Siam. We have to come for that purpose mainly to

the inscriptions of the kingdom ol Sukhodaya, of the

dynasties of Ayodhyft and Bangkok.

Numerous inscriptions have been found in the

north of Siam, though they are not so important. The

oldest record goes back to the cod ol the 14th century.

They are, however, rare in the regions ol Savankha M,
A

Snkhothai and KampbCn Phet, but the most important

epigtaphic records of Siam has been discovered in the

site of the ancient kingdom of Sachana/au It gives

the names and dates of the kings of Siam, based on

the ancient chronicle.* P. Schmitt translated the

1 . It. H F. K-O. Jan-Juno 111
*

24
,
j>. 2Gt>.

2. It. F, V. E-O, XVI. 3
,
p. L
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inscription, which was inserted in the books of FoUR-

nereau and of Mission Pavib. Again in 191 1 P.

Schmitt discussed about the date of the inscription.

Two years previous to this, in 1909 Dr. C. B. Bradley
translated the inscription into English under the head

ing— “ The oldest known writing in Siamese—the

Inscription of Ram A'amhaeng of Sukholhai 1293

A. D. in the Journal of the Siam Society (1909).

The first English translation of this inscription, how-

ever, appeared as early as 1864 in the Journal of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal from the pen of Dr. A.
Bastian. M. P. Pktithugdrmn gave another revised

translation of the same in B. E. F. E-O in 1916. A
collection of Sukhothai inscriptions has recently been

published.

II. Archaeology.—The kingdom of Siam is

rich in archaeological monuments. M. Fournkrf.au

tried to collect details about the Siamese monuments.

Therefore, the maps, photographs and plans of his

hook

—

I.e Siam Ancien have some value to the

archaeologists. It is gratifying to note that the

Siamese kings evince a great interest in the preserva-

tion of these monuments. The king VajirAvudh

published in 1907 a valuable book in Siamese under

the name, Route of Phrah Ruan, which gives a de-

tailed account of the archeological remains of Siam.

M. Lunet de Lajokqui£&B studied the Siamese monu-

ments in relation to the Cambojan art and has laid out

a plan for further study in his Lc Do/namc archco/ogi-
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que du Siam.' It was followed in 1912 by his Essai

d'inventaire archcologiquc du Siam.'

The Siamese style which had its origin in Ayu-

dhya from the 14th century, prevails even to the

present day in the whole of Siam.

III. Chronicles.—There is no lack of chro-

nicles in Siam. We have many Siamese chronicles

of cities, of pagodas and of particular notable families,

which offer an abundant mine of valuable information.

The oldest Siamese chronicle \*—JinakHlamWitil
%

which was written in Pali in 15:6. It was trans-

lated into the Sienese language during the reign

of PhraH Buddha yot fa and was published from

Bangkok in 1908. In 1906 Phya Prajakiccakaro-

CAKR compiled from numerous Laotink chronicles,

a new book called Phohs&vtut&mylnok, meaning the

Annals of Yonaka.

IV. Annals.—In Siam, the annals are known as

Phohsikvadan. equivalent to the Sanskrit VamiHrOlara.

The principal Siamese annals are :

—

1. I’/ioiuaradan nu'a or Annals of the North,

compiled by the order of the king CfLALONKORN and

published in the year 1869. It is a collection of

popular Siamese traditions.

1 . Bull de In eoimuisdon archook>gi<|ue de I'lndo-chinn,

1909 .

2. (hid, 1912.
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3 . Paoiuivadan krun iao or Annals of Ayudhy.1

was compiled in 1795 during the reign of Phrah
Ruddiia yot fa, from some ancient documents.

It was translated into English by Rev. D. (. Ravlor

Jones in the Chinese Repository ( Vol. V, VI, VII,

1836-1839).

3. Phohsdvad&n truh iao Chabab Prasot

Aksararilti was discovered by Limn Prasot and pre-

sented to the Siamese National Library in January

1907. It is dated c. s. 1042 (A. D. 1680). It was

written at the request of the king Phrah N.lrAyapa

based on old records. It nas been translated into

English by Dr. O. Frankfurter under the name

"Translation of the Events in Ayuthya" in the

Journal of the Siam Society (Vol. VI. 1909).

4. Phonsivadan kruh kao— was the Annals of

Ayudhya of Khun Load H.l Vat Pradu Rod Dharma.

It was printed by Smith dated c. a. 1345 (A. D.

1884).

5. fta/nd/iirnj—relates the history of Pegu

from ia68 A. D. to 1534. It traces the connection of

Pegu with Siam and Laos. It is compiled towards

the end of the seventeenth century and has been

translated into Siamese.

There are many other Siamese annals which

throw light on the history of Siam.

V. We now turn to the ancient Siamese laws,

which preserve for us seme names of the kings of
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Siam and their dates. The oldest Siamese law goes

even three years before the foundation of the kingdom

of Ayndhji

VI. Foreign documents: The kingdom of

Siam came into contact with vaiious countries in

course of its existence. The records of those foreign

countries incidentally throw some light on the history

of Siam. These foreign records include:

—

(1) Cambojan, Pcgnan, and Cham epigraphy re-

lating to Siam,

(2) Indo-chinesc, Malaycsc, Javanese and Sinha-

lese Annals,

(3) Some Japanese documents,

(4) Some Chinese records, and

(5) Accounts of European travellers from the

16th century A. I).'

These are the materials at our disposal to write

an account of the kingdom founded in Siam by Indian

colonists as well as that of the penetration of Indian

culture and civilisation in Siam. We shall try to

show that the Siamese culture of the present day is

nothing but a legacy of Indian culture. In religion,

Uuddhism has gone and still enjoys the royal patron-

age in Siam. In literature, Indian influence is easily

1. Notes critique* pour wervir .1 Diistoire dn Siam—P.

Petitliugucnin, B. E. F. E-O. 1916. See also Journal

A*intiqne 1903. Mars-AvriL



discernible. In manners and customs, the Siamese

reminds us of the Indians. In the system of adminis-

tration of Siam, the Indian method still survives.
#

CHAPTER II.

European Travellers and Writers of Slam.

With the discovery of the route to the East by

the famous traveller Vasco dk Gama, the European

nations, specially the Portuguese, began to flock to

the East in search of the undiscovered regions of gold.

It was at this time that the eyes of the European

nations fell upon Siam and other rich countries of

Indo-china. With Alphonse D'Albuquerque as their

chief, the Portuguese went out on commercial ex-

peditions in search of the islands of tpices making

Malacca their base. From a letter of Albuquerque

dated the 1st. April 1512, we know that he had with

him a Javanese map in which "terra del rrcy de

Syam ” was indicated.
1 He sent an envoy to the king

ol Siam with the object of establishing friendly re-

lations with him. The envoy went to Udia (Ayuthia)

where resided tLc ki.ig of Siam, the powerful sovereign

of a rich empire. Udia was an important city on the

bank of a great river. The king, seated on a h:gb and

decorated throne, dressed in the Chinese fashion, re-

ceived the messenger of Alphonse D’ Albuquerque.

After sometime, the king in return sent an envoy to

Albuquerque with some presents.

1. L. Fourneieao—Le Siam Auden, 1
. p. 4.
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The earliest map representing Siam and the Gulf

of Siam, according to M. Fournereau, was the one

prepared by Pero Reinel about 1517. About 1520,

we get another map bv some unknown Portuguese

sailor of the same type as that of Reinel. It is quite

natural that the earliest mips or accounts of travels

relating to Siam should be by the Portuguese sailors.

Through out the 1 6th. century, we find the Portu-

guese busy in exploring the unknown seas of the East.

In 1529, we get many other charts from DlBCO

Rihkiko, who was* cot'nos raphe *ova/ at Seville.

Other early charts relating to Siam have been des-

cribed by M. Foi'KMREAU in his lx Siam Ancien.

Towards the end of the sixteenth century, we find

a Portuguese traveller Jan Hcygf.n van Linschotkn

who travelled through the East in 1596. His book is

known as

—

Itine/ario, voyage ofle Sehipvaert
,
vanjan

Huygen van Linrchoten naer oost ofte 1‘orlugach

fndicn

The Dutch followed the Portuguese in sharing

the vast wealth of the East. In the chart ol Evert

Gijsiierts soon, a geograp/u hoilandais, we find only

a few places like Odia, Siam. I ham and Bancaya indi-

cated. In another chart of Mercator, published by

Hondius in 1613, we find Siam in the centre of a

great island formed by the delta of Me-nam. Here

Ayuthia was called Diam or Odia.

In tfcC9 ,
Antonio de Morc.a visited Siam among

other countries and wrote a book in spanidi called—
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The Philippine Islands, Moluccas, Siam. Cambodia

Japan and China at the close of the sixteenth century.

In 1611 Anthony Hippos set out on a voyage to

the East on board the ship Globe under the auspices

of the East India Company. He visited the coa^t of

Koroinandel, Bantam and Siam. His yoyage was

afterwards written by Nathaniel Marten.

In 1625 Peter Heyum wrote A Little Descrip-

tion of the Great World in which he describes Siam,

China and other ‘principal kingdoms, provinces, seas

and isles thereof.' A copy of this book exists in the

British Museum, London.

In 1636 Thomas Hekhert came to Siam in course

of his tour round the East I rides. He wrote a book

describing his voyage under the name—Some years'

travels into divers parts of Africa and Asia the Great

describing more particularly the Umpires of Persia

and /hdustan .

The Dutch East India Company had established

n factory for the purpose of their trade in Patani in

1 60a. In 1604, they founded another depot at

Ayuthia in the kingdom of Siam. Joost Schouien was

Agent and the chief ol the Dutch Factories in Siam

from 1624 to 1629. From his personal experiences,

he was able to write an account of Siam under the

name—A Tr tie Description of the Mighty kingdoms

ofJapan and Siam in 1636. It was originally written

in Dutch and afterwards translated into English. An-
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other work

—

Siam 230 years ago, A Description of the

kingdom of Siam, is also ascribed to him. It was

written in 1636, and a reprint was issued Irom Bangkok

in 1889.

He was succeeded by Jerf.mias van vuet, who
was in charge of the Dutch Bast India Company’s

interests in Siam from 1639 to 1634. He wrote an

interesting account of Siam named Iieschryving yan

het Koningryk Siam which u
is an account of the

origin, the political government, the distinctive charac-

teristics. the religion, the manner of living of •be

nobles and common people, the commerce and other

remarkable things concerning the kingdom of Siam.”

It was published from Leyden in 1693, and was trans-

lated into English in the pages of the Journal of the

Siam Society (1910) by L. F. Van Kavcnswaay.

I11 1638 Frederick, Duke of Holstein sent John

Albert de Mandelslo to the Great Duke of Muscovy

and the king of Persia. He also travelled largely

through the East Indes. His accounts are found in

The Voyages and Travels of Mr. John Albert de

Mande/slo, fa gentleman belonging to the former

EmbassyJ into the East Indies, m the years

1639 and 1640. Containing a particular description

of the Empire of the Great Mogul, the kingdom of
Deccan etc.

In 1647 another Dutch traveller went to the

East Indies and wrote A New Voyage to the Hast -



Indies. It contains "a faithful narrative of the king-

dom of Siam." It was published in A. D. 1676.

A French envoy M. de la Loubere was sent to

the king of Siam in 1687. From his personal experi-

ences, he wrote an account of Siam under the name

—

Description du Royanme de Siam, par Mr. de la

Loubere, Envoyl extraordinaire du Roy auprts du

Roy de Siam. It was written in two volumes. The
first volume contains an account of the manners and

customs of the Siamese people. In the second volume

“•/pH and curious account is given of the Chinese

way of Arithmetic and Mathematics learning."

With the formation of the English East India

Company English merchants and travellers began to

frequent the East Indies. So we find an English

traveller named Capt. Alexander Hamilton visiting

all the countries of the East up to the Island of Japan

in 1688-1723. His book—A new Account of the East

Indies
,

being the observations and remarks of Capt.

Alexander Hamilton
,

1vho spent his time there from

the year 1688 to /72J. was published from Edinburgh

in two volumes in 1727- For these thirty five years

Capt. Hamilton was "trading and travelling by sea

and land, to most of the countries and islands of com-

merce and navigation, between the cape of Goodhope

and the island of Japan."

He was followed by another English merchant

named Ralph Smith, who visited Siam among other

countiits. Wc find an account of his travels in the
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—

The Voyage of Mr. Ralph Smith, Merchant

of London. He went “ to Ormuz, and so to Goa in

the East- Indies, to Cambaia, Gaoges, Bcngala; to

Bacola and Chonderi, to Pegu ; and Jamahay in the

kingdom of Siam, and back to Pegu
«
and thence to

Malacca, Zcilan, Cochin, and all the coast of the East-

India."

In 1690. Ur. Engelbert Kicmpfer, who was phy-

sician to the Dutch Embassy to the Japanese Emperor's

Court, wrote in High Dutch The History ofJapan
,

in which he gave •' a description of the kingdom of

Siam.” In the Journal of Siam Society (IV, pt. 3,

1909) Dr. O. Frankfurter, Pb. D. wrote an article

entitled—"Some Remarks on Kaempfer’s Description

of Siam, 1690.”

In 177! a french writer published an account of

the civil administration and natural history of Siam in

flistoire civile el naturel/e dn roxaume de Siam. It

also contains an account of the revolutions which

caused the overthrow of the Empire in 1770.

It is interesting to note that as early as 1852 a

book on Siam was published from Calcutta. It was

known as Siam: some general remarks on its produc-

tions by l). /:. Ma/loch.

Other well known English travellers had visited

Siam even before Malloch. Of these English writers,

mention must be made of Sir Thomas Stamford Rallies,

who was the English governor of Java for sometime.



In 1826, he wrote

—

The Mission to Siam, and Ilut

the capital of Cochin China, in the years 1821- 2. 1 1 was

collected from the Journal of the late George Finlayson,

a surgeon and Naturalist.

Another famous English traveller was John

Crawfured, who published his Journal of an Embassy

from the Governor - General of India to the courts of

Siam and Cochin-China,
exhibiting a view of the

actual state of those kingdoms
,

in 1828. He also

wrote about Siam in 1828 in the Siam Repository

(V®l. I. oct 1869).

After Crawfured. we get another English writer

on Siam, named Captain James Law, who contributed

many interesting articles in the Asiatic Researches.

In 1836, he wrote on the Government of Siam (,4 s.

Res, 1836, p.246). In the same year, he wrote on

Siamese Literature ( As. Res, 1836, p. 338).

In 1857 an important book on Siam was brought

out by Sir John Bowring under the name of The

kingdom and People of Siam: with a narrative of the

Mission to that country in /8f& It contains the

history, an account of the manners, customs, supersti-

tions, amusements, legislation, language, literature and

religion of Siam.

in 1871 Henry Alabaster published The Wheel

of the Law, which gives an account of the Siamese

Buddhism and the Siamese version of the life of

Gautama Duddha-
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In recent times an interest has arisen among the

French scholars to reconstruct the history of Siam.

We find an eminent scholar Augusts J. Pavie

making an extensive excursion in the kingdoms of

Siam and Camboja. He embodied the results of his

investigations in Excursions dans U Cam bodge et le

royaume de Siam. ( Excursions et Reconnaissances,

no. 9. 1 88
1

).

In 1891, this Mission Pavie carried on further

researches and investigations in IndoChina. We find

the result of the work of the mission published’ in

Mimoires et Documents publiis par Its membres de la

mission sous la direction de MM. Pavie et Pierre

Lefivre Pnntalis. The first part contains the trans-

cription and translation of the inscriptions of Siam.

The first comprehensive book on Siam was writ-

ten by a French scholar named Lucies Fournereau,

who brought out Ins book Le Siam Ancien in two big

volumes in 1895. The book was included in Annals

du Afusei Guimel Series. It deals mainly with the

archeology, epigraphy and geography of Siam. Here

lor the first lime all the inscriptions relating to Siam,

which were collected up to that time, were all brought

together with their french translation. Though the

translation of some ol the inscriptions has been im-

proved by later scholars, yet the book is still valuable

for our purpose for the impoitant old maps of Siam,

which it contains.
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The work of the Mission Pavie was continued

still further. In 1898 the mission published (Rccher-

ekes sur la literature du Combodge, du Laics et du

Siam.) It was followed in the same year by another

work called Recherches sur /*histoire du Cambodge,

du Laos et du Siam.

In 1900 Prince Vividh Wasna Precja wrote

about Siam in the Journal of the Mahabodhi Society

( March, 1900).

The interest of the local scholars was awakened

and.found expression in the formation of the Siam

Society at Bangkok in 1904. The Society is intended

"for the investigation and encouragement of Arts,

Science and Literature in relation to Siam and neigh-

bouring countries." The papers read before the

Society arc published in the Journal of the Siam

Society. Many important papers by I)r. O. Frank-

furter and other scholars have appeared in this

journal.

The Siamese Government also have brought out

many important books in Siamese relating to the

history, religion and archteology of the country. They

have also published various Siamese Annals. These

Siamese books, however, arc sealed books to those

scholars who arc not acquainted with the Siamese

language.



CHAPTER III.

The Colonisation of Siam.

The modern kingdom of Siam, which forms a

major part of the Indo-Chinese Peninsula, is inhabited

by Thais and Laotians, who may be traced to the

ethnic family of the Thais or free men coming down

from the Tibetan plateaux into Indo-China.

Siam is the youngest of all the kingdoms which

grew up in the Greater India beyond the seas. It

comes out very late as an independent kingdom. Its

early history forms part and parcel of the great king*

dom of Cambojn. The legendary period extends

from the earliest times to the foundation of Ayuthia in

the thirteenth century. This early history chiefly

consists of legends and fables, which go back even to

the fifth century R. C. claiming the ru’ing king as

descendant of sou? of the disciples of Lord Buddha.

It is true that the Indians had begun to settle in Siam

in the early centuries of the Christian era, but Siam at

that time had no independent existence. The Siamese

tried to free themselves from the Carabojan Vassala -e,

but were not successful until the thirteenth century.

The real history of Siam is the record of three

kingdoms in succession with capitals at Sukhothai,

Ayuthia and Bangkok respectively. The names of

the first two capitals show Indiau influence. They

may be rendered into Sanskrit as Sukhodaya and

Ayodhya.



It is to be noted that the history of Indian coloni-

sation of Siam does not go so far back as that of

Champa in the early days of the Christian Era. The
coming of the ludian influence is very late in Siam.

It is only in the thirteenth century A. D. that we find

an Indian colony growing up in Siam. It may appear

as an anomaly to many that while the Indian culture

went over to Champa and Camboja so eatly, it is so

late in penetrating into Siam. It may be explained as

due to Siam being part and parcel of the mighty

empire of Camboja. It must, however, be said to the

credit of Siam, that she preserves Indian culture and

civilisation even to the present day. She still conti-

nues to be ruled by a dynasty, which claims to be

Indian. Her religion, her Sangha, her numerous

beautiful monasteries still speak of the message of

Lord Buddha, which went forth from the mainland of

India.

What is the origin of the kingdom of Siam ? Wc
find a tradition, preserved in Siam, which points to an

exiled Chinese prince as the first king of Siam. We
have that tradition in the Description of the kingdom

of Siam by Jcremias van yliet. Wc read: "More

than two thousand years ago the country of Siam was

an uninhabited wilderness In a few places there

lived some hermits and heathens and as we have heard

from some reliable persons. there was in China, at that

time an Emperor's son who attempted his father’s

life and to take the imperial crown, in which attempt,



however, he did not succeed. The Emperor

after many supplications was persuaded not to lake

the life ol his son and his followers, provided that

they all should leave China and that they should

wander as outlaws and never return again.

"These exiles tried to populate uninhabited

countries and to extend their power. They travelled

first through the land of Chiampa, after that Cambodia,

from where they sailed with their boats to the Gulf of

Siam. They first landed at the cape now called Cuy,

settled down there and built a town, and to shew

their thankfulness to the gods erected a fine temple

and many pyramids. At last the place Judia

was found where at that lime there stood only a small

temple (which is still existing) and where seven

hermits were living, who resembled each other exact-

ly, and were all children of parents who had also the

same appearance."'

We can accept this tradition of a Chinese Prince

establishing the kingdom of Siam, because it was from

China that the first wave of civilisation came to Siam.

After the Chinese wave, there came the wave of

Indian colonists. Though, Siam in the early times

was included in the kingdom ol Camboja, yet she was

receiving batches of Indian colonists on her soil from

time to lime. A Tamil inscription. which has been

1. Journal of the Siam Society, VoL VII (1910) part I.

pp. 6-7.
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discovered in Siam, tells us bow the Indian merchants

used to go to trade and settle in Siam in the early

centuries of the Christian Era. “ According to Col.

Gerini, the inscription is engraved on a stone just

discovered at old Takulpa ( Takopa ) within the pre-

cincts of Wat Na-MOang, in the middle of a former

bed of the river in the Malay Peninsula." It is

written, according to Hultsch, in archaic Tamil, which

resembles the Tiruvallam inscription of Vijaya-Nandi-

vikramavarman. 1

It may, therefore, be placed in the

eighth or ninth century A. I). The translation

reads:—

( L. i )
of ( BhAska ) ravarman the

hoops of the team of oxen touching our boundary (?).

Prosperity !

( L. 4) NArapam (is) the refuge of the members

of Maqigrftmarp and of the members of the detach-

ment and of the bowmen ( ? ).

Adranam means a temple of Vi$pu and Milli-

gramam is the name of a trading corporation. Thus

in the eighth or ninth century A. I)., there was in

Siam an Indian trading corporation, perhaps from

South India, who made this temple of Vi$pu. It

might have been the result of a naval expedition,

garisoned bv Tamil Vai§pava soldiers.*

1. South In«L Ins., VoL III, p. 91 .

2. E. Hultsch—Not* on a Tamil Inscription iu Siam.

J. K. A. S.. 1913, pp. 337-9.
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Thus we find ihat already in ihe eighth century,

there had existed an intercourse between Siam and

India. The Indian merchants used to come to trade

with Siam and settle in colonies in Siam. They also

established temples of Viyyu and other Indian culture

and civilisation began to spread over Siam.

Indians had come and settled in Camboja even

before this age. With the coming in of the Indians,

who brought with them a hignly developed civilisa-

tion, the whole face of Indo-China began to change.

The penetration of the Hindu Civilisation, was pro-

gressive and pacific.

How did the Indians come over to Siam ? What
route did they follow ? With their keen commercial

instinct, they found out two routes, one by land, and

the other by sea. By land they wonld pass through

Assam and Burma gradually into Indo-China. By
sea, they would easily approach Java, Pali, Sumatra

and other islands of Indian archipelago, from where

they could advance towards the mainland of the Malay

Peninsula. Their first establishment was fixed in

Burma and the other at Ligor in the Gulf of Siam.

From there they went to Siam and Camboja. This

Cigor, Sri Dharma-riija nagara of the Hindus, occupies

an important place in the local tradition.'

As Siam has no separate existence in the early

centuries of the Christian Era, we must refer to the

I. Le Siam Ancien—L Fournereaa, I, p. 49.



record of Camboja before Siam became an indepen-

dent kingdom. At that time, Siam was included in

the dominions of Camboja.

When did the Indians come to colonise Camboja ?

It is difficult to answer this question with certainty.

W e cannot fix the date of the inauguratian of the

movement of Indian imigration to Siam. M. Four-

ncrcau holds that it may be before the Buddhist period,

that is to say, Brahmanism had prccccded Buddhism

in these places. From other sources we can place

the date to the third century of the Christian Era.

The Indian colonist* gradually spread over the

whole of Indo-China and developed various small

kingdoms with the social and political organisations

cf their own. We come to know these Indian colo-

nics from their sansktitic names which are found in

the inscriptions amidst the ruins of inagnificient temples

and monasteries. From the numerous inscriptions

and the local tradition, M. Fourncrcau has collected

the six Sanskritic names of the Indian colonics, which

grew up in Indo China. They are:—

( t ) Yavana deia

( 2 ) Campa dda

( 3 )
Kamhuja de*a

( 4 )
Sy&ma deia

( 5 ) Ramanya deia, and

(6) Malaya deia. 1

1 . Le Slam Aucien—L Fouruervan, I, p. i/0.
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M. Fournereau next proceeds to locate these six

Indian colonics. If vre are to believe the annals of

Luang- Phrabang, which is published by Pavie, Vavana

Dcia was situated on the north of the peninsula com-

prising the regions of Me-K bong with CudhTLma-

nagati as capital.

The Catnpd Dcia or the country of the Chains

lay on the south-east, comprising the side of Hu6 to

the sea. Its capital was Campdputa. It is identified

with the modern province of Annatn.

The Kambuja Dcia comprised the whole of

Camboja or Cambodia and the kingdom of Thais up

to the Malay side with the Gull of Siam as limit. It

grew up as one of the most powerful and flourishing

kingdoms of the Peninsula.

In the north-west was Syoma dcia or the country

of Siam, occupying part of the actual Sum up to

Saloucrt which separates Romanya Dcia. One of

the important cities of this colony was Haripuryyapura

(
Larophttm ). Towards the west, Sydma dcia seems

to extend up to Maqipura and the country of Assam.

The Rurmang called the people of Siam, S/tans
,
and

the Annamites called them Xiems.

Ramanya Dcia contained the actual Pegu and

part of Burma. Lastly, in the south was Malaya

Dda occupying the same position as now.'

With the coming of Indian colonists, they spread

over the whole of the Malay peninsula. It is difficult

1. L“ Siam Ancien L. Fournereau, I. pp. 50-52.
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to say when this ware of Indian colonisation came

over to Indo-China. It may be in the first century of

the Christian Era. We know that Champa was colo-

nised in the first century A. D. The colonisation of

Cambodia took place about the same time. It is not

possible that the Indian colonisation of Indo-China

was simultaneous. The colonisation was due not to

any organised attempt on the part of Indians. It was

not sent on behalf of any Indian Prince or Emperor.

Different batches of Indian merchants and colonists

wept to various parts of Indo-China and islands of the

Indian archipelago. These Indian colonists did not

receive any form of help from the mother-country.

These Indian colonics differ from the British colonics

in this respect that the Indian colonics were not im-

perialistic in their tendency.

We gel the names of these kingdoms in Sanskrit,

Khmer and Thai inscriptions found in Indo-China.

Thus Yavana Dtia is mentioned iu the annals of

Luang- Phrabang. The Yavanas arc also mentioned,

according to M. Fourncrcau, in the Sanskrit inscrip-

tions of Campa dtia, which were studied by M. Abel

Pergaigne. Other inscriptions attest the existence of

Kambuja dcia and Ramanya dcia. The Siamese

Mss. mention Sy&na dcia' The Chinese traveller

Hiuen Tsang on his way back to China visited

Kambuja dtia and Campa dtia.

That the Indian domination of Ir.do-China lasted

for a considerable period of time, is proved by the



existence of numerous Indian names of the cities of

the Peninsula. The existence of Indian names of the

cities betray the extent of Indian influence in Indo-

China. When the Indian colonists settled in the

country and established kingdoms, they gave Indian

names to the cities and kingdoms. T'.ose names of

Indian origin survive even to the present day. M.

Fourncrcau mentioned many such names in his le

Siam Ancien. We give below a few of those

names :

—

Sri DharmarAja nagara^modern) N'akhon I.igor

KAjapui! - KAtpAri

AymlhyA — Ayuthia

Navapura - LophAburi

Vijaya - Phixai

SajjanAlaya- KAmpheng pbft

Sukhodaya « Sukhoi hai

CudhAmanagari - Luang Phrabang

Hamsavati - Hangcavadi ( Pegu)

Vicitrapura or Vicitra = Phixiter

Sangkaldka = Sangkalok

Uttaratirtha » Uttaradith

Haripnuyapura= Lamphum
Nagara ( ? )

= Angkor Thom
CampApura -CampA in Annam
VyAdhapnra = Angkor Baurey

Ugrapura or Agrapura = Phnom Bachey

HnmS ( LTmA ? ) Nagara = Phanrang. 1

1. Le Siam Ancien—L. Fonrnoreaa, I. pp. 52-54.
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These names of the cities of Indo-China prove

conclusively the extent of Indian influence in that

country.

The wave of Indian colonisation, as we have

already stated, came over first in Annam (Champa)

and Cambodia ( Camboja). Indian civilisation deeply

influenced both the Chants and Khmers. Indian

culture thus found its way into Indo-China. The re-

ligion, which the Indians brought with them, was

Hinduism. The cult of Siva and Vi$QU, therefore,

bcg«m to flourish there and niagnificient temples were

dedicated to these gods of liiahmanic faith. In some

cases, these colonial temples were more grand than

those in the mainland of India. The superb temple

of Angkor- Vat may be cited as an instance on this

point. The magnificience of this temple can hardly

be surpassed by any Indian temple. It should, how-

ever, be borne in mind that, only through ths influence

of Indian art such a m irvcllous piece of work had

been possible. Indian art inspired the local artists

with the high ideals of art. It is vain to expect such

marvellous work of art from Khmers, the natives of

Camboja. It was not even possible lor them to con-

ceive such grand monuments. With the colonists,

came bands of Indian arch tects, who trained the local

Khmer artists. The Indian artists gave inspiration to

local workmen and conceived such beautiful monu-

ments as are found scattered even now throughout

the A'a mbrja Dda.



A question may, here, be raised : From where
did these Indian artists com? ? Did they hail from

the north or south of India ? It is not possible, on the

whole, to restrict the limit in such a way. Like the bulk

of the colonists, they might have hailed from all parts

of India. Each band of colonists might have counted

among in number men from different parts of India.

'I he majority of artists might hare come from the

S mill of India, because the style of architecture found

prevalent in A'*lmhoja deia is Dravidian. We have

already spoken of the two routes which were u*cd by

the Indian colonists in coming over to Indo-China.

It was possible for the artists from South India to cross

over the sea in coming to the coast of Indo-China.

Indians, coming as the inheritors of an ancient

civilisation, established a powerful kingdom under the

name of Camboja. The kingdom of Camboja flourish-

ed until the period when the followers of Islam began

to impose their religion on the people of Asia.

Though, Islam penetrated into India and made in-

roads on the islands of the Indian archipelago, yet it

could not make any successful movement towards

Indo-China. This period, however, should be regarded

as " the commencement of the decadence of the great

Indo-Chinese civilisation." With the gradual fall of

the kingdom of Camboja, Siam raised up its bead.

The Thais became poweiful by this time and asserted

their independence in the thirteenth century. On the

nuns of the Indian colony of Camboja, rose up another

Indian colony, namely, the kingdom of SyUma deia.
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This is the beginning of the kingdom of Siam,

which commences from the year 1350. DvarUvaR
became the capital of the new kingdom under the

name of Ayuthia
( Ayodhytk ).

This new kingdom was essentially Indian in

character. The ruling princes of Siam still claim to

be descendants of Indian colonists. Their religion is

Indian, their manners and customs speak of their

Indian origin. We do not know whether the first

historic king of Siam, IndrAditya, was an Indian by

bfrth, or whether he traced his descent from any

Indian colonist in Siam. His Indian name, if he was

a Thai Prince, shows how greatly he was influenced

by Indian culture. As the culture and civilisation of

Siam was only a legacy of India, we can call Siam—
an Indian colony. From the cultural point of view,

Siam has to acknowledge a debt to India.

With the foundation of this new kingdom, a

change came over Siam, Hinduism came to be re-

placed by Buddhism in the thirteenth century. Bud-

dhist missionaries came over to Siam to preach the

gospel of Lord Buddha. Sometimes, learned Buddhist

priests were invited from other countries to consoli-

date the Buddhist church in Siam. They also brought

Pali literature with them to Siam, because it was Pali

Buddhism or Hina\ilna form of Buddhism which

Siam had accepted. There was a consequent building

of many new monasteries for the dwelling of the Bud-



dhist priests. The Hindu god Siva now lost his place

of honour and was dethroned by Buddha. There

was, however, a serious loss from the artistic point

of view. With the rise of this new kingdom, the

class of artists which had come from India, disap-

peared. The local artists, who were trained by their

Indian gurus, could not keep up the high aesthetic

standard set up bv the Indian artists. This new age,

therefore, is marked by the decay of art and sculpture

in Siam. The superb temples of the former days were
succeeded by pagodas, though of colosal dimensions,

yet devoid of the architectural beauty of the temples.

The architects of this age of decadence were of inferior

type and could not successfully imitate the grand

models set up by their predecessors. The aesthetic

sense of the artists of the previous age did not find

any echo in the hearts of the new artists in the con-

ception of new monuments.

It should net, however, be concluded that all the

Buddhist images are the products of this new age.

Some of the beautiful statues of Buddha were execut-

ed by the artists of the Cambojan age. Even at that

period, I'uddhUm had found its way into theCambejan
Empire. It was nourishing side by side with Brahman-
ism as proved by a Khmer inscription of Epphabun, 1

and was enjoying royal favour like its rival. Thus the

artists of that age had to make the images of Buddha
by royal order as they would the Rrahmanic images.

1. Le Siam Ancian—L FoumerMu, I, p. 58.
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For this reason we have some images of Buddha

which are very beautiful, while others are rather

Crude.

Thus, we have seen that Siam emerges out as an

independent kingdom about 1350 A. D. From the

very beginning of its history, Siam is influenced by

Indian culture and civilisation. Siam might not have

been colonised by people from India directly, but it

was founded by IndrSditya, who had been thoroughly

Indianised. She has taken all the elements of her

culture from India. Her religion, which is Buddhism,

is Indian, her literature is Pali, her manners and cus-

toms are also Indian. For these reasons, we regard

Siam as an Indian colony.

CHAPTER IV.

The Dynasty of Sukhothai.

In telling the story of Siam, we have to recount

the successive dynastic histories of the kingdoms of

Sukhothai, Ayutbia aod Bangkok respectively. In

the course of six centuries the capital of Siam was

gradually shifted Irom Sukhothai to Ayuthia and thence

to the present capital Bangkok.

The history of Siam commences with the rise of

the kingdom of Sukhothai ( Sukhodaya ),
for the study

of which we consult the following

:
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(
I ) Notes critiques pour servir a l'histoire

du Siam 1

( a )
Documents sur la dynastic dc Sukhodaya

par G. Coedes*

(3) Lc Siam Ancten par Fournereau*

( q )
The oldest known writing in Siamese by

C. B. Bradley.*

I—srI indraditya.

The Siamese chronicles give n confused account

of the beginning of the history of Siam. Like the

annals of other countries, they are also full of mythical

accounts. Leaving aside all the myths and stories,

we shall have to glean together the historical facts.

From the vast sea of legends and traditions, we can

just see the gleam of history in the first historic king

of Siam. This first historical king was Sri Indraditya,

who has been identified with 3ri Sflrya Phtaji MahA

DharmarAjAdhirAja of the Siamese Annals. 1 He came

to the throne in M. S. 1340= A. D. 1318. His capital

was Sajanalava Si:khot>aya. Thus he was the

founder of this royal dynasty of Sukhodaya, which

lasted from M. S. 1340 to M. S. 1398 = A. D. I3i8 to

1376. We are fortunate in having an important

inscription of Sukhodaya (now preserved at Bangkok)

1. a I f. £ o, xvi,a Fowl

2. 114.1
,
1017.

8 . Vnl. I, |>. 225.

4. Journal of the Siam Society, 1909 (VI, IX
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giving an account of this dynasty. The estampage,

translation and transcription of this inscription are

given in Le Siam Ancitn of M. Fournereau and in

the second volume of Eludes diverses of the Pavie

Mission, also in the Journal of the Siam Society by

Dr. Bradley (1909) and in B. E. F. E-O in 1916.

This inscription was brought to Bangkok in 1834 by

king Mongkut while he was a priest. Of this inscrip-

tion, Dr. O. Frankfurter says: “It is a typical Bud-

dhist inscription, recording, not so much deeds of war

and conquest, but the happiness which the people of

the realm enjoyed in the reign of Phra Ramkamhcng,

what he did for the culture of the people, how he

understood the Buddhist religion, what are the maxims

of Government by which he was guided, how he was

the first to use the written Thai characters for record.

of course attempts Lave been made to explain it.

We have first a version given by Professor Bastian in

the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol.

XXXIV (1864). He simpiy recorded what the

scholars in King Mongkut's reiga told him; no attempt

was made to elucidate doubtful points, and he did not

publish the original version by which to control it.

We have also in Bowling's Siam a short reference to

this inscription. But the first scholars who seriously

attempted an explanation was the late P6 re Schmitt.

He gave two different versions, first in the Excursions

et Reconnatsances. Vol. VH and later in the Mission

Pavie, (Paris, 1898). There arc small differences in
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the translation, and we must admire the diligence

bestowed on it, but the Rev. Father can scarcely

escape the reproach that in his explanations he was

influenced by the Aryan Theory. Siamese versions

and explanations have likewise been published.

1

This well known inscription was issued by the

third king of the dynasty Kama Raja. We get a short

account of the King Indraditya, the first king, from

this inscription. His son says in the insciiption about

his father: “My father's name was Si Intharathit.

My mother's name was Lady SOang ( Nan Surah ).

My elder brother's name was Han MQang (Han

Muran, Warden of the Realm). We, elder and

younger born from the same womb were five; brothers

three, sisters two. My elder brother who was first,

died and left me while yet little.*

The king Indriditya, therefore, had three sons by

his queen Nari Surah. Of these the eldest died early,

and there remained Han Murah, and Phra(i Ram
Kharphch, who was the youngest. During the reign

of this king, an attack of the enemies took place, in

which youngest son played a prominent part. The

story of the attack is thus related by the youngest

prince: “When I grew up reaching nineteen rice-

harvests, Khun Sam Chon (
Prince of Three Peoples),

lord of MQang Chawt, came to Mflang Tak. My

1. Journal of Siam Society, VI, I, ( 1909) |>p. G5-C0.

2. Ibid., p. 25.
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father went to fight Khfln Sam Chon by the right.

Khfln Sam Chon pressed on to meet him by the left.

Khfln Sam Chon charged in force. My father’s

people fled in haste, broken and scattered. I fled not.

I bestrode the elephant Neka Phon (Host of Warriors).

I urged him into the md<e in front of my father. I

engaged Khfln Sam Chon in elephant-duel. I myself

thrust Khfln Sam Chon’s elephant—the one called

Mat Miiang (kingdom's Treasure) so that he was

worsted. Khfln Sam Chon was vanquished, fled.”'

_
.Thus the youngest prince defeated the enemy

Khfln Sam Chon. The prince was duly honoured for

this act of bravery. He says: ‘ My father, therefore,

raised my name to the title Phra Ham Khamhicng, be-

cause I thrust Khfln Sam Chou's elephant.’

The young prince senred his father faithfully in

his lifetime. He says in his inscription :
‘ During my

father's time I was support and stay unto my father,

I was support and stay unto my mother. Iff got the

body of a deer or the body of a fish, I brought it to

my father. If I got any fruit, tart or sweet, that I ate

and relished, ate and found good, 1 brought it to my

father. If I went to hunt elephants, and got them, I

brought them to my father. If I went to hamlets or

towns, and got elephants, got elephant’s trunks, got

slaves, got damsels, got silver, got gold, I brought and

left them with my father."’

1. Journal of Siam Society. VI. I. ( 1909
)

p. 25.

h Ibid., p. 25.
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Thus reigned the King Indrtditya, ihe founder of

the Sukhodaya dynasty with the active help and co-

operation of his son, who became one of the fort most

kings of Siam.

!!—BAN MURAN.
At the death of the King Indraditya, his second

son Ban Muran succeeded him on the throne of Siam.

His heroic brother Phra Ram Khambwng continued

to help his elder brother, now king of Siam, in the

administration of the kingdom. The king's brother

thus says in his inscription—* My father died. I con-

tinued to be support and stay unto my brother, just

as I had been to my father.”

Ill—RAMA RAJA OR RAM KHAMHEN.

( 1283 A. D.)

After the death of the king Ban Murari, his

younger brother Kama Raja or Ram Khamhcn came

to the throne of Siam (before 1283 A. D.). He thus

speaks of himself in his inscription
—

* My brother died,

so I got the realm to myself.’

Rama Raja was one of the greatest kings of Siam.

It was he who issued the celebrated inscription of

Sukhodaya. The story of the discovery of this in-

scription is thus told by H. R. H. Prince Vajiraflan:

—

"In the year 1195 he (the Prince) made a progress

through the northern provinces, doing reverence at

various shrines, until at last he reached Sukhothai.

Here as he wandered about, he came upon a certain
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large flat slab of stone set in masonry on the terrace

beside the ruins of an old palace. The stone was an

object of reverence and fear to all tbe people. If any

one failed to bow before it. or presumptuously walked

up to it, he would be striken with fever or other

disease. When the Prince saw it, he walked straight

up and sat down to rest upon it
;

and, because of the

power of his good fortune, he suffered no harm what-

soever. On his return to the capital he had the stone

brought down and set in masonry as a platform at

Wat Rachathiwat. After his accession to the throne,

hedfad it brought to Wat Phra Sri Katana Satsadaram

(Wat Phra Kieo). He also secured a stone pillar

inscribed in Khamen letters, and one inscribed in an-

cient Siamese, both standing now in Wat Phra Sri

Katana Sat-Sadaram j—of wonderful import, as if pre-

saging that he would be sovereign of Siam, a king of

majesty, power, and goodness far reaching, like the

Phra Bat Kamaradcng At, who was king in

Sukhothai, as recorded in that inscribed stone.”

The most important work of the king Kama Raja

was the discovery of a new script for his people. In

his inscription he says that in M. S. 1205, he invented

a special kind of writing for the Stamete. He says:

‘ Heretofore, there were no strokes of Siamese writing.

In 1205 of the era, year of the Goat, Prince Khun

Ram Khamhicng sought and desired in his heart, and

put into use these strokes of Siamese writing. And so

these strokes of Siamese writing are, because that

Prince put them to use.*
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This is the beginning of the Siamese alphabet.

The script discovered by Ram Khamhen has develop-

ed into the modern Siamese writing, which tries ‘to

express a language with tones in an alphabet.’ The
modern Siamese language, therefore, according to Dr.

G. Schlegel, consists of the most hetrogenous ele-

ments, which elements the Siamese cut up, in order

to reduce them to monosyllables in the Chinese

fashion, so that it is no easy task to find out whence a

word is taken and which was its primitive form. 1

What is the origin of this Siamese writing ?

Various theories have been advanced about its origin.

They may be grouped under three classes, namely,

(
i ) Theory of a Pali and a Sinhalese origin

of the Siamese writing

( 2 ) Theory of a Burmese origin, and

( 3 ) Theory of a Cambod) an origin.

Prof. C. B. Bradley examines all these theories in

his paper on The Proximate Source of the Siamese

Alphabet,

1 and comes to the conclusion that it is from

the Cambodjan alphabets that the Siamese alphabets

are derived. He summaries his arguments thus

:

Cambodian culture was Brhmanical and Indian

throughout. Cambodian writing retains its distinctive

Sanskrit features to the present day. Historically,

the shape of the Cambodian letters—originally Indian

1. Schist—Siamese Studios, p. 7.

2. Jonrn ii I of the Siam Society, V©L X, 1913, pp 1-12.
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—uuderwent gradual change, until in the thirteenth

century A. D., they are found to approximate very

nearly the Sukhothai letters inscribed a little later.

The close cultural contact between the two peoples

suggested by the epigraphy, is strongly corroborated

and extended by consideration of the very large bor-

rowings from Cambodia found in Siamese speech,

ceremonial art and government.'

According to Sir Charles Elliot also, this alpha-

bet appears .o have been borrowed from the Cambo-

dia source, but some ol the letters particularly in

their later shapes show the influence of the MOn or

Talaing script.'

We, therefore, conclude that it was from the

alphabets of Camboja that the Siamese alphabets were

borrowed in the time of the king Hama Raja.

The king had his capital at Sukhodaya, of which

a glowing description is given in the royal inscription.

This capital city had four gates, where people throng

in large numbers on ceremonial occasions- As the

king himself was a Buddhist there were great temples

in the city of beautiful image of Buddha. The in-

scription continues: ‘There arc reverend teachers,

there are venerable monks; there is a Mahathcn

(
Mahathera

,
Arch- priest ). Toward sunset from this

city of Sukhothai is a forest monastery. Prince Khun

1. Journal of the Siam Society. VoL X. 1913, p. 11.

2. Hinduism and Buddhism, III, p. 80. n.



Ram Khamhteng made of it an offering unto Phra

Mahathen ( Mah&thera ), the Arch-priest, the scholar

who studied the Tripitaka unto its end, the head of

his order, and above every other teacher in his realm.

He came here from Sithammarat. In the midst of

that forest monastery is a temple-building that is

large, lofty and exceeding fair. It has an eighteen-

cubit image standing erect.'
1

The city of Sukhodaya was fully described. To

the Hast of the city, there were temples where lived

venerable teachers. Towards bed's foot (north), 1

there was a market, also a finish/ and groves of coco-

anut. Toward bed’s head (sooth) the country pros-

pered, if they were neglected, the country declined.

Justice was administered with proper discretion

during the reign of K.1m Khamhcn. If there was any

quarrel, the king would try to get at the truth and

decide the case righteously for his subjects. Like

the Indian king Asoka, the king could be approached

by all his subjects. He laid it down that *if folk

aggrieved within town or city have controversies or

matters that distress them within and cramp their

hearts, which they would declare unto their lord and

prince,—there is no difficulty.' In that case, his

order was: “Go ring the bell which has been hung

1. Journal of Siam Society. p. 2#.

2. It remind? iw of th*« Indian custom of lying down with

foot to the north and head to the South.
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up.” l’rince Khun Ram Kbamhasng, lord of the

realm, could hear the call. When he had made in-

vestigation, he would sift the case for them according

to right.
1

From this royal inscription, we know something

of the Siamese society. The uobles of Siam were

called Cdo or Khun and the ordinary people

—

Phrai

and Kha.

Towards the East, the kingdom of Sukhodaya

extended to the banks of the Mckhong and beyond

it. Vo ChavA
, to the West to Harpuvatl or Pegu.'

The king bore a high-sounding title

—

Pho Khun
A\im Khatnhcn Cao Muran Sri Sajand/aya Sukho-

daya. The king was often called Khun Ndi (mean-

ing Prince and master) of the MA, Kfto, Lao and Thai

races, lie gave to his father the title of Pho Khun:
Pho meaning father, and Khun—one who nourishes.

The King Ram Khamcn was the ideal king of

Siam. He enjoyed a long and prosperous reign. He

•sought to be ruler and lord unto all the Thai, sought

to be preceptor and instructor to teach all the Thai

to know true virtue and righteousness. Among men

that lived in the realm of the Thai, for knowledge

and insight, for bravery and daring, for energy and

force, there could not be found a man to equal him

—

able to subdue hosts of enemies with cities wide and

elephants many.’

1. J. S. 8., VI, I. p. 26.

2. Hinduism and Buddhism, III, p. 80.



The inscription of this great king is dated 1214 of

the era, which has been identified with the Great Era,

Maha Sakkarat beginning in A. D- 79. So the date

corresponds to A. D. 1293.

IV—HHDAYA JAYA JETTHA

('354 a. d.)

After the death of Ram Khaiphen, Hrdaya Jaya

Jc^t ha came to the throne of Sukhodaya. We cannot

say with certainty how he was related with his pre-

decessor, perhaps, he was his son or brother.

From the Siamese record I'ajirananarai, wc

know that he had a son named Sri Lharmaraja, who

was made Phrah Maha Uparaja (the gteat Viceroy)

at &rl SajanAlaya. InM.S. 1269, the king became

dangerously ill and died. The I'rince came with an

army, defeated the enemies and ascended the throne

of his dead father at Sukhodaya in M. S. 1276- A. IX

'355* The flrahmaos and mantrins consecrated him

and he was named Phrah Pit Sowdel Phrah Cdu

Kamraten an Sri Suryavamta R.ima maha Dhar-

mikarSjddhirhja

.

V—SrI SURYAVAMSA RAMA
(a. d. 1355)

This new king, who came to the throne in A. D.

1355, was known as Hrdaya Raja«&ri Dharma Raja

= Srf Dharmikarajadhiiaja-Sil Tribhava Dharapi

Surijati maha L'harmikarajadhiraja.
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The king was said to hare a heart as vast as the

ocean and extreme compassion for the Satvas (
beings).

He used to preach the law to those of his subjects,

who were pious ar.d willing to listen him.

We know this from a panegcryic inscription of

this king, which has come down to us. It is in

Kltmere script. It was discovered by the king Maba

Mongkut in 1834 in Vat Jai of Sukhodaya. In 1884,

it was brought to public notice and printed in Excur-

sions et Reconnaissances by M. Pavie. It was not

until M. Aymonicr came to the field that it could be

found out that the inscription was in the Khemcr

language and not in Siamese.' M. Fourncreau also

gave a translation and transcription of this inscription

in his U Siam Ancicn.' In 1917 M. G. Cocdda,

Professor it lccole franchise d’extreme-orient, treated

of this Khemcr inscription in his paper on Documents

sur la Dynastic tic Sukhodaya.*

We learn from this inscription that in 1269 Suka,

his father the king Bra: p4d kamraten aii hrdaya jaya-

jeta fell ill. The kings son lira: pad kamraten an

Dharmaraja gathered an army at Sajjan.llaya, where

he was at that time. On the fifth day of the eighth

month, the prince marched towards Sukhodaya. He

attacked the revolted chiefs from all the sides at one

1. Lepigrsphie Kambodjienae. VIII, jv 253.

2. Vol. I. pp. 167-179.

3. B. F. F. F. O, XVII, No. 2. 1917.
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and the same lime and put lliem to death. He

mounted the throne, where he replaced his father

and governed the kingdom of Sukhodaya with sagaci-

ty and glory, thus following the glorious tradition of

his illustrious family.

In 1276 Saka (-A. D. 1355) he received the

royal consecration and took the title of Brafc pad

Kamraten an Sri S0ryavaip4a R.lma mahadharma-

rajadhiraja.

During his rule both Hinduism and Buddhism

flourished in Siam, both Sramanas and Brahmans Were

respected. Still, he seems to be a devout Buddhist.

He used to preach the law of Buddha to his subjects.

Six months after his coronation, the king aspired to

the state of Buddha. He tried to conduct the people

on the way to A’lVrfini, so that they might not suffer

in the circle of transmigration. All his subjects, who

catnc to Sukhodaya from all quarters, heard the predi-

cation of the king, observed the precepts of Buddha

and accomplished all sorts of meritorious acts.

To mark his reign by a chcfdtriivre, he com-

manded his tilpins (artists) to construct a mahima

prils&da (great palace) to be decorated with valuable

ornaments.

The king himself was a great scholar. He knew

the science of astronomy. He corrected the calender

and fixed the first and eighth day of the month of

ishada (Sans, dshddhaJ.
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As a pious Buddhist, the king constructed many

Kuti ViAUras (monasteries) and a cetiya (stupa) to

enshrine the sacred relics. He also made a statue of

Buddha from different metals.

In 1357 he made a sacred foundation for enshrining

£ri ratnamahldhtUu at Nagar Jum, probably modern

Khamphen l*hct. He used to reside more often at

Nagar Jum than at £ri Sajann/aya Sukhodaya.

(For the date of the inscription of Nagara Jum, see

M. L. Finot’s article

—

Let dates de /’inscription de

Ka£ar Jnm l

).

Not satisfied with the erection of the statue of

Buddha, the king ordered h« tilpins (artists) to make

one statue of Paramesvata and another of Vn#pu and

consecrated them on the eleventh day of pftrvasadha

in the deva/aya (temple') of mahdk^etra. The

Brahmins and ascetics
(
tapasvi) rendered perpetual

worship (/fl/d nitya) to them.

Thus we find that toleration was the watch word

of this king. He paid his loyal homage to Buddha as

well as to Siva and Vi§Qii. He was also learned in

the fastens of both the Hindus and Buddhists. He

had studied traya pitaka (thcthrie Pitakas) includ-

ing Vinaya and Abhidharma. He knew tLe methods

of traditional masters (
/okdcaryyakrtytl ). The king

was well-versed in Vedas, sistrus.agamas, dharmahlya

and jyotisUstra (astronomy). Though he knew all

1 . B. E. F. E 0. XVI, No. 8. 1916.
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the branches of art, astronomy was his special subject.

He set right the Saka era with its varfj (year ), mUsa

(niDnth) also sQryagrdsa and candragrasO. (eclipse

of the Sun and the moon ).

When this king had reigned for 22 years at Sri

Snjjan.llaya-Sukhodaya, in 1:83 Saka (
= A. D. 1363),

he deputed a rbjapa+dita ( royal Pandit) to invite a

MahAsSmi Sangbarlja, who was a hfityds/ava, a SilAcArya

(religious preceptor) and who was proficient in Kitaka

traya, residing in the island of Lanka (Ceylon ). He

persuaded him to come to Siam.

When the king heard that the SangharAja was

approaching nagara (city) of Canna (modern Phitsanu-

lok - VifQuloka he began to make preparations for

his reception. He ordered the iilpins (artists) to

build hulls and vihnras for the monks in the western

part of the city of Sukhodaya. The maMuAera and

the bhihiu sangha (the assembly of the bhikgus or

monks ) began to march towards the capital of Siam

in company with the court Pandita. The king made

arrangements to receive the holyroan and his party.

He asked his amaccas, his martin’s (ministers) and

the rajaku/as (the members of the royal family) to go

and receive the great monk and render homage to

him. They went and received the royal guests with

flowers and other offerings at Cannapura. They

halted also at Xiengtong, Candia, Pang and Var aud

finally came to Sukhodaya.
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After receiving the Mahlthera with great pomp,

the king asked the Mahasami Sangharlja to enter the

vihdra, (monastery) prepared for him, during the

rainy (varfd) season. In honour of the monk, the

king made various religious endowments. He made

a statue of Lord Buddha on the model of the statue

ol Buddha which was in the middle of the city, to the

East of the Great Relic. The king also distributed

ten livres of gold and silver, ten sorts of precious ob-

jt CCS, eivaras and many other things.

After the rains
(
enr^a ), in the month of Kkttika,

the king Sri Sfiryavai|i4a Kama mahAdharmar.lj.ldhi-

r.lja resolved to observe the precepts of kfamd (for-

giveness), ddna (gifts) and &f/a in the presence of a

statue of gold erected in the royal palace. The king

then invited the Mah.ldmi Sangbarlja, also theras,

anutheras and the entire assembly of bhiifus
(
monks)

to the hema prdtdda raja mandira (royal palace).

The king sat bowing down before the golden

image (ruvaina pratima) with hands joined in aqja/i

and said—" As p/ia/a punya, I thus enter into the

religion of our Lord Buddha. I do not either desire

cakravartuampatti or Indratan. patti or lirahtnasam-

patti. I want only to be a BuJdha to aid the beings

in traversing the three sorts of existence (namely,

kdmabhava = sensual existence. tQpabhara - corporal

existence, and arupabhava = in corporal existence).'’

Thus the king took his vow and sought refuge to

Buddha, Dharma and Sahgha. This is the account of

his taking pabbajjd.



There is a Pali inscription relating to this king,

which is known as the VajirAflaqa Library Stele. The
Pali galhas of MahAsami SahghaiAja give us the same

information as the previous Khmer inscription. It

tells ns how the king Liddeya (or Lldayya) Dhamma-

rflja took vow and entered the monastery of antbavana,

1905 years after the p.itwirtnna of Lord Buddha.

After taking pabbajja. the king continued to per-

form miracles. His absence from the royal throne

caused troubles in the kingdom, and, therefore, a

deputation of his subjects waited upon him to request

him to return to his former duties of the king. While

the monks begged the king to stay in the monastery

as their preceptor, his subjects pleaded him to return

to his old life. The matter, subsequently, was referred

to the MabAsAmi SaugharAja, the spiritual guide of the

king, for decision. The SanghaiAja decided in favour

of the subjects. At his advice, the king took up again

his secular duties and set to putting things aright in his

kingdom by defeating the people of Luang Prabang.

From another insciiption of the same king we

learn that in ioaka 1279 (- A. D. 1358), a cutting of

the Bodhi tree, ‘under which £ri mahAbodhi sought

refuge, our master Buddha, when after having been

humiliated by the army of MlrAdhirAja by the grace

of meditation attained omniscience and to the state of

Buddha,’—was brought from the island of Ceylon to

Siam. It should be mentioned that it was in the

reign of Asoka, the great that his daughter Sangha-
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mitra took a branch ol the Bodhi tree from Buddha

Gaya to the island of Ceylon, where it was planted in

Amiradhapura. From Ceylon now a branch of the

Bodhi tree was taken to Siam. It is true also in the

case of Buddhism. Ceylon received the law of

Buddha from India, and Ceylon helped greatly in the

propagation of Buddhism in Siam.

With the sacred relic (perhaps bought from

Patna), the king made a Slhpa to enshrine the sacred

cutting of the Bodhi-tree. Besides the mention of

this, -holy ceremony, we have in this inscription a

series of prophecies on the progressive steps which

would lead to tbe extinction of Buddhism and in-

cidentally speaks ol the dharma Jutakas and the traits

of abhidharma, patlhans and yamaka. It may be

mentioned, en passant, that many incidents ofJ&takas

have been found sculptu’cd in Sukhodaya belonging

to this period, as we find in the Bharhut gates in India

and Borobudur temple in Java. The writer of the

inscription also predicts that men in this age would

not have more than ninety nine years of existence.

This Thule inscription of the king 6rl Sflrya

varp4a Rama mala Dharma Kaj.tdhiiaja, is now pre-

served in the Bangkok Museum. The character of

this inscription is the same as that of the inscription

of the king Rama Komhcng. The translation and

transcription of this inscription are given in Explora-

tion en Indo Chine of M. Pavie and also in Le Siam

Ancien of M. Fouruereau (Vol. II, p. to).
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From this inscription, we get the following chro-

nologic*! list of the kings of Sukhodaya:

—

( t ) Sit I ndi Adilya

( 2 ) Ban

( 3 ) RAmx Komheng

(

4

) Phrayfl Sua Thai

( 5 ) PhrayA Ridaya
(

I Irdaya
) Raja

( 6 )
Sri Suryaraipla Rama roahAdharinika-

rAjAdhirAja.'

It should be mentioned here that during the

reign of Hrdaya Raja, the Thais invaded the basin of

Mcnam and founded Ayuthia, the future capital of the

Southern Siam.

The last inscription relating to this dynasty is

another Thai inscription, published in Le Siam An-

den* Unfortunately this inscription is mutilated to a

great extent, yet we can lonn an idea as to how the

king made new foundations with precious relics, how
a monk named Sri Sradhd raja cO/dmuni of the very

illustrious island of Ceylon came to Siam at this time.

Among the relics (mahadhoiu

)

consecrated we fiud

the famous Hodhi tree, a great statue of Buddha and

other smaller statues of Buddha. Perhaps these relies

were brought down from the city of PAtaliputra.' A
Buddhist monastery (rihdra) was also constructed at

the.samctime.

1.

^Fournereau—

I

a* Siam Aucicn, VoL II, p. IL

2. Ibid, r. 35.

a HhM. p. 4ft



The most noteworthy fact of this period is the

discovery of 51 Thai inscriptions with the equal

number of Jitaka representation in Siamese sculpture.

Though these inscriptions are not dated, they are

similar to the old Sukhodava type and to last men-

tioned inscription. We can, therefore, place these

sculptures to the same epoch, namely, the Saka year

1279 = A. 1 ). 1357, during the reign of Sri Sorya

Yuipsa Kama miha OharmarajAdhiraja. who seems to

be the last of the famous kings of Sukhodaya, which

wag *oon after eclipsed by the kingdom of Avuthia.

Here we get the following Jitaka or Buddhist Birth

stories represented’.

—

1. Seri Vlnija—Jltaka No. 3, ( Estampage, No. 13)

3. CullakaseWhi— „ M 4 « ( w M « 4 >

3. TandulanAli — w »» St ( M M • 5 )

4. Devadhamma— „ .. 6,( W M .6)

5. Kalahari — „ H 7 . ( •t W • 7 )

6. MakhAdeva — „ H 9.( •t t» 19)

7. Nigrodhamiga— „ H •t M 22)

8. Kandina — „ M ' 3,( ft It *3 )

9. SukhavibAri — „ .. 10, ( »• 11 27)

10. Tittha — „ .. * 5 . < it It 28)

1

1

. Lakkhaua — „ » ««,( ft It 29)

12. VAtamiga — „ w * 4 , < M 91 3 «)

13. KharAdiya — „ .. » 5,( 11 M 30
14. Tipalloka — „ » 16, ( M II 33 )

15. MAluta — „ 17 . ( It •t 34 )

16. Matakabhatta— „ . *».< ft It 35 )



17. Ayacitabhatta—
J.

No. 19, (
Estampage, No. 36)

18. NalapOna » » 20, ( tf 37)

19. Kurungamiga— „ .. *!,( »f II 38)

30. Kukura tf H 22. ( tf ft 39)

31. Bhojajanlya “
* *1 .. 23. ( ft »» 40)

33. Gajajanlya n 24. ( ft M 40
33. Vat t aka ft .. 35. ( ff ft 48)

34. Sakuya
tf • 36. ( •t ft 49)

35. Tittira ft h 37. ( tf ff 50)

36. Faka
tf .. 38. ( ft tf SO

37. Nacca “ tf " 32. ( tt ft 32)

38. Knpota
*f » 4*-< tf tt 54)

39. Vcluka tf H 43. ( ft tt 55)

30. Makasa tf » 44> ( ft ft 56)

31. Rohinl ”*
tf ». 45« ( ff ft 57)

33. Ar.lmadusak
tf » 46, ( ft tt 58)

33. Varnyi
tf » 47. ( tf tt 59)

34. Vcdabbhn tf .. 4«. ( tf tt 60)

35. Nakkhatta tf H 49- ( ft ft 6.)

36. Dummedlia *“
tf » 50. ( tf tf 62)

37. MahSsilava
ft .. S«.( ft ft 63)

38. COJajanaka ”*
tf » 52. ( ft tf 64)

39. PuyyapAti ff » 53. ( tf tt 65)

40. Pbala tf >. 54* ( tf tf 66)

41. Pancarudha "

tf .• 55- ( ff tt 67)

43. KaflcanakkhandhA-,, - 5M tf •f 56)

43. Tayodhamm ft .. 58. ( ff ft 69)

44. BiicrivAda
tf .. 59. ( tf ft 70

45. Samkhadbarnaiia „ » 60, ( ff tt 77)
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46. AsAlilmanta — J. No. 61, ( Estampage, No. 78)

47. Nanda — „ n 39- ( n 80)

48. Khadiranglra — „ •• 4°* ( n 81)

49. Kalakanni — „ H 83, ( .. 8a)

50. AltbassadvAra— „ .. 84. ( <1 „ 84)

51. ? Jltaka ? ( « n 86)

These fifty-one representations of the JiUaka

stories in the far off kingdom of Siam offer interesting

study. The earliest representation of the J.1taka

stories we find in India on the pillars of Bharhut,

where the names of the Jatakas are also inscribed in

A4okan character. With the introduction of Buddh-

ism in Burma, Java and Siam, these stories became

popular in those countries, and we find their repre-

sentations done beautifully in all these kingdoms.

With the foundation of the kingdom of Sukho-

daya, Siam became independent and continued to

have separate political existence. Indian culture had

already penetrated into Camboja, from which Siam

received Indian culture and civdisation. The famdy

which established the first royal dynasty had long

been Indianised ar.d trace their descent from the

famous SSrya-Vamsa, from which the epic hero

Ramachandra descended. Buddhism was patronised

by the new kings, who invited Mahlslmi Saiigha-

mahar.lja from the island of Ceylon to propagate the

faith of Lord Buddha in Siam.



CHAPTER V.

The Kingdom of Ayuihia.

The glory of the old kingdom of Sukhodaya was

soon eclipsed by the new kingdom of Ayutliia, which

had been established in A. I). 1350. The influence

and power of Sukhodaya continued some time after

A. I). 1361, when Aynthia became the centre of Siam,

both from the cultural as well as from the political

point of view. A new royal dynasty was established

in Ayutliia. It continued to exert its supremacy over

Siam until the political centre was transferred to the

city of Pangkok.

We arc fortunate in getting a Pali record of the

kingdom of Aynthia ( A yod/zyB ). It is the oldest re-

cension, according to M. George Coedcs, of the Annals

of Ayutliia.' It was written in 1680 at the request cf

Phra: Narai. In 1907 the Ms. of the Annals was

found out and published by the Siamese Prince

Damrong from liangkok, in the same year. The Ms.

has now been preserved in the VajiranfiQa Library.

This Pali history of Ayuthia has been translated into

English by I )r. Frankfurter in the pa;es of the Journal of

the Siam Society under the title

—

Events in Ayuddhya

from Chola-Sakaraj 686-966.' This Pali history has

been described as a Snn/>Utel> - Siinkhtfui - Snhishefa

1. 15. 11 F. E-O, 1914.

2. J. & S. VI, 3, 1909.
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(concise) type of the Annals, being an enumeration of

the historical facts regarding this new kingdom since

the foundation of the capital at Ayuddhya up to

A. D. 1604.

Besides this Tali annals, there is another history of

Ayuthia, namely, Phongsdvadan Krung Kao, of which

two versions have come down to us. The first version

was translated by Taylor Jones in 1836-3810 the Chinese

Repository (V. VI, VII). The other one was com-

piled in 1840 during the reign of Phra: Nang Klao

by .Lite Prince Paramanuxit Xinnorot and printed by

Bradley at BangkA in 1865. This work served as

the basis of the history of several writers like Pallegoix

(Description du royanme Thai\ Bowring (Siam)

and Smith ( History of Siam, Bangkok, 1880-1883).

Unlike the Pali recension these arc of phitsadan or

vistira type.

The Pali history is known as Sahgltiramsa, of

which another recension was completed in A. D.

1789. It differs from the earlier recension of 1680.

In B. E. F. E-O ( 19*4) M. G. (.'cedes gives a part

translation of the Annals relating to the history of

Ayuthia. The Saiigitipjmia or Sangitiyavamsa was

composed in the year of Buddha 3332 in the mor.th

of Cilia (-37 March- to April 1789) by a monk

named Vimaladhamma. In the introduction, he

says :

—

Vi&nddhivansaip pavaraQ ca Ruddham

Visesakbcmaip Vimahft ca Dhamtmm
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Vibuddhisilaip abhivandiya Samghaip

R'aromi SangitivavarisanSmarp.

From l he above iloka, M. G. Ccedes concludes

that the name of ihe writer was Vimaladhamma. The
work is, as the name indicates, a history of Saiiglfis

or Buddhist councils. The author enumerates six

such councils, five in Ceylon and the last one at

Bangkok in A. I). 1788.

The book is divided into paticchrdas or chapters

of which the first deals with JambudipasahgUiniddesa.

ft begins with the prediction of Dipatikara, of the

birth and youth of the Rodhisatta and quotes the text

of the well known DhammapadaUhakathH. After

quoting some stanzas on the SamlxxUd and Parini-

buna, the writer Vimaladhamma states the tradition

about the first Samgiti or Council. After quoting

some stanzas from Mahaviimsa and Saddhammasahgha,

he gives the history of the second council in India.

The account of the conversion of Asoka, the third

council at Pataliputra, the mission of Mahinda toCcylon

—were inspired by Samaniap&s&dika, Saddhamma-

stihgha, Mahavamsa and Dipapansa. The second

paricchtda is known as /.aukddipacarut/iardrasanga-

haniddesa containing the account of the fourth Council

in Ceylon and record of Buddhism in Ceylon. It

gives a genealogy of the king Asoka and the first

kings of Ceylon.

The four following chapters reproduce the last

two sections o\Jinaknlam9.lt. The seventh pariccheda
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is culled A nukkaniachalimsarajamddesa or the history

of thirty-six kings of Ayutkia. This is the really

important portion of the Annals of Ayuthia for our

purpose. The eighth pariccheda-Kavamadhamtna-

sangahaniddesa gircs an account of the ninth council

held at Bangkok in A. D. 1788. The last chapter is

miscellaneous in character.' This Pali Annal is

very valuable for our purpose because we get here

the political history of Ayuthia as well as the history

of the Buddhist church in Siam.

.. I—RAMADHIPATI SUVA^ADOLA
(A. D. 1350-1369)

During the reign of 61I SOryavaipsa Kama Mah.1-

dharma rajadhiraja of Sukhodaya, the kingdom of

Ayuthia was founded and began to rise in eminence

with Mich rapidity that it soon surpassed the kingdom

of Sukhodaya in power and glory. The history of

Siam from A. D. 1350 to 1604 is nothing but the

history of the kingdom of Ayuthia. Soon alter the

death of the king Kama of Sukhodaya, the new king-

dom of Ayuthia rose into power and usurped the p’acc

of Sukhodaya. The first king of Ayuthia was Kama*

dbipati Suvaijoadola. In the year of 1892 of the lira

of Lord Buddha (-A. D. 1350), when he was of 37

years, he came to the throne of Ayuthia. The last

part of his name Sucann-idola is exactly the equiva-

lent of U Thong
,

the surname of the founder of the

1. See Coe«U:a—B. E. F. E-0, 1914.
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kingdom of Ayuthia. Ram&ihiputi is his sacred name.

He established many cities, palaces, monasteries, rooms

of uposatha and ceiiya. He reigned for 19 years till

A. I). 1369.

II—RAMESSURA

(a. n 1369-1370)

The king K.Vn.Vlhipati was succeeded by his son

R.tmessnra. He came to power when be was 30

years old. According to our Pali Annals, he reigned

for only one year, but accoiding to all other vetsions

R&wesutn reigned only for one year.

It is significant to note that though these kings of

Ayuthia belonged to the Thai stock, yet they had

been Hinduiscd like their predecessors. The Indian

culture and civilisation began to influence the royal

family as before.

Ill—PARA.MARAJADHI RAJA

(a. i>. 1370-1388)

The next king, accoiding to the Siamese text,

was PurainarAjdilhiiUju ( Uoroinmaiaxathirat ), but

according to our Pali Annals his name was Burnt-

ALuhanaynhn, the maternal uncle of the second king

Kamessura. He is said to have usurped the royal

throne. According to the Siamese text, he bore the

title of Khun Luang Phongua. Bradley calls him

the brother of the wife of Clio u Thong, the fiist king.

He was, therefore, the maternal uncle of the second
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king as said in the Pali text. He reigned for 13 or 18

years, may be for 18 years as suggested by the Pali

Annals.

There is an inscription bearing the date 750 of

the small Siamese Era, equivalent to A. D. 1388. It

is a Thai inscription, first published in Excursions et

reconnaissances (Saigon 1886) of R. P. Schmitt and

afterwards in M. Fourncrcau's le Siam Ancien. 1

Wc learn from the inscription that in 750 of the

Small Era of the Siamese, at the death of the monk

Padumuttara maha theta, the monks followed Van-

haMara main thera. The place of Taphankara maha

thcra was successively taken by I 'essabhn mahd thera,

Afantrisaviit/lanaMa maha thera, Sarif>utta mahh driya

thera, Virdhma-kassapa tnahd thera. This shows that

the Buddhist church was in a flourishing condition in

Siam. The Buddhist church was presided over by a

Celebrated tnahd thera, whom all other monks followed

without any grudge or murmur.

At the time of the retirement of the king Maha

Dharmarajadhiraja, the queen mother Sri DharmarAja-

mata, escorted by NAy-svar-ptajja, Padharma-trai-

lokapftl-rajamatya-sai, Khnn-sugandharasa-rajmiantri,

NAy-beni-bimfiv-ilja-sAs went to the village Pagoda

under the direction of Sangharaja-fttpi-ruci maha

thera, Trai-pitaka mala thera, Buddhavaosa thcra,

MahA-AriyA-sri thera, PanApa-gandhita, PA svar-deba,

Pa-rahu, and PA-nana-vilAsa.

1 . VoL I, pp. 278-281.
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From the names given above we know that even

at this time, some names of the Siamese royal officers

had been Indianised. Thus we get the names R&ja-

matya-srii meaning Rdjamatya = royal minister. Also

we have R&jamaMri meaning royal minister. It

should, however, be remembered that officers known

as atnalya were differentiated from the mantrins.

The large number of the names ol monks also shows

the popularity of Buddhism in Siam. There was a

proper organisation of the Buddhist church with

Snhgha»aja as its head. The whole of the Pali, lite-

rature used to be studied by the monks. Those

monks who could finish the whole of the three Pilakas,

took the title of Traipitaka.

During the ceremooy of retiring to the forest,

the following monks were present: ( I )
Suman gal a

mahathcra, (3) Khema-mangala mahathcra, (3)

Dharmaghosa mahathcra, ( 4 )
Sapagambhira maha*

them, (5) Samauadeba mahathcra, (6) Buddha-

vaipsa mahathcra, ( 7 ) Sony* mahathcra, (8) HamarasI

mahathera, (9) Dhanuasenapati mahathera, (10) I’hra:

nadhika mahathera, (11) Subanpasyima mahathcra,

(12) ftapa-vid mahathera, (13) Ananda mahathcra,

(14) Arggafttpa mahathera and (15) Dharmakitti

thera.

In 768 Saka raja year (- A. D. 1406) after the

ceremony of petitions offered to the king MahA

Dharmarajadhiraja in the Vih5r-sima at the time of

the upotath festival, the monks conferred the supreme
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authority of the Sangha to Phra
:
parama guru

Tiloka- tilaka - siratana - silaga nd/ia- vanaids'/ - dhar-

makitti-sarxgkarOja-mahJlsvdmi-chao. It will be seen

how a long high-sounding title was given to the head of

the Buddhist Church in Siam. As before he had the

titles of Sangha raja and mahdsvami. But a signifi-

cant title has now been aJdcd, namely, Parama guru

(the great spiritual preceptor). It may be due to the

influence of Tantrikism, in which guru plays an im-

portant role.

• • After the death of this Parama guru, the monks

with the advice of the king DhaimarajAdhirAja and

the queen mother and monks in general, gave the

supreme authority to the monk Phra: ralana-

muhga/a-vi/dsa mahdthera.

At the death of this monk, they made another

bhikiu their chief. The name of this bhik^n is not

given in the inscription.
1

IV—SUVAtftfACANDA
( 1388 a. n.)

After the death of the king Paramar.'lj.'ldhilftja,

his young son Suvappacanda came to the throne.

He is known in the Siamese Text as Thong I.an and

Thong Chin in the Mongkut Text. Unfortunately,

he reigned only for 7 days, after which KSmcssura

usurped the royal power again and reigned for six

years (A. D. 1388-1394).

1. Le Siam Auden, I. p. 209.



V—RAMARAJA
(A.D. 1394-97)

After ROraessura, his son came to power. He
was also known as RiraarajAdhirAja and Phrarj Chao.

He reigned only for three years, or according to some

fourteen years.

We hare a Thai inscription of the king Sri

Dharmasokaraj*, belonging to the fourteenth century.

It fulls to the period when Sukhodaya was annexed

to the Empire of Ayuthii. In M. Fourncrcau's I.e

Siam Ancien we get the transcription and translation

of this inscription as given by R. P. Schmitt.'

It is a Buddhistic inscription. It tells the story

how a building (perhaps a monastery) was erected

for the service
(
ptija

)

of Lord Buddha, whose image

had been made of bronze. Along with this a caitya

was also constructed, where a coloured lamp with ten

other lamps was placed. Various vessels, vases and

other objects were offered to the monks for their use.

A library, perhaps, was also provided for the use of

the monks. Many ladies made various offerings to

the monks. The king PhrayA 6rl DhamAsokarAja in

his devotion offered to lord Buddha all the village

situated on the Past till the end of the world. The

king also offered his sister Vot to the service of Lord

Buddha. Thus he was working in honour of Buddha

and Dharma in order to gain svarga-nibban. The

1. L* Siam Ancien. I. p. 209.



king thus concludes: 'As for me, I desire to attain

btdhisambhara. If this bodhisambhara is refused to

me, I want to be born in my future incarnations, in a

state of wisdom and perfection, free from all maladies.

All the merit I hare acquired, I give in part to my

guru-u/itijjb&ya, to my parents, to my brother, to the

princes and to all beings so that they may enjoy the

consequences ol meritorious acts, which I have gained

in the devotion to the cult of Buddha.'*

This inscription also testifies to the popularity of

Buddhism in Siam. Like other Jiodhisativas, this

king wants to sec the happiness of all beings, and him-

self desires to attain to bod/inamb/ntva.

VI—NAGARAINDA
(A. D. I 397-UI 7 )

The maternal uncle of the last king, N'agarainda

by name, was the chief of the city of Suvaniy ib/umi

(
- Suvannipuri— Muling Sophan). After the death

of KAmaraja, he usurped the royal throne and reigned

for twenty years. He is said to have done many good

works.

VII—PARAMARA JAUH IRAJA

(a. d. 1417—1437)

After the death of the king Nagarainda, his th ;rd

son Chao Sam came to the throne with the title of

P.irdmataj&tUiiraja and reigned for twenty years.

1. Lb Siam Ancien, I, |>. 211.
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Wc have a curious and interesting inscription

belonging to this period, namely, that of BuddhapAda

of Sukhodaya. It is preserved in a kuti of Vat Vang

na at Bangkok. It was first discovered in 1834.*

This inscription in Pali bears the date 1426 or

1437 A. D. This KudJhapadii is interesting from

the historical and artistic point of view. M. A. Barth

divides the inscription into two parts: (i) the history

of the monument in prose and (ii)lour anu^ubh

slokas and formulas of benediction for all men and for

the religion of Buddha.

This BuddhapAda may be grouped in the category

of other Buddhapadas of Northern India and of Indo-

China. Its prototype is the SrlpAda of Adam's Peak

in Ceylon. From the inscription wc learn that the

MahAthera Sri Medhankara engraved on the stone of

Snkhodayapura all the symbols of ratnaphdautiya as

manifested by Lord Buddha on the Samantakuta

( Adam's Peak ).

In some respects, the BuddhapAda of Sukhodaya

is superior to other pAdas of Lord Buddha. While

the ralnapuda of Ceylon is simple and has no artistic

decoration, that of Sukhodaya surpasses all in its

artistic excellence. It stands by itself as a work of

art. From the representation of the /dr/a as given

in Fournercau (I, p. 242, pi. LXVIII) we see that

in the centre the pddas of Buddha are engraved and

1. Le Siam Aneien, pp. 242-248.
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on them are two cakras, each containing six circles.

Inside those circles are distributed 108 signs thus :

—

ist circle ... 32 signs

and „ ... 24 „

3rd „ ... ifi „

4th „ ... 16 „

5‘*« n ... 12 „

6th ... 8 „

Total ... 108 signs.

According to M. A. Barth, these signs are a sort

of 'symbolic resume of the past, present and future

universe, figured on the feet of Buddha to mark his

universal royalty.

Below the /W.it are represented a large number

of thtras (monks) forming a procession. These

theras arc standing with their hands folded and heads

inclined as if paying homage to the Buddhap^Lda. It

is happy to note that the names of these disciples of

Buddha arc given there in Pali. We are grateful to

K. P. Schtnit for transcribing the names of the dis-

ciples, which arc given below :

—

l. Phra

:

: Labbha thera

2. Labuubabhabammahinda thera

3 - ft
Ehi vari paraveka thera

4 - ft Vajjita thera

5 -
ft

Hemmaka thera

6. ft Athabbanaveda thera

7- M Poqyaka thera
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8. Phis : Vauthitta phra: thcra

9- w MahlnAma thera

IO. w Rascka thcra

il. n EyAdas&a thcra

13. w Blurabhiya thcra

>3- w Ananda Kasyapa thcra

14 . n Yaso phra: thcra

•5. H Vattbnka thcra

16 . n Posavaka thcra

17. w Tiisa mctraya thcra

18 . m MahA Suyua thcra

19 . w Dhota phra : thcra

20.
9t

l/ruvcla Kasyapa thcra

21 . W Puppha rara thcra

32.
ft

SaughArcva phra : 1 lirra

33- w Mi-rna phra : thcra

24. M Bahima thcra

25. ft Khuramba thera

3b. »» Sonya buddha bhadva thcra

27. w Vi mala thcra

28 . ft
BtiddhAya thcra

29 . If Vasal i thcra

30- It
Utthaya thera

3'- ft
Sajjita thera

32- ft
Paykhya thera

33- ft Vallabha thera

34- ft Dasa magqa puta thcra

35- ft Yaddhi phra : thera

36 . If
Soyua buddhiya thcra



37- Phra: Theratthasaka thcra

38. tt Upbha^a thera

39- tf
Mahajita thera

40. » Masa thcra

41. H Datthiya thcra

42. •f
HA liiva th.Am chiraya thera

43- tf ]otuvala thcra

4»- tt Soqna bitdilhi dattha thera

45- tf
Sopqa bodbi visa thcra

46. ft
Sabbhaya thcra

47. tt IJpathera thera

48. ft
Bha&ajita thera

49- It
Bhabba thcra

50. ft Jakaruwa thera

51 . ft
Narada lavabhama thcra

5*- tt
Mantranya thcraka thcra

53- ft Mahl bhaitha para thcra

54- ft
Nanda thera

55- tt l’amsu phra : thcra

56. tt Dodaya thcra

57. tt
Jarubhauqa thera

5«. tt Khtiddasira thera

59- tt
KumAra Kasyappa thcra

60. tt
Bhaddam bhAva gotaina puta thcra

61. tt
Uruvela vassA thcra

62. tt Bhlsaka thera

63. tt
MahA Kasyapa thera

64. tt
Vara Buddha thcra

65.
ft

Uplsi thera



66. Phra : Pandoravalu devaya thera

67.

68. Phia: MettagQ.

69- ft
TLflpa so pa andhaka pura thcra

70. M Vammala thcra

7». w Sopa bho vassa thera

7*. ft
SuhAhu thera

73- « Puppa labbha thcra

74- n Gambhira thera

75- H Vapoa KopdaflAa thcra

76. H Nanda Savaka thcra

77. H Slriputta thera

7». B Puppalabbhana pula thera

79- M AnurAdhA thcra

80. M Mahl moggal.lna thera.'

. A. Barth thinks that this list of eighty theraa

was probably lhai of eighty disciples of Buddha and

that they were mostly contemporary of Buddha. No-

where, however, a complete list of Buddha’s disciples

is to be found. Many names of this list arc familiar

to us, but some are quite strange.

From this Pali inscription of the BuddhapAia of

Sukhodaya that on the year 1970 after the parinibbana

of the master £ri-Sakvamuni Gotama, when Sri

Sumedhamkara was sangha-raja
s

the son of the sup-

reme king of the law (
mahailluimmadiiraja-raja ),

who by his prosperity, his knowledge, his high quali-

1 . I.e Siam Aneien.
| p. 24-! 247.
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ties became the supreme protector of Srl-Suriya -

vamsa, brought to Sukhodaya a large piece of stone

and had the sacred monument of the precious parfa

as manifested on the Samantakfita in the island of

Lanka (Ceylon), engraved in conformity with the

measurement of the pa/U of Ceylon. These pddas

of Sukhodaya were engraved by Medhamkara, the
s

chief of Suntan is ( Sraman is » monks
) on the express

favour of the king of the Law for the prosperity of

DAamnia.1

VIII—PARAMATILOKANATHA
(a. d. M37-

»457)

After the death of the king ParamarajadhirAja,

his son ParamatifokaHWhii came to the throne.

Possessing great merit, he did many good works. He

reigned for twenty years. Abdicating his royalty in

favour ol his son IndarAja, he entered religion.

IX—INDARAJA

(a. d. M57)

On the abdication of his father, IndarAja ascended

the throne. He had a long and happy reign extend-

ing over thirty seven years.

X—RAMADHIPATI
The king IndarAja was succeeded by his son

Ranidil/iipati, who also was blessed with a long reign

1. Le Siam Ancien, I, pp. 149-1S4.



of thirty-eight years. He practised, virtue and

liberality.

The period from Nagara-Inda to RftmSdhipati is

a complicated one. Annals do not agree in tracing the

genealogical relation.

With this king end the account of the first ten

kings of Ayuthia.

For this period, we have a few inscriptions. One
of them is a Thai inscription of SudhAmanagarl or

Luang- Phrabang, bearing the date 1431 Saka-A. D.

1509. It begins with Sub/um astu.

We learn from the inscription that is 1431 6aka,

the chief I'han-Devarak^l with Phan-Sfiriy.VmA4a and

their wives made ollcrings of garlands to the great

pagoda of Susarita-silasita-sradh&ha/a and the mah.l

thcra Rahuladeva registered five great villages for

making a park for the pagoda.

In $aka 1434 (-A. D. 151a) they asked their

wives to procure objects of decoration. A deputation

waited upon the monk Phra: sarvajfta to

request him to quit his forest hermitage and live in

the Vihara bati.

This act of merit was accomplished in Saka 1437

("A. D. 1515)-

In Saka 1440 (= A. D. 1518) the chiefs invited

all the monks and asked the chief of the Sangha of

SudhAmanngari, Sangha-parinayaka-sa: dharma-
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tiiaka-parama-veJhasdf/tiia-pavilra-sucarila-cila to

declare the uposatha Dharma-sarga-budha. They

also established a vihara (monastery) known as Vihdra

Sri-pha/a.

1

There is a curious inscription, which, according

to Sir Charles Elliot, asserts the identity o( Buddhism

and Brahmanism.' It was engraved on the pedestal

of an image of Siva, found at Sukhodaya and dated

143a Saka (- A. D. 1510).

The inscription says that in 1432 Saka, the lord

Ph’rayA £rl Dbarmasokara/a crrectcd a statue of the

god Phra: Uvara (&iva) in the province of Karopheng-

Phct. It appears strange that this image of Siva

might be meant to exalt the Buddhist religion and the

Brahmanic religion. 6iva is a Hindu god, wc donot

understand how he could exalt Buddhism. We have

heard of kings, who made donations to both Hindu

and Buddhist temples, but of no king who could use

a Brahmanic god to exalt Buddhism. Like a devout

Buddhist, he also rebuilt the places containing the

tna/idilhalu (relics) as well as the monasteries. The

era used in this inscription is Sakaidl. which has been

explained as the era of the Saka rajas.'

1. L« Siam Aucien, I, pp. 146-154.

2. HimliiiMn ami Buddhism, III, p. 85.

3. Fnurnercau—Le Siam Andes, I, pp. 186-188.
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Xf—SAMATICCA BUDDHANKURA
(a. n. 1529— >534 )

In the year 2072 of Buddha Era (
= A. D. 1529),

ihe son of RAmAdhipati, Samaticca Buddhaf.knra

ascended the throne of Ayuthia. He reigned for Dvc

years.

XII—VARA-RATTHADHIRAJA KUMARA
(a. i>. 1534)

When the son of BoddbAnkura was of 5 years

age, VaraRatthAdhirAja KumAra came to the throne,

lie ruled only for fire months.

Xin-XIV—JAYARAJASI and HIS SON

(a. d. 1534)

Then the son of R.lmAdhipati’s sister, JayatOj&si

came to the throne (A. D. 1534) and ruled for

thirteen years till A. I). 1547. He was succeeded by

his son Payatta, who is known in the Siamese text as

Phra:Jot Pa or Phra: AVo Fa. He was only a

boy of ten when he became king. He ruled for three

years ( ? ).

XV—VARA-DHIRARAJA
(A. D. 1548)

In A. D. 1548, Vara-Dhirarfija (according to the

Siamese Text Phra: Thiemdt ), the son of the sister

of JayarAjAsi sat on the throne of Aynthia. He gave

to Guua- Bircuadeva the title of mahiuihammaiaja as
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well as ihe Government of Phiisanulok (Vissanu-

loka ).

It was during his reign that wc have the Burmese

invasion of Siam. We give below an account of the

same from the Hmannan Yazawindawgyi, a history of

Burma in Burmese compiled in the year 1191 of the

Burmese Era (-A. D. 1819).

The first attack cime from the king of Siam, who

sent an army of 200 elephants, 1000 horses and 60,000

men to capture Tavoy, which fell on the approach of

the Siamese army. Wheo the king Mintara Shweti

heard of it, he sent a large army which defeated the

Siamese.

In 1548 A. D., the Burmese king made elaborate

preparation to invade Siam with a view to take retali-

ation also with a view to further conquest. In the

month of November, the Burmese army marched

against Siam. The king of Siam, hearing of this in-

vasion, rose equal to the occason and gathered a

large army to fight the enemy. For several months

the king of Pegu (
/hmsanagara

)

invested the city

of Ayuthia. The Siamese army attacked the invading

army incessantly. The son and son-in-law of the

Siamese king were, however, taken prisoner. Peace

was made on condition of the release of the son and

son in-law of the Siamese king and on the promise of

paying of 30 war elephants, 3CO ticals of silver and

the customs revenue of Tcnasscrim by the Siamese



king, who also gave two white elephants richly adorn-

ed. This Burmese invasion in Siam lasted for five

months.'

Though the king, Vara-DhirarAja reigned for

sixteen years, yet the loss of the white elephants

troubled him much and he abdicated the throne in

favour of his son in order to enter the orders.

XV!—MAHAMAHINDA
In the Burmese history, the date of the first

Burmese invasion of Siam is given as 1548, where as

in the I*ali chronicle of Siam, it is 1563. The second

Burmese invasion is dated 1563.

In 1563 the king of I'agu, heard that the Siamese

king had acquired a lew new white elephants. As

the possession of the white elephant was thought to be

the distinctive mark of a Buddhist king, the king of

I’agu demanded one of the white elephants. To

this demand, the king of Siam gave an evasive reply.

The king of I'egu, therefore, sent a large army to

punish the king of Siam. The Burmese army invest-

ed the city of Ayu'hia. After a long war, the king of

Siam had to surrender. The king, his queen and his

younger son were taken away as captives, and the

Crown I'rincc Bra Mabcin
( Bramahin )

was proclaim-

ed and installed as king of Siam.* (A. D. 1564).

1. BuriiMM Invasions of .Siam—Journal of the Siam So-

ciety V. 1908
,

I, p|1. l-li

2. II.i.1, pp. 21-29.
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In our Pali chronicle, we read that the king of

Pegu again invaded Siam, took the king Mahamahinda

prisoner and returned to his kingdom after having

proclaimed MahAdhammarftjlsi, the Governor of

l'hiisanulok, the king in the capital Ayuthia.

About the third invasion of Siam, we read in the

Burmese history that in A. D. 1568 the captive king

of Siam asked permission of the king of Pagu to

enter religion and return to his native country. When
he came back to Siam, his son Rramahin, the tributary

king, began to assert his independence against the

Burmese king. In this attempt, he was supported by

his old father. A large Burmese army was then sent

to invade Siam again. In the end Bramahin was

made prisoner, and his capital was given up to plunder.

Bramahin cither was executed or committed suicide.

Tliauugkyi was then made tributary king of Siam. 1

(A. I). 1569).

X V 1

1

—MAHADI IAM M A KAJAS I DV iRATXA

According to the Pali Annals, he was appointed

king of Siam by the king of Pegu after he had defe-

ated the Siamese king Mahfimahiuda. He is said to

have reigned for a period of twenty-two yeais.

XVIII—

N

ARISSARAJA

His son Narmarlja
(
Phra: Naret) reigned at

Phitsanulok. He engaged himself in a war with the

1. Burmese Invasions of Siam—Journal of the* Siam So-

ciety V, 1H08, I, ppi *8-70.
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nfiailja, the sou of the king of Pegu by making a

treaty with his younger brother ( anujMhiraja ). He

came out victorious and crowned himself king at

Ayuthia. In 1591, he fought against the king of

Camboja, attacked his capital and defeated him.

XIX—RAMESSARA

( a . i ». 1605)

In 1605, the younger brother of NarissarAja,

named RAracssara ( lik&daitiraik&), having the title

anitjadhi) dja, became king. He reigned only .or

seven years
(
five years ? ).

XX—INDARAJA

( a. d. 1610)

The king RArocssara was succeeded by his son

Indartja in A. f>. 1610. He reigned for nineteen

years.

During the reigns of all these kings, the assembly

of b/ukius, versed in Dhamma and Vinaya did not

meet in Council to preach the religion of Lord

Buddha.

The dynasty continued to rule at Ayuthia for a

long time. After Indataja, we hare the following

kings:—

1. JetthalAja (Chao Song Than )—8 months

2. Adiccavamsa ( 162S a. d.)— i month and

eight days
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3. Si-Suddhammartja— 18 years

4. Diyara

5. Suvappaplilla

6. Nartya.

By this time the route to the East had been

discovered and the Portuguese were coming to trade

with the rich East. They were followed by other

European nations. In 1604 the Dutch East India

Company established a depot at Ayuthia. The French

also came over to Siam. Many Jetuists also came to

this country to preach the gospel ol christ. In 1656

Phra Narai at the suggestion of his European minister

Constance Faulcon ( Phya Vijayen )
opened up the

Siamese ports to the Spanish. Portuguese, English,

Dutch and French and sent two embassies to Louis

XV for a commercial treaty and an alliance for

mutual help.

With other European nations, the French also

came to Siam, but it is said that the French had to

leave Siam a year after their arrival, •notwithstanding

the promises given by the Court regarding the stabili-

ty and safety of their establishment.' We need not

go far to seek its reason. ‘ The events which led to

the overthrow of Phya Vijayen (Constance Faulcon)

and the consequent departure of the French from

Siam, in 1688, in the reign of Soradet Phra Narayana'
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—are explained in an early narrative called Siam in

J6S8
,
translated by I)r. O. Frankfurter. 1

In may 1688, the Siamese king Somdet Phra

Narayana fell dangerously ill and Opra I’etracha, one

of the influential men of iriam wanted to take the

crown with the help of the Dutch. He showed the

people 'how dangerous it would be if the true suc-

cessor to the Crown should be elevated to the throne,

because M. Constance would become only more

powerful.’ At the head of 15,000 men, he occupied

all entrances to the palace of the king. M. Constance

on the other hand, assembled all Catholics and asked

the Governor of ftangkok to come to his assistance.

In the meantime, Opra declared himself the king

of Siam, arrested the adopted son of the king and cut

him into pieces with a cruelty without example. ' M.

Constance had been arrested at the same time with

arms in his hands accompanied by several Christians

lighting for the faith of Jesus Christ, aud. having wit-

nessed this spectacle, suffered the same torment as

the prince.’

When the Siamese king died, the usurper pro-

claimed himself king and succeeded in expelling the

French from the country of Siam.

We have an account of this time written by

Jertmias Van Vlict. formerly chief of the factory of

the Dutch Fast India Company in Siam. It is known

1. Journal of Ihn Siam Society, V, I'.Ktt, jovrt *. |>p. 1 60.
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as the Description of the kingdom of Siam (published

in 1692 ). It also contains the account of the revolu-

tion in Siam in | 6£S and the life and deeds of Con-

srantyn Faulcon, the principal prirv counsellor of the

kingdom of Siam. About the king and his power the

writer says: “Since the lime that the kingdom of

Siam was established the king has always had almost

sovereign power, but according to the written laws

His Majesty had to consult the imperial council, and

where His Majesty used bad judgment, partiality or

exaggeration, the Mandarins had the power to check

him The kings hare ruled during a long

period as monarch* with entire authority over peace,

war, treatises, justice, remission of penalties and all

other ollairs concerning the empire and the population.

The king* could make law* and prescriptions as they

pleased, and they did not consult or ask the counsel

of the most influential men or nobles not of the diffe-

rent cla.'Scs of people, unless His Majesty of his own

free will thought it advisable to consult them.”'

About the relation of Siam with the European

nations, the author throws some light. The Portu-

guese for a long time enjoyed free trade and great

friendship in this kingdom. He says:
—“ Besides the

free trade in the entire country, the public church

and worship of the Koman Catholic religion were

allowed to them, yes. even monthly salary was granted

1. Journal of tba Siam S*«eiety, VII, part I. 11*10,

p|*. 13- 1 4.
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for assistance. Also His Majesty licensed his vessels

to trade with their junks full with cargo to Mal-

acca.”'

Of the Netherlands Company, our writer says

:

"It is now more than 30 years ago since the Nether-

landers came to Siam. They won the confidence of

the king, so that the United East India Company

found it advisable to establish a comptoir for the

trade and enter into an alliance with the king. In

pursuance thereof a house or factory of wood was

built in Judia. In this house they traded for many

years; and native products were sent every year to

Japan. Although the Company did not make much

profit by this trade, the Company entered into great

friendship with the kings and was honoured more and

enjoyed a higher reputation than any other European

nationalities.”'

We now rapidly approach the fall of Aynthia

(1767). Even before its final overthrow, it was

known as the centre of Buddhist culture. In 1750,

the king of Ceylon heard that Buddhism was in a

flourishing condition in Siam and that it was more

pure in Siam than in Ceylon. The king of Ceylon,

accordingly, sent an envoy to MahAkAla, the king of

Siam, who received the envoy warmly. He sent to

the king of Ceylon images of Lord Buddha in gold

1. Journal of the Siam Sceifty, VII, part I. 1010, p. 52.

2. Ibid, pp. 54-55.
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and silver, Texts of Vinaya and Dfcamma and an

assembly of bhtifu with a royal message. It is to be

noted that it was from Ceylon that Siam had received

the gospel of Lord Buddha, and now Siam was sending

monks to Ceylon to teach the Ceylonese the true re-

ligion of Lord Buddha.

We have already referred to many Buddhistic

inscriptions in Siam. There is another, which ba9

been deciphered and translated by M. Finot in his

Noln D'Epigraphic' (XIV Lee Inscriptions du Music

de Hanoi). It is stele of Dansai, dated 6aka 1483 -
A. D. 1560. The inscription tells us that in Saka

1483, there were two kings: S. M. Dharmikarflja, who
reigned in Candapuri £rl SatanAganahuta MahAnagara

ratana, and S. M. Parama MahAcakkavarttisvaru Vura

rAjAdhirAja, who was the king 6rl Ayodhya inahAtilaka

bhavanaga
( ra ) ratna. They were pious Buddhists

and called together through the two ufiardt all the

virtuous monks of the two kingdoms. Thus came

from Candanpori—{ 1 ) Mali! upAli, (2) Sri Ariya-

kassapa, (3) Maha Dharmasenapati, (4) BuddhavilAsa

mahAthera, ( 5 ) Sllavisuddha mahAthera, (6) ViriyA-

dhika muni and ten other monks. From Ayodhya

came the following—
( 1 ) Pra Kru ParamAcarya Arya-

muni Sllavisuddhi uttamasatya, ( 2 )
Pra Kru Sumedha-

ruciviflna, ( 3 ) Maha SaddhammAtulya, ( 4 )
MahA

BrahmasAra, (5) MabA Rajamuni and ten other

monks.

1. B. E. F. E-U, XV. lyio.



When all ihe monks had gathered together, they

uttered the following promise:

"Thus the king of SatanAganahuta and the king

of Ayuthia ( AyodhyA ) have resolved in their heart

to unite the two races, the Sfiryavarp&i and Abhaya-

vaqvfa and to procure the happiness of Santanas,

brAhmanas, AcAryas and all their subjects to

the end of the Kalpa.”

Other monks, who joined this assembly from

AyodhyA, were:

—

I. Saindac pra SangharAjAdhipati

7 . Pra SanghanarauAyakatilakalokAcArya

3. Pra MahAvikramabAhu

4. Pra Kru DlurmAcArya

5. Pra Kru ParamAcArya Aryamuni, and

6. Pra Kru Saddbarma.

Of the laity, the following went

(
1 )

MahA UparAt Cao, (a) Prana MahAsenApati,

(3) Prana pra Sdac SurindAdhipati, (4) Sri RAjako^A-

dhipati, (5) Pra 3risvara Raja, (6) Khun Vijaya, and

(7) Khun 6ri Rapesvara.'

Here we find some Indian titles used, namely,

Uparai meaning Viceroy, tnahistnapati or the com-

mandcr-in-chicf, and Rajako^Udhipati or the royal

treasurer.

The fall of Ayuthia marks the second stage in

the political history of Siam. When in India, the

British were trying for political supremacy after the

fall of the Mogul Empire, and even when the Battle

L M pp[ 31—36.



of Plassey had decided the fate of ihc Moslem tule in

India, the Siamese were busy founding a new capital.

This Indo- Siamese colony was established in the

thirteenth century A. D., when even in India, the

Hindus had lost their independence except in a few

far-off kingdoms. It is fortunate that even when the

British power became supreme in ludia, this Indo-

Siamcsc colony did not lose its independence, but

gained a fresh lease of life by establishing a new

dynasty and a new capital at Bangkok, which continues

to be its capital even in the picsciit day.

• » 1 1 1 1

CHAPTER VI.

The Dynasty of Bangkok.

With the establishment of the new capital at

Bangkok and a new dynasty, begins the modern

period in the history of Siam. Passing through the

medieval period at Ayuthia, it comes to the modern

age, when it still keeps its independence. We know

that various Indian colonies had been established in

the past in Champd. Cambodia, Java and other coun-

tries, but none could survive to the present day except

this kingdom of Siam. As a colony of India, it still

holds the torch of Indian culture and civilisation in

the far East.

Ayuthia continued to be the capital of the king-

dom of Siam until the year 1767. The fall of Ayuthia

was due to the attacks of the Burmese, who, though

Duddhists, were fighting against the Siamese for a
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long time. In 1767 these Buddhists of Burma did

not scruple to destroy Ayuthia as well as numerous

temples and images of the city. The constant Burmese

invasion had weakened the royal power and this

invasion came as the final blow to the ruling royal

dynasty. For the time being it seemed as if the

kingdom of Siam would die out, but it was not to be

so. A Siamese leader of Chinese origin, named

Phlya Tak Sin rallied the scattered Siamese army,

drove the Burmese and established the new capital at

Bangkok, which is called the capital of the Angels.

Unfortunately, Phaya Tak Sin could not rule for a

long time. With the fall of Ayuthia, the monks had

become disorganised and corruption was prevailing in

the Buddhist church. The new king would not

tolerate such corruption and introduced drastic reform

in the church. But it was not liked by many, accord-

ingly he was deposed in 178a.

I—CHAO PHAYA CHAKKRI
(178a)

In the same year another dynasty was established

it Bangkok by Chao Phaya Chakkri (1782). The

present ruling king of Siam claims descent from this

new dynasty, being the sixth king of the dynasty.

For the purpose of reforming the Buddhist church,

Chao Phtya Chakkri called together a Council to

revise the texts of the Tripitaka. Thus this new

dynasty began its rule by the reformation of the

Buddhist church. The new king also made a special
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hall lo keep the texts of the holy Tiipitaka as settled

by the Council. These councils remind us of the

glorious days of Buddhism, when great kings like

Asoka and Kanishka had convened these meetings.

While the former meetings had been held in India,

these later Councils were held in Ceylon and Siam,

where the Buddhists felt the necessity of holding such

meetings to reform their church.

1
1—BUDDHA LOT LA.

The king Chao Phaya Chakkri was succeeded by

Phra: Buddha Lot La. It is very interesting to note

that though busy with his administrative work, he

found time to satisfy the goddess Muse. He is said

to be the best poet of Siam and is still respected as

such. We have two instances of king Hala and king

Marsha in India, who also distinguished themselves by

their poetical compositions.

Ill—PHRA s NANG: KLAO.
The king Phra : Buddha Lot had two sons: ( I

)

Phra: Nang: Klao, and (a) Mongkut. When the

king died, his elder son Phra: Nang: Kalao ascended

the throne of Siam, while the second son Mongkut

became a monk and passed through the strict dis-

cipline of a monk during the reign of his brother.

The king Phra : Nang : Klao reigned until the year

1851.

IV—MONGKUT
(1851-1868)

One of the most glorious kings of Siam, who

worked for the moral, intellectual and social uplift of
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the Siamese people, is the king Mongkut, who came

to the throne in A. D. 1851. Before he had become

king, he passed twenty-six years as a monk. The

effect of this monastic life was beneficial to him and

made him an able and enlightened sovereign. It is

during his reign that Siam ' passed from the middle

ages to modern times.’ As a monk he had founded a

new sect. He was eager to study other religions with

an open mind. He was proficient in mathematics and

wrote several books on history and another on

grammar. He ordered the Siamese Annals to be

edited. He consolidated the position of Siam by

making treaties with the great European powers. Ho
abolished slavery, gambling and using of spirits and

opium.

V—CHULALONGKORN.
( l868 191 I A. I>. )

The great king Mongkut was succcdcd by his son

Chulalongkorn (-C6/d/ahkdraJ in a. d. 1868. In

that very year he ’decreed that no Siamese could be

born a slave.'

He published the whole of the Tripitaka in Sia-

mese character and bad the copies distributed to vari-

ous scholars in the world. R. Chalmers describes the

king ofSiam* Edition of the Pali Tripitaka in J. R.

A. S.
( Jan. 189S ). He opened many new schools

and benevolent institutions with the help of his brother

I’rince Damrong.



VI—VAJIRAVUDH
( 1911— 1926 A. D.)

The king Chulalongko.o was followed by his son

Vajiilvudhin 191 1. He was born on January 1, 1881.

He was also an enlightened Prince and followed the foot-

steps of his illustrious father and grandfather. He was

in close friendship with the European powers, specially

with France and Britain. In 1914 a. d. he assumed

the title ol Hama VI. In 1925, he came orer to

India on an extensive tour visiting the holy places of

India. No other king ofSiam, perhaps, came to India.

Being the sixth sovereign of the present ruling dynasty

he had his training at Oxford, forswore polygamy and

abolished the harem maintained by his predecessor.

On the death of the king Kama VI on November 26,

1926, he was succedcd by his younger brother Prince

Prajadhipolr.
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SIAM
CHAPTER VII.

Alonuments of Slam.
In frying to give the cultural history of Siam our

attention is drawn primarily to the monuments now
prevailing in that country. The monuments may ho

broadly divided into two classes: Hindu and Buddhist.

Though, at present, the state religion of Siam is Bu-

ddhism, yet, it must be remembered that Hinduism
preceded Buddhism in Siam. We have, therefore, re-

mnants of Hindu culture in Siam, namely, a few images

of Vi?QU, Takgmi, 6iva and others, and a few old

temples. Of Buddhist culture, traces, however, arc

numerous, including numberless monasteries and

images of Lord Buddha.

It is fortunate that we have got an interesting

arclucological surrey of Siam from M. Lajonquifcre,

who wrote about :

(
i) Le domaine Archeologique du Siam*

(
ii
) Rapport Sominairc Sur une mission Arc-

h<*o!ogique*

(iii) Essai d’inventaire archeologique duSiam*
In our attempt to give an account of the monu-

1. ItulL do la commission ardi<»logi.pio do 1’ Iutlo-

chino, 1909 p. ]8X.

2. Ibid, !!M>9. p. 162.

Ibid, 1012.



ments of Siam, \vc mainly draw from these sources,

supplemented by M. Foumerean’s chapter on construc-

tions in his Le Siam Ancien ( I, pp97~i > 1 )•

It seems that the domain of archaeology of Siam

is vast. The Hindu colonies were established at

different epochs in almost all parts of the kingdom.

The documents of the extreme East, which help us to

throw light on its obscure history, may be divided,

according to M. Lajonquilre, into four groups, namely:-

(i) Indo-Cambojan

( ii) Hindu
(
Non Combojan )

( iii ) Siamese, and

( iv

)

Laotine.

We shall presently deal with the Hindu petiod,

anterior to the foundation of Ayuthia ( A. 1 ). 1350).

We cannot strictly draw a line of demarcation

between the two ancient kingdoms of Camboja and

Siam. The ancient Camboja at present comprises

both ( 1 ) Camboja, under the French Protectorate,

and ( 2 ) Siam proper. It should also be borne in mind

that Siam in the early centuries of the Christian Era

had no separate existence. Therefore, in tracing the

history of art in Siam, we have to go back a little tc

the pre Siamese days, when the artistic development

took place in Camboja. As the inscriptions in kbmer

and in Sanskrit ( relating to Comboja ) embrace the

period from the sixth to ninth centuries, we can fix

the extreme dates between which the artistic mani-

festation of the Indo-Cambojan school took place.
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This school is almost exclusively religious in character.

In Camboja, the Brahmanic cult appeared in all

its artistic manifestations. The Brahmanic images

include those of Brahma, the creator, Indra, the king

of Hearen, Vi?qu, the Preserver and Siva, the des-

troyer. They arc found in almost all the temples.

There are Buddhist images also, but Lord Buddha

was there as one of the atM/ds-ur of Vifpu. In the

sanctuary of Pbimai, the image of Gatuama has got the

place of honour on the linteau of the principal door,

while the Brahmanic gods have been regulated to a

secondry place. M. Lajonquilrc thinks that it might

have been built at a time when the Brahmanic faith

was in decay.

The remains of this Indo Camboja group of art

occupy a great part of the archaeological domain of

Siam. The valley of Mcnam is entirely full of khmer
inscriptions and monuments belonging to the ancient

Camboja.

In the Province of Chantabun has been found a

fragment of stele bearing an inscription partly in Sans-

krit and partly in khmer. The readings of P. Schmidt 1

and of M. Aymonicr' donot give us any interesting

indication. The latter, however, concludes from the

language of the docuraeut that it belongs to the tenth

century A. D„
Another fragment of inscription is preserved in

the same stele, which :eems to have been elected by

1. Foarneraau—Le Siam Aneicn, I, p. 137

2. Le Cambudgc, II, p. SO
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the Catubojan king Yisorarraan in the ninth century A.D
Among the remains of this prorince are, a frag-

ment of lintcau drcoratif and a tymfuin of a door like

the one found at Phamniep.

The ruins of Phamniep hare unfortunately been

exploited for a long time. The remains of pagodas

and edifices in the neighbourhood led M. Lajonquiere

to think that the place preserves a Brahraanic name

—

Pan Pina Natal •'village of Viijpu.’

The traces of the residences of the king or lords

can still be seen there. A tympan of a door has also

been discovered. 1 At the two extremities are the two

he ads of the makata and in the centre Garuda perhaps

carrying Vispu, whose bust is missing. As in Champa,

this is a common motive in Camboja on the decorative

linteau.

From other remains of this valley of Chantabun,

M. Lajonquiere concludes, that it was colonised in an

unknown petiod by a group of Hindus. About the

ninth century A. D., this colony had been annexed to

the kingdom of Camboja. This explains the co-existen-

ce of edifices presenting peculiar characteristics

and inscriptions in Sanskrit and Khmer.

Certain monuments of Lophburi can be classed

under the Indo-Cambojan group. Of the three sanct-

uaries of Thesathan one is in brick and two others are

Cambojan. One has a linteau decoratif ornamented

1. Sec Fig 2. p. 195 of Ball. d« la Commission Archco*

logique do I' li «lo-Chi'<e 1909.
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with the figure of Indra. The remains of this place

also, led M. Lajonquiire to think that the sanctuaries

were first destined for the Brahmanic cult and after-

wards utilised as Buddh'st temples. The great sanct-

uary of Vat Napathat also belongs to the Indo-Cambo-

jitn school.

There was a Hindu colony in this part, which was

perhaps annexed to the neighbouring kingdom in the

tenth and elercnlh centuries.

VALLEY OF MENAM SAK

According to Prince Damrong, there are two old

monuments in brick on the bank of the river Menam,

which by their characteristics may be classed under the

Indo Cambojan group. One is—Muang Si That,' sit-

uated at 4 Kilometres to the East of the administrative

centre of Vixien, the other is—Sat Xumphra at n ki-

lometres from Xaibadan.

SUKKHOTHA1—SAXANLAI

The monuments of toe former capital of Siam

bear the characteristics of Indo Cambojan group. Of

these two cities Saxanlai is the oldest. In the interior

are found in the same line, three temples, in each of

which the principal edifice is constructed by one or more

stupas. Lindas have also been found. Other impor-

tant monuments were raised by the king R.lma Kom-

heng, who in his inscription says—The relics were

enshrined in the middle ofthe city of Saxanalai. Over

h aid. Fig 3, p. 199.
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which a chedi was built, which took six years. Another

chedi with stone columns took three years.

Another edifice attributed to the king Hama Korn-

heng is of a rough construction. On an octagonal

base which measures 1 20 metres is a circular s/ufia.

Some statues of Buddha are put in several places. It

is the only monument of this type which was construc-

ted in the ancient epoch of Siam.

The monuments of Vat Sisavai of Snkkbothai re-

produces the principal characteristics of the group of

three sanctuaries. It was primarily destined for the

Brahmanic cult. Its construction and ornamentation,

however, were abondoned before they were completed.

MUANG SING

The temp'e of Muang Sing presents the principal cha-

racteristics of the IudoCambojan group. The plan of

the temple suggests it to be of the gopnra type, which

is so much prevalent in South India. The artists of

this temple might have, therefore, hailed from the

Southern part of India. In thecentre is the sanctuary

with four faces. A system of four galleries surrounds

it like the Indian gofiuram,

PECHABURI
To the East of the central sanctuary is a goftnram

exactly on the above model. Here also the temple

was originally built for the Brahmanic cull, but gradu-

ally the Buddhist figures took the place of the Hindu

gods. The original figures namely, Vi§nu on the back

of Garuda and DvHrapalas can still be seen.



In this enumeration of the remains of Indo Cam-

bojan group, we have not taken into consideration (i)

the linga of Vat Pho with its inscription in Sanskrit

and Khmer (1317 A. D.), (ii) other diverse Khmer

inscriptions on the statues preserved in the Museums

of Bangkok and Ayu'hia, in the royal Library and cer-

tain pagodas.

THE HINDU SCHOOL OF ART
We now come to the purely Hindu School of Art

in Siam. In the valley of Pachim at Vat Na Prasat

two small fragments of statue have been found. .One

is the crowned head of a coming from a statue of

Buddha.

At Muang Phra Rot in the southern exterior is a

rectangular Fosse on which are seen a series of figures

en relief, namely, of elephants, makara and tigers.

These documents arc quite new in the Indo-Chinese

archology*. Outside there arc some constructions

which probably were religious edifices. A hngit with

Sn&nadroni shows it to belong to the Saiva cult.

Following monuments hare been discovered

here :

—

(a) Complete statues of Buddha or fragments re-

presenting the Master standing or sitting on a throne.

It is remarkable that this latter attitude is not represen-

ted in the actual Siamese religious statues.

(£) A stele representing Buddha standing bet-

ween two women.

1. Idid, p. 212
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(
c
)
An interesting fragment representing Buddha

seated on a throne, on his sides arc two celestial wo-

men, sitting on his right are five personages, and five

on the left. The dress seems to be similar to the

Dravidian Sculptures in the Madras Museum. It is to be

noted that the worshippers on the right represent the

Thai, and those on the left toe Hindus. M. Lajonqui-

fcre thinks that this was the political state of the country

at the time of the erection of the monument.

(
d) A curious fiagmeut of stele representing Bu-

ddha (?) sitting on the head of Garutfa. As the

upper part is missing it is impossible to identify the

figure.

(*) Various fragments including heads of Buddha

and a vase bearing a Buddhist inscription.

These are all of Buddhistic origin. There are,

however, some of the Brahmanic cult, namely, a lihga

and many pcdastals with Sn&uadioni.

MUANG SUPHAN
Here we get a c >llosal statue of Lord Buddha in

a bitting posture, about 16 mitres high.' There are

also a few stupas. There are two Brahmanic images

en haul relief preserved in San Chao.'

KAXCHAXABURI KHAO
We get here an image of Lord Buddha in a sitting

posture, but it is kept not in a vi/itlra
( monastery )

of

ordinary form, but in a rectangular sanctuary.

1. Ibi-l p. 223 Fig. 18

2. Ibid p. 225, Fig. 19, 20
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RATBURI
In the grotte of Pbu Khao, there are some inte-

resting sculptures. There is an image of Lord Bud-

dha in a sitting posture, which is similar to that of Phra

Pathom.' Another image is of the ascetic Ruddha,

which reminds us of the similar Gandhara sculpture

in the Punjab.*

XAYA
In a sanctuary at Xaya, the decoration on the

principle side consists of the Buddhistic figures and

on the secondary side, of Brahmanic figures. In the

niche is found the figure of a seated Buddha. Some

think that Buddha is here considered as an avatAm

(incarnation) of Viftfu and is, therefore, given a se-

condary place, while the statues of Siva and Vipfu

have been placed in the interior.* Of the two frag-

ments, which hare been bioughtto Bangkok, one frag-

ment of a statue is remarkable for its execution and

belongs, as appears from the dress, to the Indo Cambo-

jan group.

V! ENG SRAS
A statue of Vinu ha* been found here. It has

subsequently been removed to the Museum of Ayuthia.

The religious foundations of Xakhon Si I Thatn-

marat are of great importance. There are still found

Stupa, and 1’i/iHra, of which only the columns remain,

and great Buddhistic images. The scenes described

1. Ibid p. 226, Pig. in

2. IlAd Fig. 22

a ibid pi 228
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represent the carrying of Lord Buddha by the dancers

to the celestial regions. Another scene is of Lord Bud-

dha on horseback. Io the Na Phra Narai sanctuary

are some Brahmanic statues in bronze. One of them

is Gane*a, bearing an inscription in Tamil character.

The grotto of Yala was transformed into a Bud-

dhist care, where numerous images of Buddha, silting

in dhy&na ( meditation ) posture, are found.' On the

earthen bowls were engraved images of Buddha and

profession of the Buddhistic faith in the Sanskrit lan-

guage. A few inscriptions are also in Thai character.

In the Province Wellesly three inscriptions, going

back to the fourth century A. D., have been discover-

ed. The Makara placed on the wall of the old Por-

tuguese church, where the body of Francis Xavier

was deposited, shows it to be in effect an old temple.'

An image of £iva was found at Takua Pa.* At

Khao Phra Narai (the mountain of Vi$pu) is a great

stele on which arc sculptured en haul relief three per-

sonages. 3iva seems to be in the middle, and on two

sides are two celestial dancers. The dress, profusion

of jewels, elegant movement of the body show the ar-

tist to be of I ndo-Dravidian School. On one side is

an inscription in six lines in an archaic character.

In a fragment of stele of Mcrgui, is an inscription

with the figure of a seated Buddha. The character in

1. Ibid, |>L V, Fig. 12. 2. Ibid, p.232

3. Ibid—Lq domaine Archeologiqae du Siam ( 1909,

p.188).
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which the inscription was recorded, has not yet been

identified.

The monuments and archaeological documents of

the Siamese or Thai school are more numerous than

the preceding groups.*

There arc many monuments in the city of Bang-

kok. The Prince Damrong deposited many relics in

the pagoda of Vat Phra Keo, where we find :

—

(i) A fragment on which are sculptured some

figures of females, with joined hands offer-

ing flowers,

( ii) An image of Gaiyta,

(iii) A certain number of statues of Buddha,

whose Javanese origin is evident,

(iv) A nice statue of Gai^ia on a pedestal,

The famous inscription of the king Kama Korn-

heng is also in the monastery of Vat Phra Keo, as well

as a lihga bearing an inscription of four lines, dated

Saka 1239 (
- 1317 A. D.).

The Siamese National Library, known as Vajira•

liana, contains several monuments, inscriptions and

valuable manuscripts.'

In the Bangkok Museum, there are many images

of Hindu gods and goddesses, namely :

—

( 1 ) Images of Gai^efa in bronze*

1. Ibid—Ladomainc Archkdogique du Siam ( 1909,

p. 188^
2. Ibid—Kasai d’ inventaire Arclu-ologiquc du Siam

( 1921 ) pp. 33-41.

3. La Siam Aucien—I. plate XXIV
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( 2 )
Images of V$49u and his consort IdLk§ml

in bronze*

( 3 ) An image of Siva in bronze*

(4) An image of Slkya Muni ( Buddha) in

bhumisparsamudrb (the attitude of touch-

ing the ground ), in bronze'

(5) An image of Buddha in the same attitude,

in bronze*

(6) Buddha in the attitude of ti/iyana ( medi-

tation ). in bronze*

(7)

1 mages of worshippers of Buddha, in bronze*

( 8 ) A standing figure of Siva, with two hands,

highly decorated, in bronze,1

(9) A standing figure of Vi?pu, withfour hands,

in the upper two arms bearing iankha

(
conch

)
and cakra ( disc ), in bronze'

(to) Two images of Siva dancing ttoylava

dance, in bronze.*

These images offer interesting study. We can

easily distinguish them into two difierent classes: one

class of images made by expert Indian artists, and the

other class by local Siamese artists. Those Indian

filpins, who came to Siam, they made several images.

They also trained the local Siamese artists in the art of

1. Ibid, plate XXVIII

3. Ibid, plate XXXIII

5. Ibid, plate XXXV
7. Ibid, plate XI.IX

9. Ibid, plate XXVII

i Ibid, plate XXIX
4. Ibid, plate XXX IV

C. Ibid, plate XXXVII

a. Ibid, plate, L
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image making. The execution and the style of the

Siamese artists was not so elegant as that of the Indian

artists. The figures of Siva dancing tandva dance

speak for themselves. They remind us of Natar&ja

Siva of South India. The artist was an Indian, most

probably, South Indian. He reproduced the exact copy

of Nataraja Siva dancing the cosmic dance. It is

purely Indian and has not changed by its introduction

into Siam. So also the image of S&kya Muni ( Bud-

dha) sittting with crossed legs in the attitude of touch-

ing the ground. There we find a clam expression

closely resembling that of the Gupta statues in India.

While in strange contiast to it stands the figure of

Buddha in the same posture or Buddha in meditation.

The figures of Vmn or LaipnI or Siva also lack ele-

gance of expression.

LOPBURI.

From the account of Mr. P. A. Thompson, we

know that the most interesting remains of Lopburi arc

the ruins of an old temple. Of this temple, wc read 1
:

'The temple is of the Hindu type,and was built during

the supremacy of the Cambodiws in Southern Siam.

It is in fact, identical in style with the sanctuaries which

arc found farther east, in Cambodia itself. It consists

of three small cubical chambers, entered through low

square doorways, and surmounted by blunt spires pos-

sibly dedicated O IhahniH, Vifnu and Siva. The

chambers arc connected by short covered galleries.

1. Journal of the Siam Society, V ( 1908), III, p. 20-21.
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‘ Whatever may have beer, the original dedication

of the temple, it was at some early date converted to

Buddhist uses, for the galleries are full of life-size

images of the Buddha, very finely carved in sand stone

and with seven fold hooded cobras rising fan-like behind

their heads.’

We, therefore, find Siam rich in artistic monu-
ments both Hindu and Buddhist. Though Buddhism

is now the prevailing religion of Siam, Hinduism has a

small following in Siam. The monasteries of Siam
arc full of diverse images of Buddha. Hinduism pre-

ceded Buddhism in Siam, so we get a large number
ol Hindu images, of Brabml, Vi?pu, £iva, I.ak^ml,

Gapc^a and others.

Chapter VIII.

RELIGION OF SIAM
The state religion of Siam at present is Buddhism.

It is the religion of the king as well as the people of

Siam. Buddhism is essentially Indian in character. It

came from India through Cambodia and Ceylon. In-

dia has given to Siam her religions: Hinduism and

Buddhism, her sacred language Pali with its vast lite-

rature, her system of writing, her art and sculpture.

The culture of Siam is thus Indian. This Siamese cul-

ture is again in the hands of the Buddhist monks, who

are about too.coa in number 'attached to about 20,000

monasteries’ (or Vat as known in Siamese).

Buddhism came to Siam through Cambodia in

A. D. 422. Though the introduction of Buddh ;sm,

may, thus, be traced back to the fifth century A. D.,
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yet it took a long time for Siam to consolidate the Bud-

dhist church. It was not until Siam became a separate

independent kingdom in the fourteenth century, that

the Siamese Buddhism took its present form. In the

early days. Buddhist missions had come from Burma

and Camboja. When the king Suryavamsa R.1ma,

came to the throne, he invited a learned monk from

Ceylone to consolidate the Siamese church. From

this time, Buddhism took a firm footing in Siam.

The Siamese are very religious. Their zeal for

Buddhism is shown in the large number of monks 2nd

monasteries in Siam. The appearance of these temples,

according to a European writer, is often more beauti-

ful than that of churches in Europe, only they are durk

as no glass is used. The pagodas are like so many mo-

nastic towns in the middle of nice gardens with shrines

dedicated to Lord Buddha. There arc preaching halls

and temporary accomodations for pilgrims and

houses for monks. In Siam, generally the pagodas

are built on the banks of rivers, and it is a pleasant

sight to watch the monks, dressed in their yellow robes,

go out begging on boats. With their boats they come

to the doors of the householders on the banks of the

rivers and ask for alms. The householder, ready

with their quota, fill the begging bowls of the monks

with a view to attain funra (merit). The monks live

entirely on public charity.

Wc get an interesting picture of the Siamese Bud-

dhist church from Jereraias Van Vliet about 1692.



About these Buddhist monasteries, he says : ‘Through-

out the whole country there are many large and small

temples built expensively and inngcniously of stone, lime

andwood, x x x Each temple is filled with innumerable

idols made of various minerals, metals and other ma-

terials. Some temples are covered with gold, silver

and copper, so that they look elegant and costly. In

each temple is a big idol, 4, 6, 8 to 10 fathoms in height

usually sitting on an elevated alter. One of these sit-

ting idols would even reach 20 fathoms or 120 feet

wh$n standing upright. Under the scats of the idols

in some temples, big treasures of gold and silver have

been buried, also many rubies, precious stones and

other jewels have been put away in the highest tops of

some towers and pyramids and these tbingsremain there

for always for the service of the gods.’

The writer, then continues, to speak about the life

of the monks. He says ‘All monks, without any ex-

ception, are clad in bad (?) and common yellow linen

cloth, only a few principal ones had a red cloth over

the right shoulder. Their heads are shaved. The

most learned become priests, and from these priests the

chiefs of the temples arc cho>en, wha are held in high

honour by the people. Marriage is forbidden to the

ecclesiastical persons under penalty of being burned.

Also conversation with women is forbidden, but

they may leave the priesthood, which is done by many

out of sensuality. But when tired of marriage they

may put on the priestly robes again, and even persons
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who do so are kept in great honour. In all monaste-

ries the headpriests, priests, clerks and temple servants

read and sing during the evening and the morning,

they do not accumulate any treasures, nor are they

eager for any other worldly goods or riches. They live

partly on what the king and the mandarins bestow on

them, also on fruits and profits derived from the

grounds which belong to the church. But most they

receive from the common people who furnish them

with food and other necessities. From each monastery

each morning some priests and clerks are sent out with

a wallet. But they do not collect more than is suffi-

cient for one day. They are not allowed to drink

wine or spirits, but only ordinary water or coconut

water, and they may partake only of common food, and

when the sun has passed the zenith theymay only chew

some betel. From all this we may conclude that the

priests have to live in a very modest way’.'

This is the picture of the life of the monks of Siam

in the seventeenth century. Though three centuries

have elapsed, yet there has not been any vital change

in the life of these monks. Besides the monks, the

writer says, there were many old women connected

with the monasteries. They bad to shave their heads,

put on white linen. Thev were present at all sermons,

songs, ceremonies and other occasions connected with

the religion. They were not subjected to any extraor-
dinary rules.*

1. J. & & VII. port I
(
1910 ) pp. 70-77.

2. Suuuders— Epochs in Buddhist History, p. 115.



In the name of the Siamese monks, we find the

remnant of the Indian name. They are called Phikhu,

which corresponds to Pali bhikkhu or arc also known

as Phlsu ( =Skr. bhikfu ). The early European trave-

llers, however, called the Siamese monks talafoint

(tala -.fiat, the name came from the fan which they

carry with them). The Siamese monks as a rule

follow, as in Ceylon and Cambodia, twenty-seven arti-

cles of the book of discipline, known as Patimok
,

which is nothing else but the corruption of Pdtimok-

khii, as well as the commentaries of the Phra : Vinai
%

which is but the text of I'maya of the Tripitaka.

The orders in the Siamese church include:

—

(
i )

Samanera or a Nonce
(
Siamese, Sama-

wen)

( ii )
Hhikkhu or a monk

(
Siamese, Phikhu ),

and

(iii) Thera or Elder (Siamese, Phra)}

The Siamese King as the Defender of Buddhism

is the head of the church, but he seldom interfers with

the internal management of the church, which is, how-

ever, under the direct control of Sangkharta (Skr. San-

ghardl,=Sahghardja ),
nominated by the king. In

Siam, the brother of the kiog is generally the Sahgha-

rdt, who is the head of all Siamese monks, lie deci-

des all religious controversies with the help of the king.

As the head of the church, he presides over the meet-

ings of monks convened for the discussion of itnpor-

1. Saundors— Epochs iu Buddhist History, p. 115.



tant theological questions. Under the SahgharUja
,

there are four abbots, who are known as Somdet chao.

These abbots are in charge of four royal monasteries.

They are also nominated bv the king and arc helped

by a vicar ( Siamese : Chao Khun paltaJ) and a

chief secretary. All the monks of the monastery are

under the abbot. Under the monks come the Sama-

nen
( Pali : Samattera ),

who arc novices in the church

and arc generally below the age of twenty. When the

novices are ordained, they arc to take 1‘abbajjH by put-

ting aside their rich dress and taking in its stead .the

yellow robe of the monks. They hare to shave their

heads and take upasumfiatfa or the ceremony of ordi-

nation. Thus the monks lead their simple lives in the

monasteries, which even now serve as the centre of

Siamese culture, which again is deeply influenced by

Indian culture. These Buddhist monks help to preser-

ve Indian culture in these distant lands.

The Buddhist festivals in Siam, as in other Bud-

dhist countries, are associated with the chief events of

the life of Lord Buddha. The festivals of the birth,

enlightenment and nirrana of Buddha—all fall on the

fifteenth day of the sixth waxing moon. For three

days the festival is celebrated with great pomp and

solemnity. The monks donot go out begging these

days, but spread the begging bowls in a line, which are

filled by the laity. The laity hear recitations from

the sacred books and sermons are preached for them.

Processions go out during the day, and there is illu-
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initiations at night. Another festival is—the New
Year festival (Siamese: Krut or Trut

)
lasting for

three days. On the first two days, people come tooffer

flowers to the images of Buddha and food and clothes

to the clergy. On the third day, the entire population

indulge in gambling, excepting the clergy. Another

important festival is known as Thot Kalhin ( Pali,

Ka\hina\ which takes place after the rains, when

robes are distributed to the monks. In Bangkok, the

king himself or some officer of high rank, goes to every

temple to offer robes to the monks.

With the present age, a tendency to reform the

church has come over Siam. This reform movement

had been headed by the king Mongkut. who looked to

the otiginal Pali sources and made provisions for the

study of Pali in Siam. He was successful in bringing

about the reformation of the rules of discipline of the

church. His minister, PhratKlan Chao Phaya Thi*

pakon published in 1869 a book Kichanukit or “Book

explaining things dearly" in which stress is laid on

the Four Noble Truths of Lord Buddha and the

tnat/ia ofAb/idkammapitaka.

The result of this reform movement is to divide

the Siamese church 'Mo two sec‘.s:one, the old ortho*

dox sect and the other, the Dlamma'jut or the refor-

med sect.

Since then there is a revival of Pali studies in

Siam. It received further impetus by the publication

of the whole of the Pali Tripitaka in 39 Volumes in



1893 by the king Chulalongkorn at his own expense.

It was followed by the establishment of the VajiraOna

National Library (at Bangkok), which also publishes

Pali texts. In recent years, the king of Siam has pub-

lished some of the commentaries in Siamese character.

BRAHMANISM

It is to be noted that Brahmanism could not

make such headway in Siam as in Champa or in Cam-

bodia. We connot, however, deny that Brahmanism

was the first Indian religion to penetrate into Siam,

when Siam was a province of Cambodia. With the

establishment of the first dynasty in Siam, Brahmanism

began to die out and Buddhism took its place. There

arc still traces of Brahmanism left in Siam in the

images of 3iva, Vi?pu, Lak?raJ, Gape<a. Many festi-

vals of Siam still betray the Brahmanic influence oil

them. It is interesting to note that even now there

are a few Brahmans even in Siam, who try to keep up

their old religion. They profess Hinduism and are not

disturbed because of their religious faith. On the

other hand they occupy a very prominent place in the

Siamese ro>al court.

From an inscription on a statue of §iva, we know

that in A. D. 1510, DharmJtsoka, the king of Karnph-

engphet, introduced the worship of Siva. He exalted

both the cult of Brahmanism and the cult of Buddha.

From the inscription of Takopa, wc learn that as

early as the eighth or ninth century A. D., there had
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been established in Siam, a temple of Vi?nu.

At present the Biahmins of Siam are known by

the name PArams, which might be a corruption from

the Brahmuna. They claim descent from the perse-

cuted Brahmins of India, who fled to Pegu and thence

to Siam during the fifth and sixth centuries of the

Christian Era. The Brahmins of Siam constitute a

a small community of Bangkok. They arc very few in

number, 80 all told and live near their temple Vat

Hot PAram, which means the *• Pagoda of the Sanctu-

ary.-of the Brahmans.'' This sanctuary comprises only

three brick temples iu an enclosure. There can be

found the colossal image of Trimurti or the Hindu

gods of Trinity, known in Siamese as Phra : Afaha-

rAxakhruvitlhi
( -Skt. AfaAiir A/a Ruruviddhi),

The Brahmins still maintain a high position in the

royal court of Siam. They preside over coronation

and other important ceremonies and occupy as honour-

able a position as the Buddhist monks in the royal

court. They compose the names of the princes,

towns and temples in Sanskrit. They also act as hora

or astrologers and Hear (Skt. aclrya) or lay teachers

of pagodas. 1

Thus, this small band of Brahmins, though away

from India for centuries, still preserves Indian culture

and civilisation in the land of the Thais.

There are many festivals in Siam, which are Bra-

hmanic in character, but in which the Buddhist priests

1. See—Siam in t R. E.
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arc also present. One such festival is the Rek Na or

ploughing festival, during which the king is exorted to

Dusit (
= Tusita ), » royal park outside Bangkok, where

he perforins the ploughing ceremony. In India, we

find such ceremonies prescribed for landowners in

Gfhya Sutras. In Ktdana A'athi the Buddha's

father is seen performing such a ceremony.

Another Brahmanic festival is the Thib ching cha

or the swinging festival, during wnich four Brahmins

with conical hats swing on a board suspended from a

frame hundred feet high. The swinging festival exists

in India even in the present day. The third Brahma-

nic festival is the I.oi A'athong ( - II oat—raft), when

rafts and ships with lights and offerings arc offered to

the Menam to be carried down to the sea.

In some cases the Buddhist and Hindu rites liavo

been intermixed, specially in the ceremony of A'onchuk

or of shaving the topknot Col. Gerini has given an

elaborate description of the tonsure rites in his Chula-

kantamangalam (Bangkok, 1893).

It is interesting to note that we have the story of

the Rumayana illustrated on the walls of the royal

temple at Bangkok. The Siamese sculptors even now

make images of Yomma : rdt ( = Y'ama raja ), I’haya

Man{-Mara), Phra:/n{ = lndra). The Brahmanic

idea of Mount Mcru as the centre of this universe is

accepted in Siamese religions books and paintings.
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Chapter - IX

KINGSHIP IN SIAM

The Siamese culture is often described as the

legacy of Indian culture. In many branches, in reli-

gion, in literature, in art and sculpture, Siam owes a

deep debt to Indian culture and civilisation. There

are traces of Indian influence even in the administra-

tive organisation of Siam. We find the king with

Indian title, his ministers and officers bearing Indian

names, and Indian customs and ceremonies lurking

in the Siamese royal family.

The monarchical system of government prevails

in Siam, with the king as its heads. The Siamese king

is called Phra Thai or ' Lord of the Thai Race.’ As

Siam is a theocratic government, the king, as the head

of the church, bears the title of the Defender of Phra

Saisana (Sdia/ta) or the Buddhist faith. The king,

however, seldom interfers with the internal adminis-

tration of the church, which is under Phra Phoottha-

ong ( -Buddha atiga) or a High Priest, who is also

known as SahghartU. This high post is generally filled

by the brother of the king. In the administration of

the kingdom, the king is helped by an able minister,

known as Phra maha Rocha A'h/oo ( =Skt. Maha
Rajaguru ).'

The law of succession in Siam, as in India, is here-

ditary, but some times when the king was feeble or a

minor other members of the royal family would seize

1. Asiatic Researches, 14)6, p 245.



the royal throne. At other times, other powerful

generals would destroy the royal power and establish

separate dynasties. Thus in the course of 450 years,

we find Siam governed by three separate dynasties of

Sukhodaya, Ayuthia and Bangkok. Females are not

entitled to sit on the throne of Siam. Sometimes, the

king nominates his successor before his death to avoid

civil war. Such was the case in Champa also. When
the king does not nominate his successor, the ministers

after his death select a king from the members of the

royal family.

Like the ancient Indian kings, the Siamese king

bears high-sounding titles. A Dutch writer thus says

:

'The titles of the king arc very bombastic and more

than human, but arc believed to be due to him by the

great men and nobles as well as by the rich and poor

people.” One of the titles of the Siamese king is:

Phra karunna pra boat Somdetcha iJca /' hots-arol

EesO-an bdromma ledf>, heettra Phra Phootthu c/iaau

yo hoakhroo ong Somde/da PAt a Xarai Song meek-

k'ha Rada (ham an maha parasoel. This title has

thus been rendered into Pali : Pra karuna pra pdda

ekadhatta oras isvara parama pra Buddha

pra ndr&yana ra/adhammd maha prasittha.

His other titles are : Maha krasaat
(
=Mahi khattiya ),

dakkrap'hat (- Chakkaratti

)

and others.*

1. J. & 8. VII, 1. 1910 p. 16.

2. Asiatic ltcscarchcs. 1550, p. 249.



It is said that ‘the king is rery fond of these arro-

gant titles and as the people were told that he really

deserved these titles nobody dared to oppose the king

or to resist his pride. The fear of His Majesty is so

great that nobody, however powerful he may be, dares

to mention His name.... In cases when it is necessary

the talk about him or to call his name, the people whis-

per the words respectfully in each other’s car. His

Majesty is honoured and worshipped by his subjects

more than a god."

• This was the estimate of the Siamese king, recor-

ded by a Dutch merchant, more than two hundred

years ago.

From an old Siamese book, we know that when

the king wanted to retire in favour of his son, he asked

the astrologer to fix a day for the 'august ceremony

of instalation’ of the Prince. All the officers of state

and Governors of Provinces would be summoned to

swear allegiance to the new king and 'be gratified by

laying their heads beneath the sublime feet ’ of the new

sovereign.

On the morning of the auspicious day, the new

king would bathe in consecrated water, which was

also exquisitely perfumed. Richly dressed, he would

come to the hall before the prostrate dignitaries and

officers. The astrologer would with his mystic tablet

seek the blessings of Heaven. Taking a betel leaf

over the flames of taper, he would extinguish it and

1. J. S. S. 1910, part I pp. 17-18.



make nine mystic marks on the forehead of the Prince.

The chief astrologer, a Brahmin, would crown the king

who would then take his son phrakhan or bow and

sword of state in his right hand and would be convey*

ed amidst chorus of musical instruments.
1

Next in power and authority to the Siamese king

is the war king or ufiara/a. He is generally tic bro-

ther of the king and is in charge of the army. For

this reason, European travellers called him tens kin

g

or second king.

Like the Indian kings, the king of Siam has fire

symbols of royalty. They are:—

( i ) Settit eho.tr

a

(
- Sveta chattra )—the royal

umbrella with seven lira

(a) Pha/chanee (
= Vyajani)— the royal fan

( 3 ) I'hra A' h.in ( - A'hadga )-thc royal sword

(4) the royal diadem, and

( 5 ) the royal slippers.

The Siamese king, like the Indian kings, is rarely

seen abroad and is well-guarded by his body-guards.

We hear from the Dutch writer: 'The king appears

little in public but usually receives three time a day

the greatest men and officials of the country. In the

morning very early his Majesty gives audience to Ins

factors and to those who bring presents to him. In

the afternoon, the king consults his secret council and

the greatest men, and at sunset goes to the meeting

place for all the mandarins. Usually the king

1. Asiatia Researches, 1836, pp. 251—253.
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appears in a cosily dress, silling on a magnificicnt

gilded throne and wearing ihc royal crown.’ 1

When the Siamese king does come out of the

p-lace, his Tamraat or Bamboo- bearers preceed

him in files of two and proclaim the coming of the

king. All people prostrate before the king, who

is followed by a band of musicians. The king goes in

a palanquen, followed by his body-guards.

It is the custom of the Siamese royal house that

every year the king proceeds on a holy pilgrimage

at rhe end of October or in the beginning of Novem-

ber. The king is * followed by his whole court, ami

all the mandarins, nobles and officers of the country.'

With great pomp and splendmr, th: king thus goes to

pay a visit to the principal Wat or temple.

It is said that ' about six to seven thousand per-

sons participate in this ceremony, but only His

Majesty, his wives, his children, his brother, the

four highest bishops and other priests enter the

temple.’ The king enters the temple with bare foot,

candles and inceresc arc lighted. He takes flowers

and tapers in his hands and kneels utteting some

prayers. With his cloth spread, he bows down

three times to the images and also to the superior.

All this time, * the streets are very corwdcd with

people from the palace to the temple, but every one

is lying with folded hands and the head bent to the

earth. It is forbidden to any one to look at the

L J. S. S. VII, I. p SI.



king's mother, his wires or children and the people

turn their faces when the royal family passes. Only

strangers or foreign ambassadors are allowed to look

at them."

For the purpose of administration, the king has

a council of Amancha
( Amachcha=Amhtya ). It

is interesting to note that many members of this

council bear such titles, as betray their Indian origin.

The King's Council consists of the following mem-
bers :

—

(i) Montrte (
- Afantrin) or the 1'iime minister,

(s) Piirohita (
-J’urohita ) or the royal priest,

(3) Ak'khaU or an officer through whom the

king is addressed,

(4) Chatlok'kuho (-ChaUagaho

)

or the royal

umbrella bearer,

(5) A' hatla k'kaho ( -Khaggaghko

J

or the

bearer of the royal sword,

(6) Chatl&nt ha (~Ch.ui,l.int>1) or the keeper of

elephmt,

(7) Atsava (=Assa ) or the keeper of horse,

(8) PhraChammarong nof>pharat(-Nava/ atna)1

or the keeper of a ring set with nine jewels.

(9) Ak'khamahcsee (-Aggamahusl J or the

principal queen.'

This list of officers reminds us of the list as

preserved in many Indian inscriptions of the Gupta

and Sena Kings.

1. fhid pp 24 —25.
2. Asiatic Kosearjhes



Next to the Siamese King in civil rank is the

Ak'khdmahtsee (-Aggamahlsi

)

or the principal queen

and the royal princes.

Other high officers are

(t) Chan Phraya Ra Montree {-Rajamanltin')

or the minister,

() Sri A’railat (=Sri Ae/dsa) or Police Super-

intendent,

(3) Sooruwong (-Surijavumsa
)
or prieniicr(?)

(4) Aojuofliccr of the royal treasury (?)

(5) Amat (=Arndt\d) or minister,

() Chittachamana watt Aggamhdsend or the

Controller of pages,

(7) Yommaraat (=Yama rd/a) or the chief

criminal Judge,

(8) Sootee It ’ong Afonttee (.-Suryarams<imatt-

trin) or the minister of shipping and foreigners (?)'

In an inscription of Dansai, we find the names

of some of the officers of the Siamese King. They

are

(1) Mahi i'pardi Can or the Viceroy,

(a) Praha MahB.sentxpati or the Commander-

in Chief,

(3) Sri Rdjakoeddhipati or the royal treasurer.

The king’s daily routine of life reminds us of

the pictures given by Kautilya or Manu. The
Siamese king gets up early in the morning, dresses, prays

and offers food to priests. After taking his meal, he

l I(Ad.



goes to the hall of state for transacting improtant

business of the kingdom. Then he comes to take

his food, which is often kept under seal of the

chief of cooks, who arc all females. His Aggama-
hisi also eats with him. About thirty dishes are

served. After this, the king takes rest and in the

afterncon goes to the great hall to hear reports. He
dines again at eight or nine in the night, after which

he retires to bed.

In every royal order, seals arc used. It is inte-

resting to note that on these Siamese seals Indian

marks are still used. One kind of Siamese seal is—

A"hotchaue {-Gajasiha Gajaunha) or tusked lion,

which is found as a motive used commonly in Indian

sculpture, the other is Rachtutt (sRdja/i

)

and the

third Raksha (=Riksasa) or a monster.

It is expected that the king should observe

Setlang (sSi/a) or the moral obligations ol the Bud-

dhists. He should practise Kathee
(
A'tdn/i, patience

)

and observe the rules of Sochha ( Satya ,
truth) in

the state aflairs. As in India, there are numerous

moral rules which the king is expected to follow.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.
Justice is administered by the village chiefs, from

whom appeals may be made to the Governor of the

Province, and thence to the Lakhonban (Skt. Naga-

rap.l/a) presided over by the minister of Justice.

In the inscription of the first king of Siam, Ram
Khamcng. we read how justice was administered at



that time: Weread : ‘H people of the realm, if lords or

nobles do wrong, fall out, are at enmity with each

other, he ( the Prince) makes inquisition, gets at the

truth, and then decides the case for his subjects

righteously.' 1

About the administration of justice in the seven-

teenth century, we read : 'The written laws of the coun-

try prescribe a certain and praiseworthy rule for the

administration of justice, namely, that nobody cither

in criminal or in civil casts may be condemned un-

less.' his ca*e has been examined four times by the

ordinary or by the specially appointed judges.'*

The accused could defend himself by means of

certain ord.als, namely,-dive under water, dip the hand

into hot oil, walk barefooted over red-hot coals or

cat a lump of rice over which a charm has been

pronounced. These trails by ordeal were performed

iu the presence of the Judge h ; msclf, an I in case of

failure the accused wis punished. In course of

time, however, these trails by ordcils have come

into disuse.

CODES OF LAW.
The laws of Siam owe much to the Indian laws.

The Siamese laws have been codified in the time

of king Phra N.iret into three parts : Phra : tamra

or list of duties and prerogatives of officials, (ii) Phra

: Th&mnun or collection of old Siamese institutions,

1. J. S. S. VI. It 1909) p. 26.

2. ibid, VII, I ( 1910) p. 15.
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(iii) P/ira : raxd kamnol or Book of royal ordinances.

Dr. Masao (inj. S. S. II) shows striking simi-

larity between the Siamese law and the Hindu law.

In the Code of Manu, the whole civil and criminal

law is divided into 18 parts ( Manu, VIII, 48).
The Siamese Phra Tamasart mentions all these ift

titles in almost identical words and adds eleven more.

Manu,
( VI 1

,
4- >S) classifies slaves into seven groups,

the Siamese Laxana Tat also enumerates the same

seven classes of slaves. The well-known principle

of the Hindu law that interest should not exceed

the capital is followed by the Siamese Courts of Law

oven at the present day.'

In the history of the codification of the Siamese

laws, there are some landmarks. It is said that the

name of king Pbra Buddhayot Fa of Siam is handed

down to posterity more in connection with his famous

recension of Siamese laws than in connection with

any thing else he accomplished, Again, the intro-

duction of the Penal Code by the Siamese King

Chulalongkorn, was an event of no small importance

to kingdom of Siam.'

About the law of inheritence, we know that

on the death of the king, the kingdom passes to the

Prince. The law is, however, different with aris-

tocracy. From the account of Jcrcmias Van Vliet,

1. J. S. S. II, P. 18.

2. T. M»«so—The New Penal Code of Siam. J. S. S.

V, II, 1908. p. 86.



we learn that on the death of any member of the aris-

tocracy, his property was divided into three parts :

one for the king, the second for the priests and crema-

tion ceremonies and the third for bis principal wife

and children.'

BIRTH CEREMONIES

In Siam, many Indian ceremonies have

been preserved. As in India, when a chiid is born,

it is washed and its arm is bound with a sacred thread.

Its horoscope is taken immediately after.

When the child reaches puberty, the tuft of hair

of the head is shaved with great ceremony. This

tonsure ceremony is the reminiscence of the Indian

custom. It is known as kantana manga/a or

the festival of the shaving of the fore-lock. Though

it is purely a Brahmanic custom, yet it is surpri-

sing how it has survived in this Buddhist country.

A favourable day is fixed for the ceremony, when

all the friends, relatives and monks come and bless

the child. One of the near relatives of the child,

shaves the hair and music begins to play. The

child receives presents from all. It is followed by

a great feast.

The tonsure ceremony of the royal prince is

performed with great pomp and all Bangkok enjoys

holiday. The Brahmins take prominent part in this

ceremony. The prince, richly dressed and followed

by boys of his age, goes to bis father and prostrates

1. J. S. & VII, 1, 1910, p. 86.
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himself before him. The king raises him up and

fakes him to the temple of the palace. On the fourth

day, the Brahmin priests sprinkle holy water on his

head and divide bis lock into three parts in allusion

to the Hindu trimurti. The king himself cuts the

locks of t he Prince, while the Brahmin priests shave his

head. Two other Brahmin priests blow the conch.

Then the prince goes to an artificial mountain, which

stands for the sacred mountain of KailAsa, where the

god Siva is said to have shaved his son GiQcta. Holy

water is sprinkled on the Prince's head, where a

crown of pure white cotton is placed by a Brahmin

priest. The festival continues for a week. Every

boy is required to enter the monastery as a novice

after this ceremony. The Siamese Prince is not

exempted from this rule, though Princes like Chula

longkorn would not like to stay in the monastery for

more than three days.'

MARRIAGE

In Siam, the average age of marriage for girls

is fifteen and for boys seventeen. Polygamy is prev-

alent in the country. Marriages are often arranged

by the parents, but love marriage also takes place

in Siam. It is strange that the Siamese law allows

the husband the right to sell bis wife, hut he cannot

sell the wife, who brought him a dowry.

About the marriage customs in the seventeenth

century in Siam, wc read in Jcrcmias Van Vlicl’s ac-

i. Se«—Siam in K. R. E.
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count that there are various customs with regard to

matrimony, for the children of the nobles arc married

with the consent of the king. Generally, marriages

are performed with the consent of the parents or friends.

The Dutch writer says that marriages are performed

without religious ceremonies, but there arc always

music and festivities. Among the low class people in

Siam, the bridegroom buys the bride from her parents

or friends by offering a certain sum of money. It is

followed by the marriage ceremonies and the feast to

the relatives. The parties can dissolve their marriage

bond with mutual coosent without going to the law-

courts.
1

EDUCATION
When the Siamese boys attain the age of five or six

t hey are sent to the pagodas where under the priests they

learn to read and write. As long as they live in the pago-

das, they arc not allowed to come back home. The

Siamese boys, while in the monasteries, help the prie-

sts during their services. When the Siamese boys learn

to read and write fairly, they take up some profession.

The bright boys, however, remain for a longer period,

and some of them put off the yellow robes to take up
government posts, others remain m the monasteries to

become chief of the temples. The girls only learn

sewing, spinning etc, but not to read and write.* Hut

now a days, there is a rapid spread ofeducation in Siam.

Bangkok even boasts of a University associated with

the sacred name of the king Chulalongkorn.

1. J.S.S. VII.I, pjx 85 8S.

2. Ibid pp. 87-*$



Chapter X.

LITERATURE IN SIAM.

With the religions of India, Hinduism and Uud-

dliism, the literature of India has also come over to

Siam. It is quite natural that this literature in Siam

should be religious in character, because it was meant

to propagate the religions of India.

We haveseen that Hioduism could not make much

progress in Siam
;

the Hindu literature in Siam is,

therefore, limited. What remains wc have of the Hindu

literature in this kingdom, point to Indian traditions

ai the basis. We hare in Siam books like the A'dw.iy.tru

and stories from the .1fahoblidrata. But this branch

of the Siamsec literature is not so vast as the Java-

nese literature.

In 1836 Cap*. James Low wrote a valuable

article on Siamese Literature in the pages of Asiatic

Reseat dies.

The most important book is R&ma ke un, which

is nothing but the Siamese version of the Indian

Riimdvana. It tells the story of Phra Ra n or Rama
and his brother Phra Lik or Lak^mapi. their wars with

Sotsakan or Dushakantha or Ravapa of Ceylon, who

stole aways Kuna’s wife, Nang Seda or Sita.

There are some books in Siamese based on the

stories of the Mahabharata. One of them is U'nna-

*01 . which is a Siamese drama about the life of U'ntia-

rfU or Aniruddha, the grandson of Krishna. It is as-



serted chat this drama is perhaps one of ihc most

finished of Siamese compositions.

The story of this dramatic opera is as follows :

Phra-In or Indra tempts Raja Unnaitu (Aniruddha)

in the shape of a deer and takes him to the palace of

a Yak. There the Kaja falls in love with the adopted

daughter of Yak. She sends her maid with a picture

drawn by the maid to find him out. The Kaja

following the maid comes to the room of the daughter

of Yak, but is seen by her brother and bound with

snakes. Hearing this the Raja's uncle comes on

Khru't (Caruda), at whose sight the snakes flee

away and the Kaja fights the Yak and carries off the
lady.

Another Siamese book, which is based on a

story of the Ramavapa. is Phandn San nQng or

Phalt San ndng. It contains the advice of Pha/i

(=Mali, the king of monkeys) to his brother Soot

Knp (Sugnba) . According to the Siamese version,

both the brothers were in the service of Phra Ram,

when he attacked Lank4. When the two brothers

began to quarrel, I’hra Ram killed Soot A‘rip

(-Sugriba).

The adventures of these two brothers supply the

theme of still another book, known in Siamese as

Phria Phali Suitrip.

We get the mythological account of the origion of

the universe in the Siamese book Pra thorn. Accor-

ding to Capt. James Low, the book gives the Buddhist

version as to the origion of the world. In one chapter,



however, it shows that the Siamese are acquainted

with the Indian sage Than A/anoo ( Mano).

The Siamese book Pokkhawadi gives the account of

the Hindu goddess Bhagavati.

Besides these, there are other books, which are

Buddhist in character, namely:

—

(i) Soman, i khodom—gives the life of Bud-

dha or a Wtssanlara.

(ii) A/ohosot—contains the wars of Malta

Sot and cbornl. It is similar to the Bur-

man A/aha Sulha.

( iii
) Vhra— I'bonsai ( sBodhisatva )—relates
the accbunt of a previous life of Buddha

as a Bodhisatva. 1

Wc have other numerous Pali books introduced

into Siam. It is gratifying to note that the monks of

Siam did not only borrow the Pali literature from India,

but engaged themselves in producing many other Pali

works, giving their own interpretation ol the older

books. Thus gradually the whole Pali literature in

Siam has grown to be very vast.

The Pah literature, as it has grown in Siam, is

described by M. G. Cccdc’s in the pages of B. E. F.

E O, 1915.

It has already been stated that the Siamese king

Chulalongkorn published the whole of the Pali Tripi-

taka in Siamese character. The Pali Tripitaka is also

1. Sco—Cipt J. Low -On Siamese literature ( Asiatic

Research's! 1S36 p. 338 and ff.
)



available in Burmese and Sinhalese characters.

The Siamese bhiigus have composed some books

in Pali, five of which are mentioned by the Sasaua

vamsa .*

They are :

—

(i) SankhyApakAsaka by NSpav lAsa,

(ii) Its tfkA by Sirimangala,

(iii) Visuddhimaggadlpanl by Uttatltama,

( iv ) Mangaladtpanl by Sirimangala, and

( v ) UppAtasanti by an unknown author.

The 71ki of Sankhyapakhsaka, says M. Ccsd'es,

was composed by Sirimaogala in C. S. 882, year of

Dragon, («A. I). 1520) during the reign of Bilakapa*

nathadhiraja, who ascended the throne of Xieng Mai

in A. D. 1495. The author lived at Navapnra (Xieng-

Mai) in the south-west part of SihalArlma, ( /ccc'ayam
Navaflure paliffhila S>ha!&<&massa dakk/unafiaec/ii-

madis&ya palilihite Sirimanga/ao ti garithi ).

The same author Sirimangala was responsible

for another book A/ahga/adipanl, which was written

four years later in A.D. 1524 at Navapura (Xieng-

mai) at a retired place in the Southern part of the

city. It is not an original book, but a commentary

on Manga/a Sutta (Sulla Angola, II, 4)- Accord-

ing to M. Cced’es, this Mahga/adipani, along with Dha-

vunafladaUhakatha and Saralthasangha constitutes

one of the great books of Pali culture of the Siamese

and Cambojans. The writer Sirimangala has been

1 . Edited by M. Bode, P. T. S. 1897, p. 51.



described as the disciple of Buddharlra ( Buddha-

virassa sissoj.

There is an earlier book of Sirimangala, namely,

I
vessantaradipanl, which he wrote in A. D. 1517.

The book Uppdlasanti does not give the name

of the author nor the date of its composition. It

contains tloka in honour of the Lord Buddha, Dhani-

ma and Samgha, which are recited to aroid acci-

dents. The Sdsana I’.inu, 1 maintains that the rcci-

tition of these tlokis led to the defeat of a Chinese

army.'

Besides these books, there are other numerous

works preserved in the libraries of Siam and Cam-

boja.

In the city of A'avapura, there flourished other

writers. One of them is Nuiuikitli, a Buddhist monk,

who appeared during the last years of the fifteenth

century. In his monastery, which was known as

Panasdrama, of the city of Xicng mai (Narapura),

lie wrote a series of grammatical commentaries of

Affhahalhds of Buddbagbosa. His Panasdrama

was situated in the north west side of the city of Abbi-

navapura ( Iti AbhiMLrapurdvhayanagarassa pacchi

-

tnuttaradisH bhdge patittite Panaslkrdmt). At that

time the king of this Abhinavapura was Siri Tibhu-

vanadiccadhamma raja.

The libraries of Pbnoip Pen and of Bangkok

preserve among others the following works :

—

1. iud. p. 51.



( l ) An altayojana of Samanta ptuadikl, which

was composed about I49J or 1493.

(a) A Janthidipanl of Patimokkha, the

book of discipline of the monks, written

about 1492 or 1493.

(3) Atthayojan&s of different commentaries

of Abhidhamma (.AtOwMini, Sam-

mohavinodam etc.), which were written

about 1475.

(4) which is the

commentary of the famous RQf>asiddhi

of Ruddhapiya.

All these works were written by the monk ft.lna-

kitti of Abhinavapura.

There were other grammatical works composed

in Siam. One of them is CdHthUbharaniUkd, being

the commentary on GanthAbharapa, the grammatical

treatise of the celebrated Burmese author Ariyavarpsa

(who lircd at Ava in the middle of the fifteenth

century) This commentary was written in 1585 by

SUVANNARAMSf, the chief of Vijayarami monas-

tery (modern, V at Vixai, at Vieng chan). We read

in the colophon :

—

GanthAbharapatikA yaip VijayAiAtnasAtninA

SuvappiramsinAmena SaipgharAjena dhimarA

SAkyasirphassa nibbAoA raraesu atitesu hi

A 1 1 havisasatAdhisu dvisahessesu racilA.

The life of Lord Buddha known under the name

of Pathamsambodhi was perhaps compiled in Siam.
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We, however, donot know either the date of its com-

position or the name of its author. It must be earlier

than the 17th century, because it is cited by Gand/ia -

vamsa. In 1844, the king of Siam Phra : Nang Khao
asked the Prince Paramanuxit Xinr.orot, then known

under the name of Suvapparaipsi and chief of the

monastery of Vat Xctuphon at Bangkok to collect

fragments of this work and make a complete text.

The Prince executed the order in the first six months

of the year 1845 and composed the present recension

of the book, in thirty chapters, which is now found

in Siam and Caiuboja.

Of the historical literature in Siam. Saddham-

tnasahgaha gives a historical summary of the Bud-

dhist Councils and of Buddhism in Ceylon. It was

composed by Dbammakitti. Wc learn from the

colophon that this monk went over to Ceylon, where

lie received uf>asamf>ad& and studied with the

master Dhammakitti. After finishing his studies,

he came back to Ins country Ayodbylpura and wrote

his work in the /u\nkartx>na (monastery of Lauk.l),

built by the king Paraiuarija. The text ofSaddhumma-
sangaha has been edited by N. Saddhanaoda in

J.
P.

T. S.
'

The monk Hodhirauisi wrote two historical

works— Camadetleama and Sikihganidana at Xieng-

nni. The author, however, docs not say when these

two treatises were composed. Prince Damrong sup-

0; J. I*. T. s. 1 -lm.
(

-
1 .
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poses it to be composed between 1460 and 1530,

because at this period, the Pali culture flourished

very much in the kingdom of Xicng-mai. M. G.

Cade's, however, places them at the beginning of

the fifteenth century. These two works are not of

great historical value, and in many respects inferior

to Jinkdlamahni cl Katnapaflha.

One of the important historical works of Siam,

is Jinakdlama/ini, about the date and author of

which, there is certain confusion. The Phonsdvadan

yonik says that Katnapafin* was the chief of the

Kodh.lrAma monastery of Xieog mai. In the pre-

face of Jinakd/ami/mi, published in 1908 from

Bangkok, the Prince Lhmrong supposes that Ratn.v

panna in question is one of the two monks, of the

same name, one of whom belonged to I.ampang, and

the other to Phujao (151 1).

We, can, however, accept the statement that

the work was composed in 1516 by Katnapanna.

residing in Katana mihAvihAra of Xieng mai, as appears

from the colophon.

Jinakalamalini gives us the history of Buddhism,

the story of births of previous Buddhas, of the three

great Councils in India, of the propagation of Bud-

dhism in the island of Ceylon and the religious chrono-

logy of Siam. One of the chapters of this work,

deals with the history of Phra : Keo or Buddha, the

famous statue which owes its origin to Nagascna.

This legend finds place in two other books—(i)
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Ratanabimbavaiusa of Brahmarajapanna (written at

Sirijan§laya in the MahAdhammarAjabbata monastery)

and (2) Aniaraka\abuddharHpanidana of Ariyavaipsa.

These works had perhaps an Indian source from

which they drew their inspiration. They were

composed perhaps towards the end of the fifteenth

century.

Ariyavaipsa was also the author of Ad4hubha-

gabuddhariipanidana, which relates the avatars of

another statue of Buddha.

Another Pali work composed in Siam, is Sangh

Uvamsa, which was written by Vimaladhamma in

1789.'

It is quite natural to expect that with the com-

ing of Indian artists and Indian style of art and scul-

pture in Siam, some Indian book* dealing with art

and sculpture should also be inrtoduccd into Siam.

One such book, known as Buddha Inkfan i, perhaps,

had been brought over to Siam. It gives " the more

or less orthodox peculiarities of the characteristics

of the body.” of images. We donot know whether

this Buddha lakfaryi has been properly edited and

published. In Siam, however, these peculiarities

of the images as laid down by Ibis book, are not

always followed. We know that king Phra Nangklao

thought it ‘a work of merit to shorten the fingers

of the statue of the Sakyamuni preserved now in Wat

Sudas(anadevAAma) in Bangkok. ’

0) M. G. Curie’s article iu B.E.F K.-0. 1915.



A paper about the attitudes of Buddha images

in the Siamese monasteries was written by the Somtej

Phra Paramanujit, the son of the King Phra Buddha

Yot Fa (who died in A.D- 1854). This paper has been

translated into English by Dr. O. Frankfurter, Ph.

D. '

The Siamese literature contains many works

based on Indian legends. We have R&ma-ke un or

the Kamavana in Siamese. Other books arc :

—

(1) Wet^asunyiM—which gircs the story of a

king, who became an ascetic after contemplation of

a withered tree.

() Woratcongs—ii relates the tale of a Prince

how he fell in love with a princess, but was finally

killed by a magic spear which was meant to guard

her.

(3) Chafawan—gives the story of a Princess,

who was loved by a crocodile.

(4) Phumhon—similarly tells how a Princess

was loved by an elephant.

(5) Prang Tong^rcUta how a princess even

before her birth was promised to a yak (yak§a)in return

for some fruit given by that yak for her mother.

() Nok Khum—narrates the theory of the

origin of man-kind. It shows how man was born out

of the egg of Nok KbumsHarpsa.

Besides this legendary literature, wc have in

Siam, Niti literature. The term Kiti perhaps comes

(
1 ) The Attitudes of Buddha, J.S.S. X, II, Il»13 .
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from the island of Hali, which also influenced by

Indian culture. It means “good counsel”. In Siam,

wet get Niti hooks like

—

Rules for the conduct of the

king and Maxims of I‘hra Ruanf, the national
•

hero-king of Siam.

The Siamese law hooks also drew their inspira-

tion from Indian sources. We have in Siam law

hooks like Laksana I’hra Thamasat, Vhra Tam*a

and phrts Tamnon. These law books have been

adopted from the Indian Dim m<Uastras and the

Code of Maim. '

The Siamese tradition ascril>cs the origin of

Siamese medical science to India. It was introduced

by Kumarabhacc*. the great physician who treated

Lord Buddha. Hu work was translated into Sia-

mese under the name Rokha : mthan ( =Skt. Roga-

nidana ). Like the Indian medical science, it is more

philosophical and theoretical in character. It holds

that as the human body is made up of four elements,

namely, water, wind, fire and earth, good health

depends on their equilibrium.

SIAMESE LANGUAGE.
Thus we find that Siam has borrowed liberally

from the F'ali religious literature, Indian legends, Indian

law books and medical science. Hut marked influe-

nce of the Indi.m language can be traced in the

Siamese language itself. There are many words

in the Siamese language which owe their origin

t!) Sea—Siam in K. II.
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to Indian vocabulary. A critical study of the Siamese

language should be undertaken by Indian scholars.

The Siamese language has been studied scienti-

fically by many foreign scholars. The chief among

them was Pallegoix, ' whose Siamese dictionary is

a stupendous monument of research and industry,'

but he failed to assign true etymology to many

Siamese words. In 186a, Van der Tuuk collected

many Malay loan words in the Siamese language in

his Taa/kundige Aanteekenmgen. I)r. Frankfurter

has «- also written Elements of Siamese Grammar.

In 190a, Dr. Gustave Schlegel of Leiden, published his

Siamese Studies. It would serve to expound those

phonetical laws which shall enable the student to

recognise the original form of the foreign words bor-

rowed by the Siamese'.

About the Siamese grammar, Dr. Schlegel says

that the Siamese grammar like that of the other

languages of transgangetic India, is entirely Malay.

We have in both grammars the subject before the

predicate, the object of a verb following the verb,

the adjective and genitive following the substantive

and. the adverb following the verb. In Aryan and

Chinese language, this order, however is inverted.
1

When the Siamese borrowed Indian words, they

reduced the polysyllabic Indian words to monos) I-

lables putting double points between the single

(1) Siamese Studies, pp. a-S.
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syllables. Thus amarUvaCi was transcribed as a: ma

:

ra : va : di.

In Siamese, ndityavara (Sunday) was changed

into van athit, and Pali aiighravJro (Wednesday)

became ran angkhan, Sanskrit Jiudhavdra became

van phut, vfhaspati (Jupiter), Pra: hat.

In Siamese inscriptions, we find mention of

Indian months like I'aisOkha (VaisAkha buddli v.'ua)

mrigasira and Sshada.

Wc make the following list of Indian loan words

in Siamese from Dr. Schlegel’s Siamese Studies:

Siamese Sanskrit or !

Abson ••• Apsara

Absorakanva ••• Apsanik my.l

Acha : ban ••• AjapAla

Adjan, Adjar ••• Achirva

Allan, ahar • • • Aharo

Ai • • • Ayaip

Akan, Akar ••• Akira

AkAt, Akaisa • • • AkMa
Akkh.lt • • • Aghato

Akkuson, Akkusol ••• Aku*ala

A: ma: ra: va:di • •• AmarAvatl

A : ma : tang ••• A matam

Amatdja ••• AmAthya

A mil • • • Amisha

Araphar • • • Am bar

Ana Khct • • • ApAkhettaip

Anakhotakaa • • • AnugatakAlo
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Siaint** Sa.ukrU err Puli

Anakhotakan ... An2*atakatO

Anandon, Anaota

:

••• Ananlaro

ra

:

Anapra :charat- • • • RAshtraprajanana

sadoo

Anapra : vot ••• l'ravojana

Anchuli • •• Aojali •

Angkhara • • • Artgira

Angkut • • • Anku^a

A : ugun • • • Aftgflr

Antiban, Antipal • • • AntipAlana

Anokun • • • Annkala

Anu phab • • • AnubbAva

Aorot • •• Auraia

Apbo.i, Aphar, Ap- ’ • • • Abharapatii

haranang

Aphatsada • • • AraAada

Aram ••• Arlma

Ari, A :ri • • • Hari

A-rung 0 0 0 ArtiQa

Asa, Assa, Assiva 9 0 0 A4va

Asun, Asur, Asura 000 Asura

AthikarAt 090 Adhikaraja

Athil 0 0 0 Aditya

Avat 00 0 AtAsa
A : va : tan 0 0 0 AvatAra

A : ya : niani ... Arivamaqi

A :ya: muni ... Ariyamuni



Siarmae

B
Badan, Badal

Bai

Bala

Banchon

Bandu rich# : Si

Banlai

Ban lang

Bannarasi

Banphacha

Banphacha

Banphata

Bnnyarong

Banyat

Banyatitham

Bara : m£t

Kasika

Kit

Battra

Bongkocha, Bongkot ...

Korivar

RoromtnakoC

Bovora

Bfln, Bflnya

Bun

Brtrft
:
phi

Bulsa

Suiu&rii or Pali

Paula

Piyaso

Pala

Paujara

Papdu rajasiho

Palayo

Pallanko

Papyarasl

I'ravrajati

Pabajja

Parvaia

PaOcbarango

PaOfiaii

Dhammapartnatti

Paramita

UpAsika

Paia

Pat ^a, Patra

Pankaja

Parirlra

Paramako&a

Paiarara

Pnnva

PQrva, I'fltna, Pura

Pura^a

Pushpa

Chaiya ... Jaya

C
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Suimr*e

Chakkra : lara

S>n**krii or I'ali

Chakravala

Chala, Chalc • • • Jala

Chalak • • • SalAka

Ghana • • • Jana

Chip • • • Jlra

Choilaman • • • Jaiam.trga

Chollancir • • • Ndtrajala

Chomphu lhavib • • • Jambudvipa

Dara

I)

• • • Tlra

Dacchani • • • Tarjanl

1-avadyngsa 000 Tavalimto

Davadiing 000 Trayastrinutai

Decha 000 Tejas

Djalc • • • Chakra

Djila • •• jau

Dja : la ••• J«t*

Djainnierakan • •• Chirakala

Djan, Djanira • •• Chandra

Djanlhan • • • Chapdila

Djatura • • • Chat nr

Djeta : mat • •• Chaitramisa

Djeta : na • • • Cltctana

Djidavannan# • • • Chitravana

Djim • • • I’acchimo

Djinda, Djinta • • • Cliinta

Pjon, Djor, Djora 0 0 0 Chora

L)jora Khong 0 0 0 Chara Kumbhlra.
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Siamese Sanskrit or Pali

Don, Dol • •• Tala

Duriya ••• Tflrya

Duriyang ••• TGriyaiii

Dusit ••• Tusita

Dutsadi •••

G
Tushti

Gru •••

H
Gum

Ha : ri ••• Hari

Hat ••• Hanta

Hatthi ••• Hatthi

net • •• Hcto

Holoman • •• Hanumant

Hong, Hongsa ••• Hamsa

Hora ••• Hort

Hot • ••

I

•••

Sahasika

Inthri Indriya

Ism : ro, Is*a : ra ••• Issaro

1 tsara, Jsudn, Itsa- ...

rara

Israra

Isun ••• Asura

Iicba •••

K

Ichchha

Kobilla : Tatthu ••• KapilavattLu, Kapi-

lavasta

Kahpa ••• Kappa, Kalpa

Kai • •• Kaya



Siamtae ftwM i/r Pali

Ka: na ••• Kanakam

Kaka : bit • • • Klkapada

Kal, Kala ... Kala

Kala
:
pak • •• Kalapakklio

Ka : Iasi • • • Kalasi

Kam • • • Karamam, Karman

Kainphol. Kampboa ••• Kambala

Kanburi, Kandjana-

buri

••• Kanchanapurl

Kandj : na • •• Kanchana

Kantha ••• Kaptha

Ka : ra • bur • •• KarpAra

Karakot • •• Kara kal a

Ka : sat • •• Kshaira

Ka:satitr ••• Kshatiriya

Kascm, Ka :scin Kshcma

Kcsa, Kcl ••• Kcia

Kes6n ••• Kcrsara

Khabpha ••• Gabha

Kham • •• GAma, Grama

Khamana ... (iamani

Khara ... Gharam

Kharyha ... Grha

Khaitiya ... Khatlivo

Kho ban ... Gopala

Kliodom ... Gitami

Khong ... Kumbhira

K hongkha ... Gaiiga



Siamtte &ub it or Pali

Khru, Khuru

Khrut, Khrmtba

Khun

Krittisap

KrO pit

Kusala, Kusol

L

Ulc

Lakbon, Lakbor

Lakkbana

La : lit

I -apa, Lave

Uph
Livo

Uk
lAikha ban

M

Maha maha

Mahaphrom

Mah&su&n

Mahoranoph

Mahori, Ma : hori

Maitri

Makha: rait

Makuto

Mangkhali

Mangsi

... Guru

... Garuda

... Gupa
... KOtUabda

... Vaidyaguiu

... KOsala

Lak?l»a

Xigara

Ijkshana

LaliU

Vila

Libha

Nara

Ixrkha, Kckbi

Lokapi'a

... Mabi

... Mahibrahraan

... MaheAvara

... Mahirpava

... Mahituriyain

... Maittya, Maitri

... Migbamls

... Mukuta

... Ma'igaia

... Mi rasa



Siam**« SauArit or P,Ji

M4t, Mas ... Mass

Marsakan ... Namaskara

Mtk ... Meglia

Mit, Metsi ... Mesba

MU, Mitsa, Mur ... Mittra

Montara ... Mantra

Moranang ... Maraiiani

Mup ... MQla

Musikathan ... MOihikadanta

N
Nai, Nayok ... Njyaka

Nakh ... Xaga

Nakhou ... Nagara

Nalika ... Nalika

Namatsakan ... NaiuasUia

Narao ... Namo

Nana ... Nana

Naraka, Nara : ka ... Naraka

Nidja ... Nitya

Nier ... Nir

Nicr : khun ... Nirguya

Nicra : tbit ... Nirdtda

Nicra : ihot ... Nirdosha

Nimit ... Nimitta

Niv^t, nirfcs ... Nir*<a

O
On K ... Anga

Ongkhachat ... Angajati
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Siam&e Sarub-U or Pali

Ongkhali Anguli

Osot Aushada

P

Pa : chimma Pacchima

Pa : djcka : phot Pratyckabodhi

Pak Paksha

PaksA Pakshi

Pa : ra : lok Paraloka

Pa : thnka PadukA

Pathum Padma

I’hftb Rhiva

I’hacha i na Vachana

I’hahA Vahu

PhahaiM V abaca

I’haihu Bahu

l'hai Bhaya

Hliaithum, I'haithurya ... VaidOrya

»*hak Bhaga

I’ha: la t phuOrksa Vnksbphala

I'hanthana Bandhana

I’hanthu Bandhu

•’haniima BhAnumant

1’harana : si Varanasi

i'hasnkri Vasu ki

I'hayakon Vyakarana

Phayu Vayu

I'hayiibayatra V yOhayaira

1'hct, PbCtai Vaidya



S*anet$ SantLrU or Adi

PH6t ••• V yasana

Phet ••• Vedas

Phut, Pbetchara ••• Vajra

Phikkhu pbara ••• Bbikku bhavo

Phinai • • • Vinaya

Phinat • •• Vinaia

Phil • • • Visam, Visha

Phok
• • • Bakbsb

Phong ••• Vamsa

Phra Vara

Phra In Su^n ••• Indre4vara

Phrnmmalok • •• Brahmaloka

Phroramaphong ••• Brahmavamsa

Phrflk • • • Vrksha

PbiQklha • •• Vfddha

PlifOtlhi • •« Vrtti

l'hu ban • • • ni.n,ala

Phtim, Phn : mi • • • BliQini

•‘lint, Phuitha ••• Buddha

1‘hutala • • • Bbutala

l'hnva ••• BbOpa

I'idok • • • Pitaka

I’isat ••• 1‘ifilcha

l’racha: chon ••• Prajanana

Pra : cha : Rat ••• Rlshtrapraja

I’ra : chuban • •• Pacchupanno

I'ra : djak • • • Paccllako

I’ra : hat ••• Viibaspati



M6

SaxiLrit or faliSiam,*

Trakan • •• Prakara

J*ra : kan ••• Prakara

I'ra s phrUkthi • • • I’ravrtti

rra : sat • • • Prasada

I’ret • •• Preta

l’nriso

R

Puriso, Purnsha

Hacha • •• Raja

Ruchasab • •• Rajasabda

Kacha Vong ••• Rajaramsa

Ha : du ••• ^Utu

Rahu • •• Rahu

Rak ••• Raga

Kakha • • • Argha

Kuksot ••• Hakshas
•

Ram • • • Arama

R imrstien ••• Rainc4vara

Ra : tha ••• Ratha

Ratsadon ••• Rashtra

Rat, Rattana • •• Katna

Risaya • •• Irahya

Rit • • • Kiti

Rok, Rokiia • • • Roga

Rot • •• Rasa

Rub phab ••• Rfipa bhava

Rung •••

S

Am pa

Sadndi Sluti
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Siam***

Sa : hatsa

Sakdi

Sakhon

Sakkaya : rat

Sa:konIa

Sila

Salika

Sam 1 1

Samut

Sang

SangsAra

Sanpha

Santo

Sir

Sarira

Sasi

Sasitbon

Sat

Satpha

Savami

Savan

Savankhaburi

Savankbalok

Savetra

SayAm

Sayuraphon

Sayamphu

Sayam pra : tbet

Sfcngkbala

Sandrit or Pali

... Sahasra

... Sakti

... Slgara

... SAkyarAja

... Sakala

... SlU

... Marika

... Sllmali

... Samudra

... Sarikha

... Sanislra

... Sarra

... Santo

... SAranga

... Sarira

... fM^in

... Sa-ladbara

... SAsanam

... Sattva

... Sv ami

... Svarga

... Svargapnrt

... SvarRaloka

... Sveta

... Sylma
... SayaravarA

... Sayambhu

... SyAma pradesa

... SrigAla, SigAlo
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Sin, Sil

Singha : rat

Singhon

Sin

Solotsa

Sop

Suin

Suka ; pak

Sun

Suriya

Sftt

Syam ra^bun

T
Ta • khina: rat

Talabat

Talapoin

Tamra

Tan, Tal

Tana

Tavan

Techo

Thaksin

Thani

Thammalok

Thanimothctsana

Than

Than, Thantha

Than : buri

SnnaLril or Pali

. Sila

. Simharlja

. Simhala

. Sri, Siri

Solasa, shodaia

. Sava

. Sflla

Sukka pakkho

. Sflra

. Sfirya

. Soda, Sfldra

. .Syoma rlshtra

. DakkhinavatVo

. Tolapatra

Talaplpi

. Tamra

. Tila

. L)a4a

. Tapana

. Tejo, Tejas

Dakshipa

. Dbammo, Dharma

. Dhammaloka

. I >hammadesanO

. Dana

. Dapda, Daudaka

• Dhanapurl



Siam*— Satukrii a 1'aU

Thanu ••• Dhanus

Tharani • • • Dharapi

Thasa • • • I.)4sa

That ••• Dbatu

Tha : thukkhot •00 Tathagata

Tha : vara : radi • 00 Dvlravat!

Thip ••• Ueva

Thet • • • Deia

Thibodi • • • Adhipati

Thirat •00 Adhiraja

Thuk ••• Dukkha

Thuli • •• Dhuli

Trai lolc ••• Trailokya

Trai pidolc ••• Tripifaka

Tri milk ••• Trimukha

Tri phct • •• Trairidva

Trisun • • •

V
Triiula

Vardi ••• Vat i

Vala : maruk Vanamrga

Van ••• Suvarpa

Van phut ••• Hudhav.tra

Van pra : hat ••• Bnhaspatirara

Van sao ••• SaunvAra

Varun • • • Varupa

Vatsanta ••• Vasanta

Vekan 0 m 0 Vihlra

Vcihangkha •00 Vedahga



ICO

£uim«ae

Vetsandon
Vi : chai

Vithe

Viraha

Viyok

Vong

Y
Yacha : ua

Yak

Yakkhini

Yam
Yamuna

Yaova t

Yatra

Yiva

Yiron, Yiror

Yok, Yokha

Yom
Yomroar&t

Yoni

Yot

Yotha

Yukkhun

Yupba: rat

Sanskrit or Pali

... Vessantaro

... Vijaya

... Vidcha

... Vivaha

... Viyoga

... Vamsa

... Yichana

... Yaksha

... Yakkhipi

... YAma

.. Yoni

.. Yojana

.. Yodha

.. Yu gala

.. Yuvaraja 1

... Yamuna

... Yaurana

... Yatra

... Jlva

... Cbivara

... Yoga

• • • Yama
... Yamaraja

1. Soe—Siamese Studies, pp. 94-128



KINGS OF SIAM.

(I) Dynasty of Sukhodaya

K isos of Siam. Events In India.

I. Sri Indraditya 1218. 1st battle of Tirori

A. D. 1 191 A. D.

2. Ban Muran 2nd Battle of Tirori

3. Rama Raja or Ram

Khamhen 1283 A.L>.

1193 A. D.

4. Hrdaya Java Jett ha

1354 A. D.

5. Sri SuryavatmU Rama

•355 A. D.

(ii) Kingdom of Ayuthlya

1. RamadhipatiSuva-

ppadola 1350-1369

2. Ramcwara

1369-

1370

3. ParamarajadnirAja

(Banti-mabAnAyaka)

1370-

1$%$

4. Siivappacanda

*388

5. Ramcssura (2nd time)

1388-1394
j

5. KAnmaja Vascode Gama in

•394* >397 India

6 .
Nagartinda

, 49 8 A . D.
•397-

I



Kings of Siam. Events India.

7. ParamarijidhirAja 1st Battle of Panipat

8. ParamatilokacAtba 1526 A. D.

9- IndarAja

19. R.AmAdhipati

1529 A. I).

11. BuddbAnkura 2nd Battle of Painpat

1556 A. D.
12. . KatthAdhirAjakumAra

*3. JayarAjAsi

M- Havana

JinaiAja (VansAdhi-

raja)

15- DirarAja

16. Mahamahinda

>7- MabAdhammarAj sid-

viralna

18. Narissa Sir Thomas Bee at

19. Biracssara Jahangir’s Court

20. IndarAja (1610-1628) 1615 A. D.

21. JettharAja

22. Adiccavarpsa

23- SndhammarAja 1630

A. D.

24- Diyara

25- Surapmpas'lda

26. AnujudbirAja

27- NarAva 1664 A. I).



KINGS OF SIAM. EVF.KTS IN INDIA.

28. BijjarAjA MahAupAda

29. Sarasakka

30. MahAcora( 1732 A.D.)

31. MahAkAla-KAjAdbi- Bailie of Plassey

rAja RAmAdhipatl 1757 A.D.

32. Udumbarapupphai758

33. JettbAdhirAja 1758-

1766

The Dynasty of Bangkok.

!. Chao Phaya Chakkri

178a A. D.

2. Btidha LOI La

3. Pbra 1 Nang : Klao

4. Mongkut 5epoy mutiny

1851-1868 1857 A. D.

5. Chulalong korn

1 868- 19 1

1

6. VajirAvudh

I9HI925
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APPENDIX I.

AN INDIAN FESTIVAL IN SIAM

We arc favoured by Phya Priya Nusasana of the

Chulalongkorn Uoivcrsiiy Library, Bangkok, Siam with

the description of the Indian swing Festival as prevail-

ing in Siam. It is very interesting to trace these Indian

festivals in Indian colonies far away from the mother-

country. The swing ceremony is known in Siam as

loh Chingcha ( lobato swing, to pull, chingcha=swing ).

This ‘Pulling the Swing' ceremony occurs on the

seventh and ninth davsof the waxing moon of the second

lunar month, dates falling between the latter part ol

December and the middle of January. This festival

takes place only in Bangkok and in no other city in

Siam. According to some it has no connection with

the spring festival called //o/i in India. Other scho-

lars, however, are of opinion, that it is the Indian

spring festival which had gone over to Siam and assu-

med a different shape. With a little attention, it is

easy to discern the original Indian festival from its

•siamese appearance. We give below the description

of the ceremony in *iam and the readers would be able

to judge whether it is same as the Indian spring festi-

val or not. It should also be noted in passing that

the Brahmins even now play an important part in this

ceremonv.
*

The ceremony is conducted as follows. Shortly

before the appointed date, a nobleman, a different person



each year but always a Phaya Pan Thong or noble of

the ,4 Golden Bowl '* rank, is appointed by the king to

fill the chief role, that of the God Phra Isuen
( Israra ).

A few days later, the open square in which the great

swing stands is prepared. Finally a footboard is suspen-

ded from the cross bar of the swing bv six strong ropes

of rattan, at a height of about fifteen feet from the gro-

und. The board issome six feet long by eighteen inches

broad, the greatest length at right angles to the crossbar,

and an extra rope hangs from it, by pulling on which

from below, the swing is got into motion. A long

bamboo is planted in the ground at a short distance on

the western side of the swing, to which a small bag of

money is fastened when the ceremony takes place.

On the day of the ceremony four muscular looking

individuals wearing appropriate dresses and a high hat

made to resemble the head and neck of a snake, arc

hoisted amid cheers on to the swing. Their headdress

proclaims these as neither satellites of Phra Isuen nor

men. but representatives of the underworld kingdom

of Phaya Naga, king of suakes and the producer of

rain, sent, it is pretended, to perform for the delecta-

tion of Great Siva before the eyes of men. The Brah-

mans now enter the sentry-boxes specially built for

the occasion and intone prayers, and assistant pulling

on the dependent rope, the swing begins to move to

and fro. The momeninm increases gradually, the per-

formers bend their bodies in tbc attitude of saluting

deities and at the same time increasing the arc of the

swing. At la‘t, the momentum brings the swing
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close to tfce bamboo with a bag of coins, and one of the

swingers, leaning far oat and watching his opportunity,

makes a grab with the mouth and secures the bag

in his teeth. Custom has decreed that to complete

the ceremony the swinging must take place three times

and to that end three small money bags are provided

by the Royal Treasury, the first containing twelve

ticals, the second ten, and the third eight. This

brings the ceremony to an end, and Phra Isuen is al-

lowed to place his raised foot on the ground once more

•and after receiving the prayers of the Brahmans

to depart with his satellites in the procession the way

he came. The ceremony is repeated on the next day

but one. with the same observance, and is then over

for the year.

AN’DOLAFCA—MAHOSAVA
The Great “Swing" Festival.

The great "Swing" Festival is so called as sw-

inging was done by Sira and lima for their pleasure.

In the garden of " Nandan '• somebody in an emb-

race of his wife having thick breasts sat on a swing

made of the “ Modhari ’’ creeper climibng on the tree9
4

‘ Santana” and “ Parijata ’’ and was moving it to and

fro during spring in the combined effect of “ Ardra "

• Korthia |«irt of th* c^rPtnouy aw- Hastings : Kn, of II li-

gion & Ethic* V :p. HH'J.



when the cuckoos were chirping the “Panchama”

ture, the whole garden was charged with sweet odours

which caused madness in the hosts of the dancing

Vidyadharas. Even celestial maidens were singing

divine songs so melodiously that even Cupid was

maddened in love. On looking at the unknown cou-

ple swinging, Lima said to Siva, “Oh Lord! 1 am
curious to see this couple. Please cause a well

adorned swing to be made for me and let us swing

together !
”.

Listening to Uma’s word, Sira called all great

giants and ordered them to construct a swing. There

upon the giants erected and raised two firm pillars,

(like the fulfilment of one’s desires) and ran n horizon-

tal bar over across them. " Vasuki ” was substituted

for rope. Under his expanded hood, an altar as

bright as gems was prepared with a tapestry of silk

canvassed over. Its top was adorned with garlands,

gems and pearls. The entire structure was made

charming with pieces of beautiful cloth and deer-

skin. All work being over the giants humbly informed

Siva of it. Siva whose crown-jewel is the crescent moon

at once climbed upon it. It was set in motion by the

attendant hosts. On h'S right stood Jaya while Vijaya

stood on his left, both fanning Siva and Uma with

chowry in there hands. On that occasion, swinging

Uma, the gods, demons and their wives were in



great joy. The celestial Gandharvas praised: the celes-

tial maidens danced: the celestial musicians played on

their different loud musical instruments, all big moun-

tains quaked : the seven oceans weic agitated : all great

winds blew vehemently: all these happened where

Siva and Uma were swinging. All the gods saw that

the whole world was trembling in fear. They, head-

ed by Indra, approached Siva who cau purify sius,

prostrated themselves at his feet and reported to him

• hits:—“Oh Almighty Siva 1 please stop from this,

thy recreation. Oh Lord! the entire universe is in

danger thereby and the ocean encroaches upon all

laud.” When the gods thus praised him he was so

pleased that he jumped down from the swing in great

joy. Then, he clearly and distinctly addressed to the

celestial audience that were witnessing the events.

“This “Swing “Festival is to be celebrated

on the bank of “ Pushlcariui ’’ during spring. The

altar is adorned with silk embroidered in gems.

It is to have au umbrella and a chowry. A wreath

is to be tied around it with golden balls, beautiful

ornaments, stars and flowers. The wreath is to have

images of banging Vidyadharas. Large mirrors arc

to be kept at the sides of the altar. The altar can

still be adorned with what is beautiful to the sight.

Then the sacrificial fire is to be worshipped: oblations

to be given to the quarters. This being done, Siva is to

be placed in the altar with the mala mantra before all

people surrounded by their friendsand relations. The
learned lirahmin who is standing at the side recites



the best mantra when men and women praise the

deity and place flowers, scented sticks, incense and

perfumes. At this time women make a mixture of

colours in water with saffron and pump it out on the

people by means of golden horns. At this lime

temple-maidens wear coloured cloth and golden belts.

They are marked on their foreheads with saffron dust.

They chew “pan Supari” and wear garlands of Rowers.

Being thus pumped with coloured water, which is

yellow and gold, they enjoy the happiness of Cupid.

Those who follow the celestial in the •' Swing ’’

festival live long, happily, with good progeny,

wealth and corns, cross the worldly existence and at

last reach my city.’’

(Vi$mi and Lak?mi are substituted for 6ira and

Uma when the Vai? paras perform this festival.)

Translated from " Bhan p Uttara Parra, Chap.

*33—PP‘49-4-
”



APPENDIX—II.

THE CORONATION OF THE KING OF SIAM

After the death of His Majesty the King Rama

VI of Siam on November *6. 1925, his younger

biother ascended the throne under the title of His

Majesty the King Prajadhipok. The coronation ol

the new King took place on February 26. 1926,

when there were magniGcient ceremonies, partly

Hindu and partly Buddhist in character. Here again

we find the important part played by the Brahmin

priests, who still retain their position of honour in the

royal court.

Following is the pen-picinre of gorgeous scenes

connected with the coronation of the new King of

Siam. It is from an cyc-w.tncss from Bangkok under

date February 26, 1926 1—
"Yesterday there was written, and turned over,

another page in the history of Siam. His Majesty King

Prajadhipok, King of Siam, was crowned with tradi-

tional ceremonial, in the presence of the Princes of

the country and the representatives of foreign Govern-

ments. Impressive throughout and laden with old-

time tradition, the ceremony of the actual Coronation

will remain imbedded in the memory of those who

were privileged to witnessit. To those of Siamese

blood there was felt the full significance of the his-

torical occasion ; to others there was presented a

ceremony laden with Eastern ritual, so deeply and

spiritually impressive that the emotions were swayed



and bent with easy grace to the inspiration of the

moment. It was a never-to be-forgotten scene as His

Majesty lifted the Crown that was the symbol of his

sovereign power and placed it on his head.

‘•Yesterday was the supreme day. But the

ceremony goes as far back as February 3, when a

chapter of priests held a service of benediction in pre-

paration for the inscription of His Majesty’s full

official style and title 00 the following day. Adhering

to custom, water from various shrines in the 17 circles

was consecrated ar.d convryed in urns to the Capital.

Following a preliminary evening service on the 3ist

instant, held in the Baud Hall by 30 priests, at which

the Royal Family and Officials of State attended upon

His Majesty, three evening benediction services were

held on three days, in all three sections of the Chief

Residence. And then yesterday morning the Arch-

bishop of the North extinguished the Candle of

Victory in the hall of Amarindra. That marked the

end of the Buddhist part of the Coronation.

"Meanwhile, Brahmin priests tended the sacrificial

fires in honour of the Hindu Trinity in a pavilion apart

and generally made sacrificial preparations for the

rites to follow.

'•That led up to the Coronation proper.

"These elaborate rites are deemed necessary before

the King can assume the Crown with all the symbolism

of responsibility and power that it holds- Only in the

East we may think is there elaborate ritual in con-



ncction with the crowning of a King. Put if we will

but turn to the West we will 6nd the existence of

ceremonial, which, perhaps not so protracted, is at

least marked by a fulness and a respect for detail th it

carries one back to ancient times.

•‘And so to the great day. As the dawn broke the

thought that was uppermost was that before the sun

again set, another King of Siam would hare been

crowned to carry into the future the glories of the oast

and to add to the history of the Kingdom the force

of his personality and power.

"The morning broke dull and wet. Rain com-

menced to fall during the night and when dawn came,

it was still falling heavily, sweetening and refreshing

the parched land. Rain on Coronation morning is

regarded as a good omen. It may be of interest to

note also that on the day His Majesty was proclaimed

King in November, rain fell, after a dry spell. The

proceedings yesterday morning were timed to com

mence at 9.35 a m. with the R >yal ceremonial bath,

and it is significant that almost at the identical minute,

the sun for the first time broke through the cliuds and

shone brightly until the time was approaching for the

afternoon ceremony, when the rain again suddenly

commenced to fall in torrents These circumstances

are taken as hopeful signs for the new reign.

"Yesterday morning before 9 o’clock His Majesty,

in Regal State, proceeded to Baisal Hall, where were

assembled Princes of the royal blood, foreign re-
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prescntatives of mi isterial rank and higher officials of

State. The auspicioiis hour was 9-53 and that moment

the High Priest of Sira innted His Majesty to take a

ceremonial bath of puiificaton and anointment on a

specially-erected pavilion between Baisal Hall and the

residence of Chakrabarti Biman. The anointment

consisted of fa) water from the five principal rivers of

the Kingdom—the Menam Cbao Phya, Mekiong, the

Rajapuri River, the Bajrapuri River and the Bang-

pakong River—supposed to be an analogy for the

famous classical five rivers of ancient India—the

Ganges, Mahi, Yamuna. Sarabhu and Airaviti
;

(b)

water of the four ponds of Subarna which arc sanctifi-

ed through constant usage in every State ceremony

where there is an anointment : and (c) some of the

water from the tr circles which had been previously

concentrated. Before rising His Majesty received

benediction and anointment from Their Royal High-

nesses Prince Rhanurangsi and Prince Nagor Svarga,

as well as from the Prince Patriarch.

“This ceremony was accompanied by a fanfare of

drums and trumpets the playing of the National An

them, and a Royal salute of 19 guns. At the same

moment the Royal Umbrella of State was raised at

the Amarindra Hall, the Chakrabarti Biman Hall,

Dusit Mahaprasat Hall. Chakri Hall, and An-

ancasamakhora Hall. Then the music died down, the

boom of the guns ceased, and silence again fell upon

the gathering. Impressive and signicant holding
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within its heart a wealth of meaning, one could not

but think that here was being enacted a scene almost

too sacred, almost too full for human eyes.

“As the ceremony proceeded it grew in grandeur

and impressiveness. Outside the walls of the Palace

had gathered hundreds of lo>al subjects, who while

not qualified to appreciate all that was transpiring

within the Palace, could not but fail to be moved by a

certain emotion, as they sought to conjure lip in their

inexperienced mind the phase of history that, was

being enacted.

"At IO-5J, the King sat himself on the Octagonal

Throne made of fig wood, under the royal canopy,

and received further anointment from Brahmins who,

with the Court Pundits, represented the eight cardinal

points of the Kingdom, as follows:—

“East — H. R. H. Prince Viridh, Court Pundit,

and Phru Kajaguru Vamadco, High Priest of Siva

(water from Prachin Circle).

“South-East;—Luang Vodbadharmamdes, Court

Pundit, and Phraguru Astacbarya, Brahnun Priest

(water from Cbandapuri.)

“South :—Phya Vichitradharm Court Pundit, and

Phraguru Satananda Muni, Brahmin Priest, (Circle of

Nagor Sri Dharmaraj and Pattani)

“South Wcst:— Phra Rajabhirom, Court Pundit,

and a Brahmin Priest, (Circles of Jumbor and

Bhuket.)



“West:—Phya Mahanam, Court Pundit and a

Brahmin Priest, (Circles of Nagor Jaisri and Kajapuri.

"North West :— Phra Nanarichitra. Court Pundit,

and a Brahmin Priest (Circles of Bayab, Maharashtra,

Nagor Svarga and Visuulok).

“North :—Chao Phya Yaroaraj, Court Pundit, and

a Brahmin Priest. (Circles of Ayudhya and Uttara).

“North East :—Phya Pariyati, Court Pandit, and

a Brahmin Priest. (Circles of Nagor Rajasima, Ubol

aud'Roi-Et)

"Then followed a ceremouy that called for the

King turning in each of the directions noted, com-

mencing with the East, and receiving from each Pundit

due obeisance and an address in ‘Pali, to which His

Majesty replied, the reply in each case being practical-

ly identical, only the necessary modifications to

specify the particular quarter and to name its tradi-

tional guardian, being introduced. For instance, the

Pundit in the East advanced
«
and after making due

obeisance, observed in Pali :

—

“ May it please Your Majesty I May the So-

vereign here give me leave to pronounce his victory.

“ May the Sovereign, turning now towards the

East, seated upon his Reyal Throne, extend his

protection and exercise Royal authority over all those

realms situated to the East and all beings that therein

dwell.

“ May he remain on earth, further protecting
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this kingdom, as well as her Buddhist Religion and

her people.

“ May he remain long in sovereignty, without

ills, accomplishing success, and may his years number

a hundred.

“May the Sovereign Guardian of the East,

renowned as Dhataratba, gently protect the King and

his realms. Whoever create evil in this eastern

quarter, may the Sovereign, through his might,

triumph over them all in a righteous manner."

“ The Pundit then handed a cup of anointed water

from the Eastern Circle (Prachin) while reciting the

following stanza :

—

“Through the power of the Triple Gems (the

Buddha, the the Lore, the Brotherhood), and through

this water poured down upon him, may the King be

awarded with success in the way heretofore

invoked.”

M The King then answered in Pali rerscin the fol-

lowing poetic terms :

—

*' Your auspicious speech, going right to the

hearts of kings, I fain accept. May it come to pass as

you have said. I shall extend my protection and

exercise Royal authority over all those realms to the

East and all beings that dwell therein. I shall remain

on earth, further protecting this kingdom, tad her

Buddhist religion and her people.’’

The Pundit then said :

—

“ Good my Lord.”



The Brahmin of the quarter then anointed His

Majesty in due form.

This was repeated in detail, with the Modifications

mentioned, in every direction, until the circle of eight

had been touched, after which the king rose from the

Octagonal Throne and the ptocession moved with

the King at his head.

All the elaborate and highly necessary ceremo-

nial was but the prelude to the supreme moment—the

actual crowning of the King. His Majesty sat in

Regal State, surrounded by all the panoply of Eastern

ceremonial sat there solitary, outwardly calm, though

what inward emotions moved him at this stage none

but he can tell.

A great silence pervaded the hall, into which at

points the sunlight crept and was thrown back otf the

glittering ornamention. Slowly the priest look the

Crown from the bearer in the possession and reveren-

tially handed it to His Majesty, who, amidst a deep

hush, with a dignified and stately movement, placed

it on his head.

Another King of Siam had been crowned, another

added to the roll of illustrious Monarchs who have

thrown their personality into the pages of the King-

dom's history.

Then the stillness was broken by the first salute

of the guns without and the music and fanfare within

the palace. A salute of 19 guns was fired by the three

ancient guns, named Maharuk, Mahachai and Maha-
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chakr, within the palace precincts, whilst further off a

Royal salute of tot guns was fired by the Array and

Navy. That was the signal to the outside world that

the king had been crowned.

In the temples, tne message was received, and was

sent out to the people by the ringing of bells. Solemn

and clear and true, dignity and joyousness blended
;

to

the tutored and untutored alike the message was

sent.

The King was crowned.

But that was Bangkok. By a pre-arranged

system of signals, the tale was told to temples through-

out the country, and in the temples, with due solem-

nity, the bells were rung, and the message was wafted

to the labourer in the fields, to the men whose daily

duties take them into the fastness of the jungle to

the traders in the villages, to the people on the rivers.

From the Capital it went forth to every nook and

cranny of the land. From province to province it

spread, into the innermost recesses of the country. To

plain and hill and shore the pregnant notes of the

temple bells were wafted—and the people knew and

rejoiced.

The King was crowned.
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Temple at Firnai in Siam.



Wat Cheng in Siam.



Will »l A\ utliii in Siam.
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